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CONCISE LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVATIONS

The SI system of Kennelly is used.

description unit

coupling constant of the isotropic part of the

interaction between spins s

a a=W /W , the ratio of the relaxation rates of the

electron spin-spin interaction reservoir and the

electron Zeeman reservoir (occurs only in the
2

combination aw ) ' -
2 2 - 2 - 3

A,A ,A, A=(3/8IT)Y n (4irp ) r ; a Pake spectrum has maximum

intensity at to/2ir=±A. The indices s and d refer to

the single and double bond in trans-polyacetylene. s

b diffusion barrier m

C C=(3/10)Y"Y K (4irn ) T (l + (w T, ) ) ;

determines the nuclear relaxation rate due to the

presence of a relaxing electron. m s

I
1
1

D

D
P

ft

H
o

H l

5ln
H

HCH

" c s C

H
ee

determines the nuclear relaxation rate in the

rotating frame due to the presence of a relaxing
6 -1

electron. m s
C C =N /N , the ratio of the number of nuclei and
n n n e

the number of electrons

d coupling constant of the anisotropic part of the

interaction between spins; d=yIY,,h /(4TTU r ) s
° 2-1

nuclear spindiffusion constant m s
2 -1

nuclear spindiffusion constant in the rotating frame m s
ESR lineshape function as a function of u s

c

-1
n=h/2TT, with h Planck's constant (n=6.6262 10~ Js) Js

ESR line halfwidth at half height Am

external field strength Am

amplitude of the microwave field Am

amplitude of r.f.field (n=H,C) Am

spin Hamilton operator J

Hamilton operator describing the interaction between

carbons and protons J
13

Hamilton operator describing the C chemical shift

interaction J

Hamilton operator describing the interaction between

electrons J
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symbol description unit

H Hamilton operator describing the interaction between

nuclei and electrons (n=H,C) J

H Hamilton operator describing the interaction between

like nuclei (n=H,C) J

H Hamilton operator describing the electron Zeeman

interaction J

H Hamilton operator describing the nuclear Zeeman

interaction J

I+ nuclear spin-up/spin-down operator

I nuclear Zeeman spin operator -

J(u,x ) spectral density function corresponding to the

electron mobility s

k Boltzmann's constant (k=l.3807 JK~!) JK~'

K K=(3/J0)YJnn
2(4Tnio)"

2 T " / ( 1 + ( w
n
T 2 e ) 2 ) X

determines the nuclear relaxation rate due to the

coupling to the electron spin-spin interaction
6 -1

reservoir m s
-2

M_ second moment of the ESR line s
-3

N number of electrons per unit volume m
e . -3

N number of nuclear spins per unit volume m

P electron polarization

P electron polarization in thermal equilibrium with
the lattice

stationary v

DNP experiments

P stationary value of the electron polarization in

P nuclear polarization (n=H,C)

P nuclear polarization in thermal equilibrium with

the lattice (n=H,C)

P increment in the value of the nuclear polarization in
nl

DNP experiments if the only source of nuclear

relaxation is the presence of the unpaired electrons
st

P stationary value of the nuclear polarization in

DNP experiments (n=H,C)

4|q|2 4|q|2=(9/4)(Y2n2/H2)(4TTMo)"
2r"6sin2ecos26;

ratio of the maximum values of a forbidden transition

and an allowed transition
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symbol description unit

r distance between two spins, in most cases an electron

spin and a nuclear spin in

r ,r, carbon-carbon bondlength of the single and double
S Q

bond in trans-polyacetylene, respectively m
1 /3

R R=(4irN /3) ; in the single center model nuclei

within a radius R from an electron are influenced

by this electron only m

S electron Zeeman spin operator -

T temperature of the electron Zeeman reservoir K

T temperature of the lattice K
Li

T temperature of the nuclear Zeeman reservoir K

T temperature of the electron spin-spin interaction

reservoir K

T carbon spin-lattice relaxation time s

T electron spin-lattice relaxation time s

T proton spin-lattice relaxation time s
1 13

t match time in a H- C cross polarization experiment s

W allowed induced transition probability in the

electron system s

W~ forbidden induced transition probability in the

electron-nucleus system (dependent on (r,6) ) s
+ + _]

<W > average value of W s

W relaxation rate of the electron spin-spin interaction

reservoir s

W electron relaxation rate s

Wn nuclear relaxation rate (n=H,C) s

W nuclear relaxation rate due to the coupling to the

electron spin-spin interaction reservoir (dependent

on (r,9) ) (n=H,C) s"1

<W > average value of V . (n=H,C) s"1

nD ° nD
W nuclear relaxation rate due to the presence of a
n e -1

relaxing electron (dependent on (r,6) ) (n=H,C) s
<W > average value of W +W •, nuclear relaxation rate

n 6 ne nD ,

due to the presence of unpaired electrons (n=H,C) s

W total nuclear relaxation rate (n"H,C) s

W total nuclear relaxation rate in the absence of
n 0 1

. . .
microwave irradiation (n"H,C)
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description unit

nuclear relaxation rate due to other causes than the

presence of the unpaired electrons (dependent on the

nucleus1 coordinates) (n=H,C) s

<WX> average value of 1^ (n=H,C) s
n n

s

W^. relaxation transition probability due to a time-
-1

dependent electron-nucleus scalar coupling (flip-flop) s

W . relaxation transition probability due to a time-
-1

dependent electron-nucleus dipolar coupling (flip-flop) s

W » as W.,, but only inducing a nuclear flip s

W__ as W ,, but inducing flip-flip transitions s

W nuclear relaxation rate in the rotating frame due to
ne,p 6

the presence of unpaired electrons (dependent on (r,9))

(n=H,C) s"1

< w~ n > average value of W s
n, p 6 ne, p

a inverse electron spin temperature (a=ti/kT ) s

3 inverse nuclear spin temperature ((3=n/kT ) s

(Note: (a,3) are also used as Euler angles describing the orientation

of the chemical shift principal axes frame relative to the laboratory

frame)
3T inverse spin temperature of the lattice (g =VkT T) s
L L L _] _1

Y electron magnetogyric ratio mA s
e -1-1

Y nuclear magnetogyric ratio (n=H,C) mA s

Y inverse spin temperature of the electron spin-spin

interaction reservoir (Y=n/kT ) s
+ ± 15 ± . 2 2 —6 S S

F W = (—=•) r sin 6cos 9r ; measure for the forbidden
6—1

transition probability m s

A A=u -o>; electron offset frequency s

(9,<j>) two of the polar coordinates describing the electron-

nucleus vector in the laboratory frame in the single

center model -

(Note: (9,<(>) are also used in chapter 9 as the polar coordinates of

the internuclear vector in a nuclear spin pair in the chemical shift

principal axes frame. <j> and <j> indicate in this case the angle

between the 0. -axis and the single and double bond, respectively)
—6 — 1 — 1

Y magnetic permeability in vacuum (\l =1.2566 10 TmA ) TmA
O elements of the C chemical shift tensor in the

laboratory frame (k,l=x,y,z)
13

elements of the C chemical
principal axes frame (i=l,2,3)

13
a.. elements of the C chemical shift tensor in the
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symbol description unit

T correlation time describing the time-dependence of

the electron-nucleus interaction due to electron

mobility s
s d '

T , T correlation time describing the time-dependence of

the scalar and dipolar electron-iucleus interaction,

respectively, due to electron mobility s

w frequency of the microwave field s

w electron Larmor frequency s

wT
2 o\=Tr(H! )/Tr(S2),with H.' the secular part of the
ij Lt 1 Z 1

Hamilton operator describing interactions involving
-2

electron spins s

w nuclear Larmor frequency (n=H,C) s

w, halfwidth at half height in frequnecy units of the

ESR line s~'

Abbrevations

BDPA 1,3-bisdiphenylene-2-phenylallyl

CP Cross Polarization

DNP Dynamic Nuclear Polarization

DPPH a.a'-diphenyl-g-picrylhydrazyl

ESR Electron Spin Resonance

FID Free Induction Decay

MAS Magic Angle Spinning

NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

PS polystyrene

S/N Signal-to-Noise

TMS Tetramethylsilane

VM Volatile Matter
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1 INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) signal of a

solid containing unpaired electrons can be enhanced by irradiating the

sample at or near the Larmor frequency of the electrons. This Dynamic

Nuclear Polarization (DNP), a double magnetic resonance technique, has been

studied for many years now (_1_-5_).

Already in 1953 Overhauser (6_, 7_) predicted the nuclear polarization

enhancement obtained if the resonance line of the conduction electrons in

metals is saturated: the Overhauser effect. Carver and Slichter (8_,9_)

showed experimentally in metallic lithium that Overhauser's revolutionary

thought was correct. Though Overhauser's original proposal pertained to

polarization of nuclei in a metal, where the conduction electrons obey

Fermi statistics, the principle is also valid for electrons obeying

Boltzmann statistics, which will be considered in this thesis. The electron-

nucleus coupling has to be time-dependent on a timescale comparable to

the reciprocal electron Larmor frequency. In most cases this time-

dependency is caused by the mobility of the unpaired electrons.

As mentioned above Overhauser effects have been observed in alkali metals

(8-1_1_), and furthermore in many other solids like semi conductors (1,12,13),

coal (Ui-22J, graphite (22), trans-polyacetylene {'\9JI2J_,23-2J) and also in

organic conductors (28).

Later on, Abragam et al.(29_,30_) and independently Jeffries (3J_,32_) found

the occurrence of a DNP effect in solids containing fixed unpaired

electrons: the solid state effect. This effect is caused by a completely

different mechanism and makes use of the so-called forbidden transitions in

the electron-nucleus system. Erb et al.(33J independently discovered the

effect experimentally. The large enhancement obtained by Borghini et al. (3*0

for protons in polystyrene in which a paramagnetic free radical (DPPH) had

been dissolved is also noteworthy. Jeffries (35̂ ) wrote in 1963 an elaborate

review on dynamic nuclear polarization, which represents the state of art

at that time.

Finally, also a third DNP effect has been found: the thermal mixing effect,

which is present if the concentration of (fixed) unpaired electrons is so

high that the interactions between the electrons cannot be neglected.
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Provotorov (̂ 6-39_) showed that in that case a separate temperature has to be

assigned to the electron broadening system, which may change if off-

resonance irradiation takes place. Solomon (40^ had already used the

spintemperature theory for the description of DNP experiments in case of

very large microwave fields. Abragam and Borghini (41_) used the results of

Provotorov and showed that when the temperature of the electron broadening

system is changed, also the temperature of the nuclear system can change,

via a coupling induced by the microwave field: the indirect thermal mixing

effect.

Goldman (42_) remarked that this coupling could be present even without any

induced transitions. Its significance for DNP was realized by Buishvili (43)•

Irradiation with the microwave field leads to a change of the temperature

of the electron broadening system. The latter, through its coupling with

the nuclear Zeeman reservoir, changes the temperature of the nuclear

reservoir and may thus polarize the nuclei: the direct thermal mixing

effect.

At present, the basic principles of DNP are well understood. The descrip-

tion in literature remains, however, qualitative in most cases. Further-

more, DNP experiments described in literature are in most cases performed

on abundant spin species. In that case all relaxation rates and other

transition probabilities can usually be considered to be equal for all

nuclei due to the existence of a fast spindiffusion process. We extended

the existing theory of the dynamic nuclear polarization effect by fixed

paramagnetic centra to make it also valid for systems with rare spins where

spindiffusion among the polarized nuclei is negligible. It is examined

whether the theory can be used in a quantitative way and what kind of

enhancements can be expected in practice.

In fact, one should also discriminate between the cases of fast and

vanishing spindiffusion in the theory of the Overhauser effect, but since

the electrons are mobile in this case, it is difficult to describe the

interactions between each separate nucleus and the mobile electrons, unless

the mobility is very well defined (timescale, pathway). This makes also a

quantitative description of the Overhauser effect almost impossible.

Therefore the Overhauser effect is dealt with only in a more qualitative

way.
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Until recently the applications of DNP were found mainly at low tempera-

tures in high energy physics, where it is used for the production of

polarized targets (4_) and in the study of magnetic ordering in the pK-

region (44-46_).

In this thesis the DNP effect is used at roomtemperature in combination

with C NMR. C NMR spectroscopy has become an important tool in solid

state research, especially in combination with cross polarization (47_) and
1 3

magic angle spinning (48_). Due to the low natural abundance of C spins

(1%) the signal is very weak and an ordinary C NMR experiment takes a

long time because many scans are required to achieve an acceptable signal-

to-noise ratio. But when the DNP effect is used the C signal can be

enhanced and therefore the number of scans and the measuring time consid-

erably reduced.

This C signal enhancemeo; can be obtained directly, via C-DNP, or

indirectly, by enhancing firstly the polarization of the protons via H-

DNP, and then transferring the enhancement towards the C spins via cross

polarization. Of course, for the application of the latter method, there

must be protons in the sample. We successfully applied the combination of C

NMR and DNP to several solids containing unpaired electrons, e.g. coal

(J_4-2J_), polystyrene doped with free radicals (J_8_,2_1_,49_), trans-

polyacetylene (J_9,£l,23_,24_) and diamonds (_19_,2J_,50_).

The theory is given in chapters 2 and 3- Chapter 2 reviews the magnetic

resonance theory necessary for the understanding of chapter 3, where the

DNP effect is described, and of the experiments described in the chapters

5-9.

The experiments were performed at a field strength of 1.4 T (proton

frequency 60 MHz, carbon frequency 15 MHz, electron frequency 40 GHz). The

experimental set-up is described in chapter 4.

In chapter 5 experiments on polystyrene, artificially doped with free

radicals are described and it is examined whether the theory of the DNP

effect can be used in a quantitative way.

Chapter 6-9 show applications of the use of the DNP effect in C NMR.

In chapter 6 spectra of the polystyrene doped with free radicals are shown

which clearly indicate the advantages of the use of DNP in C NMR.

In chapter 7 it is discussed how the use of DNP can help in coal research.

It is discussed how coal can be characterized with NMR techniques and how
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information about the molecular structure can be obtained. Again the use of

DNP is in many cases necessary to obtain these results.

Chapter 8 deals with diamonds. Without DNP a C spectrum of diamond can

hardly be obtained. We show excellent spectra of artificial and natural

diamonds, possibly to be used for diamond characterization purposes.

In chapter 9 the results of measurements on undoped trans-polyacetylene are

shown. This semiconductor has been given much attention in literature

because of the high conductivity which can be obtained by doping the sample

with electron donors or acceptors. With C NMR + DNP information can be

obtained about the molecular structure of the sample and the behaviour of

the unpaired electrons it contains. Finally, in chapter 10 the results of

the experiments are reviewed, other possible applications are given and the

role of DNP in future research is discussed.
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2 INTERACTIONS IN A SPINSYSTEM CONTAINING PROTONS, CARBONS AND UNPAIRED

ELECTRONS

2.1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the spin interactions are reviewed which play a role in the

experiments described in this thesis. Enphasis is laid upon those inter-

actions which are important for the description of the DNP effect. For more

elaborate treatments the reader is referred to the standard textbooks on

magnetic resonance Cjl_,5J_> or on solid state NMR (2,52).

The theory presented deals with a spinsystem containing abundant spins,

rare spins and unpaired electrons. The situation often encountered in solid

13
state NMR spectroscopy (especially of organic materials) is that carbons ( C)

and protons ( H) are the nuclei of importance. This is also the case in the

experiments described in this thesis, where the DNP effect is used in C

NMR spectroscopy. Therefore we restrict ourselves to a system containing

protons, carbons and unpaired electrons. The theory can, however, easily be

extended to any other system containing spins I=| since the basic inter-

actions are of course the same.

In the next section the spin Hamiltonian will be introduced and in the

following sections the influence of the separate terms of this Hamiltonian

will be discussed.

2.2. THE SPIN HAMILTONIAN

Consider a spinsystetn containing protons, carbons and unpaired electrons,

placed in an external magnetic field H along the z-axis of the laboratory

frame. The spin Hamiltonian of this system can be written as:

H = HZH + \C + Hze + HcsC + HHH + HCC + Hee + HCH + HHe + HCe

a) H u, H „ and H are the Zeetnan terms, which describe
Ztl Z 0 Z6

the interaction of the magnetic field H with the protons, carbons and

unpaired electrons, respectively.

b) H „ describes the carbon chemical shift or shielding interaction.
csC

We neglect the proton chemical shift interaction since it does not
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influence the results of the C NMR experiments we are interested in.

c) All other terms in eqn (2.1) represent the spin-spin couplings, the

symbols having their obvious meaning.

ad a) In all experiments described in this thesis the high field approxima-

tion can be applied. This means that we can calculate the influence of all

interactions other than the Zeeman interaction by first order pertubation

theory.

The Zeeman interaction of nuclei n (n representing carbon (C) or proton (H)

spins) is given by:

H = -n u, I <2-2>
zn n zn

with I the nuclear Zeeman spin operator and with to =y H , the nuclearz v v n 'n o

Larmor frequency (-y is the nuclear magnetogyric ratio).

This interaction gives rise to the existence of two Zeeman energy levels

with energy E =-inu> and E =inu> .
n n

The electron Zeeman interaction is given by:

•«-.;.

with S the electron Zeeman spin operator and with to =-Y H , the electron
z e e o

Larmor frequency (the electron magnetogyric ratio y is negative, hence u>

is positive by definition). The electron Zeeman interaction gives of course

also rise to the existence of two Zeeman energy levels.

The signal we measure in a magnetic resonance experiment is proportional to

the polarization, which is for an assembly of nuclear spins defined as:

(2.H)

with N and N the number of nuclear spins in the E - and
n n v

E -state, respectively. In thermal equilibrium with the lattice there is

a Boltzmann distribution over the energy levels:

N+ /N" = exp hu> /kT. (2.5)
no no n L

p
n

N + -
n

N+ +
n

N"
n

N~
n
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with N and N~ the occupation of the energy levels in this case and T.
no no K L

the temperature of the lattice.

If there is internal equilibrium in the spinsystera (which is the case if

there is no transverse magnetization), even if the system is not in

equilibrium with the lattice, we can describe the system with a spinteraper-

ature T (2_, 36_), the temperature of the nuclear Zeeman reservoir:

N*/N~ = exp nu)n/kTn <2-6>

It will appear to be useful to define a so-called inverse spintemperature

by:

B = n/kT (2.7)
n

Using eqns (2.5)-(2.8) it can be calculated that in the high temperature

approximation (kT »nu> ), which is valid in all cases of our interest, the

nuclear polarization is given by:

P = i (o B (?.8)
n 2 n

If the system is in equilibrium with the lattice 3 equals the inverse

spintemperature of the lattice B, , and P =P =Jiu B, •
L n no n L

An electron polarization is defined in the same way as the nuclear polar-

ization in eqn (2.H) by changing the subscripts n into e. In case of

internal equilibrium in the electron system a spintemperature T is defined

via an equation similar to eqn (2.6). T is called the temperature of the

electron Zeeman reservoir. The electron inverse spinteroperature is given

by:

a = R/kTe (2-9)

so for kT »n<u the electron polarization P is:

P = -Jo, a <2-10>

(P is negative if there is equilibrium with the lattice!).
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ad b) The chemical shift interaction is a tensorial interaction. The

chemical shift tensor in the laboratory frame has nine elements o

(k,l=x,y,z) of which in first order only the element a contributes to the
z z

spectrum. For the carbon chemical shift Hamiltonian we can therefore write:

H „ = n w. a I (2.11)
csC C zz zC

The shift tensor can be diagonalized by means of an appropiate matrix

transformation and is represented by its principal values a , a and o

(a1 4<J22^o-_) and the corresponding principal axes. If the orientation of

the magnetic field vector H in the principal axes frame is defined by the

Euler angles (a,B) the tensor component a , which is measured in a NMR

spectrum, is given by (52_(p.21 ) ,53_(p.24)) :

0 2 2 2 2
a = a,,cos a sin B + a_osin a sin B + a, cos B (2.12)
zz 1 1 <m 55

In a powder all possible orientations of the principal axes frame relative

to the laboratory frame exist in the sample giving rise to a so-called

chemical shift anisotropy powder pattern. The C spectrum of a solid

containing several chemically inequivalent nuclei will in general consist

of overlapping powder patterns and will not allow discrimination between

the signals of the different nuclei. In this case the Magic Angle Spinning

(MAS) technique can be used: spinning of the sample, with a rotation

frequency large compared to the spectral width, about an axis which makes

an angle 0 with the H -field, with 3cos 6 -1=0. This method was originally
r —o r

introduced by Andrew (54_,55_) and by Lowe (56J for eliminating dipolar

interactions, but to date the most important application of MAS is the

removal of broadening due to chemical shift anisotropy (̂ )8_,57_). Under magic

angle spinning only the rotationally invariant trace of the chemical shift

tensor survives: a =(1/3)(o +o +o ), the isotropic chemical shift
ZZ II c. £. j j

value. This enables us to measure high resolution spectra also in solid

state NMR. Especially in complex materials like coal or polymers the

linewidth in MAS-spectra is determined by the fact that there is a distri-

bution of isotropic chemical shift values.

We note that if the rotation frequency in MAS experiments is not large

compared to the spectral width sidebands can occur which obscure informa-

tion in the spectrum and which have a distance to the main peaks of an
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integer number times the spinning frequency. The experiments described in

this thesis were performed at a C frequency of 15 MHz, which means that

it was possible to use a spinning frequency large compared to the width of

the spectra (ca. 2.5 kHz).

ad c) Interactions between spins I and I_ (being either electrons or

nuclei) are in general tensorial interactions: they depend on the orienta-

tion of the vector connecting the spins relative to the H -field. The

tensor describing the interaction can be decomposed in a rotationally

invariant or isotropic tensor and a traceless tensor, representing the

anisotropic part of the interaction. For the isotropic part it can be

written:

with a the coupling constant and I and I ? + spin-up/spin-down operators.

The anisotropic part of the spin-spin interaction has its origin in the

magnetic dipole coupling between the spins. The corresponding Hamiltonian

has the following form:

H I U 2 ° = nd (A + B + C + D + E + F) (2.14)

with

d =

and

A = (1 - 3cos26)(IlzI2z)

B = -(1/M(1 - 3cos26)(I1+I2_ +
 1^_12+

)

C = -(3/2)sin6 cose exp-i<p(IlzI2+ + t-l + *2z
)

D = -(3/2)sin6 cos6 exp i(p(I1z,I2_ + I ^ ^ z '

E = -(3/4)sin 6 exp-2i«p(I1+I24_)

F = -(3/t)sin2e exp 2iq>(I1_I2_)

(r,9,<p) are the polar coordinates of the vector connecting the two spins in
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the laboratory frame. Only the secular parts of the Hamiltonians (2.13) and

(2.14) influence the spectrum in first order. The non-secular parts can

induce relaxation transitions if the interaction is time-dependent.

Consider for instance the C-term of eqn (2.14). This term may cause

relaxation of spin 2 either because of fluctuations in the z-component op

spin 1 (due to relaxation of spin 1) or because of the fact that for

instance d fluctuates because of variations in the internuclear distance r

(due to mobility of the spins).

In the following sections we will consider the influence of the spin-spin

interactions in the system containing protons, carbons and unpaired

electrons in greater detail. In section 2.3 the internuclear interactions

(Huu, Hnn and H ) will be discussed. Section 2.4 deals with the
nn LL On * ~ ».

broadening of the ESR line due to H , H and H . Finally, in section
SS H6 U6

2.5, the nuclear relaxation caused by the time-dependence of the nucleus-

electron interaction will be discussed.

2.3. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN NUCLEI

2.3.1. Interactions between like nuclei: H and H

2.3.1.1. Introduction

H and HUI] are the terms describing the interaction between like nuclei
\J\J n n

in the Hamiltonian (2.1). Their general form is given by eqns (2.13) and

(2.14). The isotropic part or indirect coupling is very small compared to

the anisotropic part or direct coupling and not observable in NMR spectra

unless special techniques are used (58_). We will therefore neglect it.

Furthermore we do not consider here relaxation caused by time-dependent

internuclear interactions, since this does not play a role in our experi-

ments. We thus confine ourselves to the secular part H' (n=H,C) (A- and

B-term in eqn (2.14)) :

"nn = irV(4Kuo)-
1r-3(1 - S c o s ^ C l ^ - i d ^ + 1 ^ ) ] (2.15)

In H solid state NMR this homonuclear dipole-dipole interaction is often

dominant, producing spectra that are so broad (10-40 kHz, i.e. too large to

be averaged out in MAS-experiments) that they obscure any high resolution
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NMR information that one might hope to obser/e, unless sophisticated

multiple-pulse sequences (59, and references therein) are used, which will

not be considered here.

In C solid state NMR the situation is completely different. Since the

natural abundance of C nuclei is about 1%, the average C- C

internuclear distance is rather large (of the order of 10 A), leading to a
13 13

small C- C dipolar coupling (10-50 Hz) which can be neglected in most

cases. Moreover, the C- C dipolar coupling is averaged out in MAS-

experiments.

In chapter 9 experiments will be described performed with a C enriched

sample, containing C spins in pairs only. The homonuclear interaction

between the spins in the pairs cannot be neglected in that case. This

special situation will be dealt with in the next section (2.3.1.2).

The homonuclear dipolar interactions are also responsible for the existence

of spindiffusion, a transport process, which has the effect of suppressing

local differences in spin polarization and which is caused by the so-called

flip-flop transitions due to the I. I_ - and I I -terms in eqn (2.14).

Spindiffusion may be important in all experiments where these local

polarization differences exist, e.g. DNP experiments or relaxation experi-

ments. Spindiffusion between C spins may be neglected in many cases, but

between H spins it is in general a not to be neglected process, as we will

show in section 2.3.1.3 where we will take a closer look at the spindiffu-

sion process.

2.3.1-2. The interaction within spinpairs

In this section the spectrum will be given which we would measure if we had

a sample containing nuclear spins occurring in pairs only. Imagine that the

two spins in a pair are isolated from the effect of all other spins in the

sample.

In that case the total Hamiltonian is given by H +H (neglecting the

chemical shift). The resulting spectrum is a doublet (the Pake doublet (60))

at frequencies o>+:

w. = Y H ± 3 •y2n2(4«u )"1r"3(1-3cos29) (2.16)
± n o n o

with r the internuclear distance and 9 the angle between the internuclear
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vector and the H -field.
—o

In a powder each crystallite gives rise to two lines. The crystals being

oriented at random, each value of cos8 is equally probable and the super-

position of the lines from the individual crystals gives a continuous

spectrum (1, p.220) as depicted in figure 1.

-2A
T

-A
T

0 A

U)/2TC

2A

Figure 1 - Theoretical shape of a MR spectrum of a powder containing

nuclei in spinpairs only (A = (3/8n)y fi(4Tr\i ) r ).

If indeed all interactions other than the homonuclear dipolar interaction

between the spins in the spinpairs may be neglected, the measurement of

this kind of spectra allows accurate determination of the internuclear

distance. We will use this fact in section 9.6.

2.3.1.3- Spindiffusion

Spindiffusion becomes an important process if the polarization of a nuclear

subsystem depends on the coordinates of the subsystem. The flip-flop

transitions, which are energy conserving, tend to equalize these local

polarizations, or, which is the same, the spintemperatures of the

subsystems. The spindiffusion process is described by a diffusion equation

(1, p.139):
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3P (x,y,z,t)
— = DV^P (x,y,z,t) (2.17)

at

where P (x,y,z,t) is the polarization at time t of a subsystem located at

(x,y,z) and D is the spindiffusion constant. We have neglected the fact

that spindiffusion is an anisotropic process (All theoretical calculations
2

predict little anisotropy in D (61)). D is of the order W._r where ry — ff nn nn

is the internuclear nearest neighbour distance and W „ the probability of a

flip-flop between nearest neighbours (1_, p. 139). An estimation for D is

given by Lowe et al. (62_):

D = 0.15 ^ ( ^ o ) "
1 r n - ; (2.18)

thus :

W ff

This is calculated assuming the nuclei form a simple cubic lattice. For

protons D is usually about 10" -10~ m Is. If we have a sample containing

about the same number of carbons and protons, then, according to eqn (2.18),

the spindiffusion constant will be about 2 orders of magnitude smaller for C

nuclei than for protons. It will be further reduced considerably due to the

presence of the large local fields, caused by the protons, which inhibit

energy conserving carbon flip-flops.

The spindiffusion process tends to equalize the temperatures of two
2

subsystems which have a distance r in a time of the order D/r . It depends

on the timescale on which other processes, e.g. relaxation, dynamic

polarization, occur whether spindiffusion can be called fast or slow.

Usually for protons we are in the fast diffusion limit, which means that

the H polarization can be considered to be the same for all the nuclear

subsystems in the sample, and for C nuclei we often are in the vanishing

diffusion limit, which means that we may neglect the spindiffusion process.

The exact definition of these limits will be given in section 2.5.2 where

the nuclear relaxation caused by the presence of unpaired electrons will be

described.
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2.3-2. Interaction between carbons and protons: H^uOn

In this section the interaction H_u between the proton and carbon spins
OH «

will be described and a short introduction to decoupling (how to remove H )
A On

and cross polarization (how to benefit from H.,,,) will be given.
Cn

We again restrict ourselves to the secular part of the interaction, which

is in this case the A-term of eqn (2.14). We can write for the secular

part H'H:

A C spin in a solid experiences interactions with many H spins. The

result is a complicated set of dipolar splittings. This is often

exacerbated by a smearing effect due to H- H interactions. The net result

is usually a broad, featureless C resonance band. The form of eqn (2.20)

shows that the heteronuclear dipolar interaction of the C spin with a H

spin depends upon I . Hence, if rapid transitions of the H spins can be
Zfl A

brought about then a "spin averaging" (<I u>=0) of H_rJ can be

obtained.

This is called heteronuclear decoupling ((j^). It is accomplished by

irradiation at the H resonance frequency. The r.f.field employed should

not only be large compared to the C- H dipolar interaction, but also

compared to the H-1H dipolar interaction (64,52(p.153))•

1 13
We can benefit from the existence of the H- C coupling by means of a

double resonance method (fr^,6£). In the commonly used version of the so-

called cross polarization experiment (̂ 7_) first transverse proton magne-

tization is created by means of a 90 pulse and then irradiation takes

place with two strong magnetic fields H1tI and H._ (tuned to resonance for

the proton and carbon spins, respectively), such that •YuH1Lt
=Y^Hi n-

n 1H 0 10

When this condition, called the Hartmann-Hahn condition (65^), is satisfied,

the carbon and proton spinsystems can exchange energy, which is not

possible in the static field H because of their widely different frequen-

cies. The energy exchange at the Hartmann-Hahn condition occurs since the

precession of the proton spins about their H field gives rise to a dipolar

field along the direction of the static field H oscillating with an
angular frequency YL,H1U, which frequency is just right to induce transi-n in
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tions of the carbon spins relative to their rotating field. Under optimum

conditions the two rotating fields method of cross polarization generates a

carbon polarization which is approximately 4 times (arising from the ratio

YH/Trc) the polarization obtained by ordinary magnetization of the
 1 3C

spins.

Usually the experiment is repeated several times to obtain a better signal-

to-noise ratio by signal averaging. A further advantage of the cross

polarization method is then that the repetition time cf the experiment is

determined by the proton relaxation time T which is usually much shorter
13

than the C relaxation time T .

The time that irradiation takes place with both rotating fields is called

the contact time or match time t . The optimum contact time depends upon

the strength of the static dipolar interaction between the carbons and the

protons (67_): the stronger the coupling the faster the energy exchange. In

addition, the optimum contact time also depends on the length of time the

proton magnetization can be locked in the rotating frame. This depends on

the proton relaxation time in the rotating frame T.o .

lH,p
In figure 2 the pulse scheme for a cross polarization experiment is

depicted. During the acquisition time decoupling is applied.

LOCK DECOUPLING

13C
CROSS

POLARIZATION ACQUISITION

•
match time acquisition time recycle delay

Figure 2 - 'Pulse scheme of a cross polarization experiment.

2.H. THE BROADENING OF THE ESR LIME

In this section we will consider the broadening of the ESR line due to the

presence of H g e and H in the Hamiltonian (2.1). In the case the

electrons are fixed in the lattice the electron Zeetnan levels will get a

certain width of the order of the local fields. If the electrons are mobile

line-narrowing effects can occur (J_, ch.X), which will not be considered

here.

It will appear to be useful to define a local frequency ui which is a
Li
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measure of the broadening of the ESR line of fixed spins:

<uf = n~2 Tr(H-2)/Tr(S2) (2.21)
L 1 Z

where H.' is the secular part of the spin-spin interaction Hamiitonian

which describes the coupling between the electrons and between the

electrons and the nuclei. Since the ESR linewidth is also determined by H.'
2 1

the value of <o depends on the origin of the ESR linewidth and on the
Li

second moment M_ of the ESR lineshape function g(io), defined as:

M - [ ID2 g(u))du> (2.22)

2
If the linewidth is determined by unlike spininteractions (H ) (D equals

M , in case of like spininteractions (H ) ta =M-/3 (2_,p.3O).

The ESR line is homogeneous if the linewidth is completely determined by H

The linewidth in this case is given by Abragam (J_, p. 125):

(of5 = 3.8 T2n(4*u )~1N (2.23)
5 e o e

where N is the number of electrons per unit volume and <D, is the half
e s

width at half height of the homogeneous ESR line, which has a Lorentzian

shape. In the derivation of eqn (2.23) it is assumed that each spin is

influenced by only one neighbour.

In general the electron energy levels are broadened not only due to H ,

but also due to H , the interaction between electrons and nuclei. In

thermal equilibrium with the lattice we have the situation of figure 3a.

The electron |+>- and |->-levels are broadened, giving rise to the exis-

tence of an infinite number of sublevels. The distribution over sublevels i

and j is given by:

N+. /N+. = exp-noi. ./kT, (2.24)
eio ejo v

 IJ L

N+. ...•r
sublevel of the |+>-state in thermal equilibrium with the lattice, and with hu>

the energy difference between the i-th and j-th sublevel.

Provotorov (3_6_-39_) showed that we can assign in many cases a separate

temperature, different from the electron Zeeman temperature, to the

with N . and N . the number of electron spins in the i-th and j-th
eio ejo v J
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I ->

Figure 3 - a. Electron energy levels in equilibrium with the lattice.
The levels are broadened due to electron-electron and
electron-nucleus interactions.

b. Off-resonance irradiation leads to cooling of the
electron spin-spin interaction reservoir.
W is the allowed induced transition probability.

The levels are characterized by the Zeeman quantutmutriber m
of the electrons. |+> indicates m =+

s
and \-> m --%.

s

electron broadening system. This temperature, to be called T , describes
ss

the distribution of the electron spins over the broadened energy levels:

N ./N . = exp-nu). ./
ei ej K

 IJ
(2.25)

Figure 3b shows a situation where due to off-resonance irradiation the

temperature T differs from the temperature T of the electron Zeeman
SS €

reservoir. We call T the temperature of the electron spin-spin inter-
SS

action reservoir. An inverse temperature is defined via 7=n/kT
SS

To describe the distribution over the sublevels with a single temperature

it is necessary that cross-relaxation (electron flip-flops) are suffi-

ciently fast to establish a thermal equilibrium in the electron system (3_).

This means that the flip-flops must occur at a rate which is much larger

than all other transition probabilities. An estimation for the average
f f —1

flip-flop rate (T ) is given by Goldman et al. (57_), which can be
rewritten (68) into:

= 0.9
(2.26)

which is valid again only when each electron is influenced by only one

neighbour. Thus, in the case that this flip-flop rate is very fast, we can

assign a temperature to the electron spin-spin interaction reservoir. This

reservoir not only has its own temperature T but also its own spin-
SS
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lattice relaxation rate W .

The congregation of the electron spin-spin interactions into a separate

reservoir forms the basis of the thermal mixing effect as we shall see

later on (ch .3 ).

In a system containing electrons and nuclei we thus have 3 reservoirs : the

electron Zeeman reservoir (inverse spintemperature a), the nuclear Zeeman

reservoir (inverse spintemperature (5) and the electron spin-spin inter-

action reservoir (inverse spintemperature y).

2.5. NUCLEAR RELAXATION CAUSED BY THE PRESENCE OF UNPAIRED ELECTRONS

2.5.1. Introduction

In this section we will focus our attention to the nuclear relaxation

mechanisms provided by the electron-nucleus coupling, which also play an

important role in the description of the DNP effect in chapter 3.

Relaxation can take place when this coupling is time-dependent. In the

following we assume the nuclei to be fixed in the lattice. Consider an

electron-nucleus pair. If this system is in a state |a> relaxation takes

place to a state |g> with a rate H given by (_1_,p.273):

W = fi~2 <o|H (t) |B><P | H (t + T)|OI> exp iu^ dt (2.27)

where ID =(E -Eo)/n, the energy difference between state |a> and state |B>
Otp QL p

in frequency units, and where the bar indicates a time averaged value. If

the amplitude of H (t) is given, the relaxation is the most effective if
n e -1 "

H (t) is time-dependent on a timescale comparable to iu . . H (t) then
ne ot($ ne

generates fields which have a time-dependence just right to induce

transitions between the states |a> and |B>.

The time-dependence of H can either be caused by fluctuations in the

spatial part or fluctuations in the spin part of H .In case the

electrons are fixed in the lattice it must be the spin part of H that

fluctuates. In case the electrons are mobile it can also be the spatial

part.
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2.5.2. Nuclear relaxation due to interactions with fixed electrons

Consider a spinsystem containing nuclei surrounded by homogeneous1^

distributed electrons. We assume that, compared to the nuclei, the

electrons are dilute. We neglect the isotropic part of the electron-nucleus

interaction (scalar interaction) since it is due to a finite electron spin

density at the sites of the nuclei (70_,p.43), and only very few nuclei are

close enough to the electrons to experience such a scalar contact.

For the moment we use the single center model: each nucleus is influenced

by one siectron only. We will leave this model as soon as it is required.

Furthermore we assume that the vector connecting a nucleus and the electron

it interacts with to be the same for each nucleus and given by its polar

coordinates (r,6,(p). Later on, we will drop this assumption. The electron-

nucleus coupling is given by eqn (2.1JJ) with I.. =1, the nuclear spin, and I?=S,

the unpaired electron spin. This coupling is time-dependent because of the

fact that S and S+ fluctuate due to electron relaxation processes. The B-

term (containing S I +S I ) induces electron-nucleus flip-flops (energyquanta
+ — — A + A

involved Men +<o ) ) , the C-term ( I S +1 S ) and the D-term ( I S +1 S ) e i t h e re n z + + z z - - z
an electron flip (enerqyquantum RID ) or a nuclear flip (energyquantum n<o ),

* y*e n
a n d d u e t o t h e E - t e r m ( I S ) a n d F - t e r m ( I S ) e l e c t r o n - n u c l e u s f l i p - f l i p s

o c c u r ( e n e r g y q u a n t a Ti(to -u> ) ) .
e n

The most effective mechanism for the nuclear relaxation will be provided by

the terms containing I+S (J_, p. 380), where energyquanta fitu are involved.

The nuclear relaxation then takes place because of fluctuations in the z-

component of the electron spin, the nucleus interacts with. These

fluctuations take place because of:

a) electron spin-lattice relaxation: the electron spin with which the

nucleus interacts changes its z-component at a rate T~ - The nucleus

experiences a local field which fluctuates due to this electron relaxation.

These fluctuations give rise to a nuclear transition probability which we
shall call W .

ne
b) electron-electron flip-flops: the electron spin with which the nucleus

f f -1
interacts changes its z-component at a rate (T^ ) due to flip-flops

with other electrons. The nucleus experiences a local field which

fluctuates due to this electron-electron flip-flop process. These

fluctuations give rise to a nuclear transition probability which we shall

call W n D.
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ad a) Using eqn (2.27) it can be calculated (7_1_) that we can write for the

nuclear Zeeman relaxation rate W :
ne

2 2- 2

„ = 9 Isl. (J,,,, )-
2
r-

6sin26 cos2e tJ"Tie , (2.28)
n e 4 H2 ° 1 +(« T, ) 2

o n le

with r the distance between the nucleus and the electron it interacts with

and 6 the angle between the electron-nucleus vector and the H -field. A
o

coupling between the nuclear Zeeman reservoir, with inverse spintemperature B,

and the lattice, with inverse temperature &., is established by this
Lt

mechanism:

B = -W (B - B.) (2.29)
Ii€ Li

ad b) It is also possible, as mentioned above, that the local electronic

field experienced by the nuclei fluctuates due to the occurrence of

electron-electron flip-flops. It should be noted that there is no coupling

to the lattice established by this mechanism, but rather to the spin-spin

interaction reservoir, since this reservoir must provide the energy

necessary for the nuclear transition. Therefore:

B = -W n D (B - y) (2.30)

Of course, also the inverse spintemperature if changes due to this process.

Since the total energy must be conserved the sum of the expectation values

of H and H.' must remain constant. Since (3):
zn l —

<H
zn

> = -BTr(H2 )/Tr(1) = -0u>2Tr (I2 )/Tr (1) (2.31)

<H!> = -"fTr(H.'2)/Tr(1) = --yii)2Tr (S2)/Tr (1 ) (2.32)
1 1 Li Z

the inverse temperature f changes at a rats (C w /in )W . Thus:
n n L nu

T == -(Cn<-
2/u.2)WnD (T - B) (2.33)

We now have the situation of figure 4, where the connections between the

reservoirs given by eqns (2.29), (2.30) and (2.33) are indicated. The
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ELECTRON
SPIN-SPIN
INTERACTION
RESERVOIR

\

WD

WnD

2

«•* WnD

NUCLEAR
ZEEMAN
RESERVOIR

i

W n e

1

L A T T I C E

Figure 4 - The coupling between the nuclear Zeeman reservoir, the
electron spin-spin interaction reservoir and the lattice
caused by the time-dependent electron-nucleus coupling.
Also the relaxation rate W~ of the electron spin-spin
interaction reservoir is indicated.

relaxation rate W with which the electron spin-spin interaction reservoir

relaxes to the lattice is not given in these equations, but it is indicated

in the figure for reasons soon to become clear.

Unlike W , which describes a coupling to the lattice, W describes a

coupling to the electron spin-spin interaction reservoir. We can, however,

W consider as a nuclear relaxation rate to the lattice as long as the

electron spin-spin interaction reservoir is coupled much stronger to the

lattice than to the nuclear Zeeman reservoir: the condition W_»(C u> /u>. )W _
D n n L nD

must be valid. Experiments are described in literature {12-15) where this

condition is not fulfilled and in fact the opposite is true: the nuclear

Zeeman and the electron spin-spin interaction reservoir reach a common

temperature before the spin-spin interaction reservoir has acquired the

lattice temperature. But in our cases of interest the condition is easily

smaller than 1 s and C u> /u>,
n n L.

met: W_ is of the order 10 s or larger, W
u n

in the range 10-1000, as we will show.

To find an expression for W - we should replace T in eqn (2.28) by T?

since in this case the correlation time describing the fluctuations of the

z-component of the electron spin is Tl . Furthermore we should take into

account the fact that the energy necessary for the nuclear transition must

be provided by the electron spin-spin interaction reservoir. If we consider

a simple three spin process where two electrons flip-flop supplying the
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energy for the nuclear transition, the two electrons must differ in in

Larmor frequency. The chance that this is indeed the case is given by an

integral (76) and the expression for W becomes:
—— n u

9 yeh -2-6 2 2 ""n^P f°g(u))g((i) - u )

" D ^ H2 1 + ( M T
ff

o n 2e
J

which in the limit (ui T_ ) » 1 reduces to the formula given by Wenckebach
n 2e

et al.(76_). Goldman et al. (68_) does not take into account the integral but

still finds a quantitative agreement between the calculated and measured (77)

value of W , because in their case the ESR linewidth was larger than the

nuclear Larmor frequency and the integral can be left out.

We note that the flip-flop rate between the electrons is dependent on the

distance between the electrons and that it is in general not the same for

each electron. We will use as an estimation, however, the value of T

given by eqn (2.26).

We now have expressed the influence of the electrons on the nuclear

relaxation rate by means of the two rates W and W _ in eqns (2.28) and

(2.34). Note that they are dependent on r and 9 in the same way:

Wne = -̂J- C sin
29 cos2e r"6 (2.35)

with

and

WnD = "T K Si"2e cos2e r"6 (2-37)

with

3 2 2 2 2 T ? P I g S )

77^27 J 7^
(the factor 15/2 is introduced for reasons soon to become clear).
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In a powder sample many subsystems with different distances r and

orientations 6 are present, yielding a distribution in W - and W -values.

The relaxation behaviour we measure in a powder will depend on the rate of

spindiffusion between the nuclei. The rate equation describing the nuclear

relaxation process by fixed unpaired electrons is for a subsystem at

coordinates (r,6) given by:

Pn (r,9,t) t -lj (K + C)r"6 sin26 cos20(Pn(r,e,t)-P ) + DV2Pn(r,8,t) (2.39)

with P the nuclear polarization in thermal equilibrium with the lattice

and where the term Dv P (r,e) takes the spindiffusion into account

(cf.section 2.3-1.3).

The correct procedure to find the total polarization P of the nuclear

system is to integrate this equation over r and 9. This case is dealt with

by Lowe and Tse (71_) • Unless D=0, the 9-dependence of the relaxation time

leads to insolvable mathematical problems. Therefore they make the

approximation that averaging over 9 in eqn (2.39) is permitted and replace

sin 9cos 6 by 2/15 (It can be shown that averaging over 9 in eqn (2.39)

does not lead to serious errors in the case of D=0. These errors are

expected to be smaller if M O ) . Eqn (2.39) now reduces to:

Pn(r,t) = -(K + O r "
6 (Pn<i\t)-Pno) + DV

2Pn(r,t) (2.40)

The procedure of integrating this equation depends on the value of the

spindiffusion constant D (62,78).

Close to the electrons spindiffusion is impossible because of the large

fields produced by the electrons which inhibit energy conserving nuclear

flip-flop processes. We assume that this is the case for r<b, with the

diffusion barrier b defined as the distance at which the difference of the

magnetic field produced by the electron at the sites of two neighbouring

nuclei is of the order of the local fields produced by the nuclei (78).

Furthermore a radius R is defined equal to the average separation of the

electrons :

R = (H«Ne/3)~
1/3 (2.41)

For a nucleus which has a distance r to an electron the nuclear relaxation
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time directly due tc the coupling to the electron is r / ( O K ) , while for
2

spindiffusion it takes a time of the order r /D to "transport" polarization

from nuclei close to the electron to the nucleus at a distance r. If

r=[(OK)/D] these times are equal and therefore the quantity [(C+K)/D]"

which has the dimension of length is a measure of the competing

contributions to P of relaxation and the spindiffusion.

The fast diffusion limit is defined by:

[(C + K)/D]* « b « R (2.42)

In this case P is independent of r for r>b and the total polarization will

relax exponentially.

The limited diffusion limit is valid if:

b « [(C + K)/D]4 « R (2-'43)

i

The polarization of the nuclei with r>[ (C+fO/D]11 will relax exponentially

in this case. Since these usually form by far the majority of the spins

also the total nuclear polarization will show an exponential behaviour.

Therefore we can write for the rate equation describing the relaxation

process in both cases :

P = - <W eXP - P ) (2.144)
n n n no

with <W > the nuclear relaxation rate due to the electron-nucleus
n

coupling.

In the fast diffusion limit <We> is given by (71):

( 2. 4 5 )

and in the limited diffusion limit:

( 2_ 4 6 )

Finally, the vanishing diffusion limit is valid if:

[(C+K)/D]' » R (2.47)



In this case each single nucleus will have an exponential relaxation

behaviour, but the relaxation of the total polarization will not be

exponential, but rather described by the sum of the contributions of the

individual nuclei. For more detailed discussions and calculations we refer

to appendix A1 and ref.(79_). In the vanishing diffusion case the relaxation

follows exp-(<We>t)* with:

S * l i | M ^ * (2.18)

Note : in the vanishing diffusion case the 9-dependence of W and W has

been taken into account as well. Furthermore the single center model is

left since the nuclei near the boundaries of the spheres of influence (r=R)

are acted on by several electrons. This is of course also true in for

instance the fast diffusion limit but there the direct relaxation process

is at rKR negligible compared to the relaxation via spindiffusion.

The formulas presented in this section enable us to investigate the

influence of the electrons on the nuclear relaxation time, and it will be

shown that the procedures followed here to calculate <We> in the various

diffusion limits are completely analogous to the procedures necessary to

calculate the DNP enhancement in the different diffusion limits (ch.3).

Finally, we will also give the nuclear relaxation rate in the rotating

frame W due to the presence of unpaired electrons. The relaxation of a
ne,p

nucleus at polar coordinates (r,6,q>) relative to the electron is given by (71 ) :

W = | C (1-3cos29)2r~6 (2.^9)
ne,p 4 p

with

where to..^ H. with H the field strength of the lockfield.
1L 6 1L IL

The relaxation due to the contact to the spin-spin interaction reservoir
can usually be neglected.
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We again distinguish the three diffusion limits. We note that the

spindiffusion constant D is smaller than D: D =JD (TV).

(i) fast diffusion:

i

(C /D ) 5 « b « R
P P

<Wn p> ~ 31tNeCp/'b (exponential relaxation) (2.51)

(ii) limited diffusion:

b « (C /D )5 « R
P P

<We > = ̂nN D C" (exponential relaxation) (2.52)
n,p 3 e p p

(iii) vanishing diffusion:

(C /D )" » R » b
P P

< w
e >i = i.yL]in

3/2n c2" (exp-(<We >t)* relaxation) (2.53)
n,p 9̂ 3 e p n,p

Eqns (2.51) and (2.52) are analogous to eqns (2.45) and (2.46),

respectively. The derivation of eqn (2.53) can be found in appendix A1 and

ref.(79_). Especially for organic free radicals T is often in the micro-

second region and the commonly used lockfield strength oo will be of the
-1

order T yielding a large value of C . It appears that for this reason

we often are in the vanishing diffusion limit and therefore eqn (2.53) can

often be used to explain the value of the nuclear relaxation rate in the

rotating frame in solids containing unpaired electrons.

2-5-3- Hualear relaxation due to interactions with mobile electrons

We now turn our attention to a system containing nuclei and mobile

electrons and consider electron-nucleus pairs again. Since mobile electrons

can in principle interact with every nucleus the isotropic part of the

electron-nucleus interaction should now also be taken into account. Time-

dependence of this part of the interaction (eqn (2.13)) may yield flip-

flops in the electron-nucleus system (energyquanta involved ft(u> +UJ )). The
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time-dependence of the coupling is in the case of mobile electrons due to

time-dependence of the amplitude of the coupling: in eqn (2.13) a becomes

time-dependent and in eqn (2.14) r and 6. This time-dependence leads to

relaxation transitions in the electron-nucleus system (see figure 5). We

define the following transition probabilities.

: relaxation caused by the time-dependent scalar coupling.

: relaxation caused by the B-term of the time-dependent

dipolar coupling.

W „: relaxation caused by the C- and D-terms of the time-

dependent dipolar coupling.

W _ : relaxation caused by the E- and F-terms of the time-

dependent dipolar coupling.

1 -r
2

¥u W23

I—>

Figure 5 - Energy levels of an electron-nucleus pair and possible
relaxation transitions caused by the time-dependent
eleatron-nualeus coup ling.

The levels are characterized by the Zeeman quantumnumbers
m and m_ of the electrons and nuclei, respectively:

\+-> indicates m =+% and m=-h, etc.

In all relaxation transitions, except W _, energyquanta Rco are involved.

Therefore these are non-negligible only if the electron-nucleus coupling is

time-dependent on a timescale comparable to in" . Exact calculation of the
e

transition probabilities is only possible when the time-dependencies which

modulate the scalar and dipolar interaction are known. The results depend

on the model used to describe the electron mobility (8£). A simple model is

the following: we assume that at a time t+T the interaction is either the

same as at time t or zero, and that the chance that it is the same is given
by exp-r/t . T is called the correlation time describing the time-

c c



dependence of this interaction. Calculation of the transition

probabilities, using eqn (2.27), leads in this case to:

W ^ = 4 <a > J(u)e+u)n,T°) (2.51a)

W ^ = Yg-(YeTnn)
2(iJnuo)"

2<(3cos2e-1)2r~6> J(u)e+a.n,T^) (2.51b)

W = 7 g ' ( l Y Y n ) 2 ( 1 i i M ) ~ 2 < s i n 2 e c o s 2 6 r ~ 6 > J ( o , x d )W12 = 7g'(lYeYnn)
2(1iiMo)~

2<sin2ecos26 r~6> J(io ,xd) (2.51c)

W = Tiyyh)2{'i%u)~2<3in'ie r"6> J ( ( W T c )W23 = Teiyeynh)2{'i%uo)~2<3in'ie r " 6 > J ( ( W T c ) (2 .54d)

The angular brackets indicate here a time averaged value, x and T are

the correlation times that describe the time-dependence of the scalar and

dipolar interaction, respectively, and J(<O,T ) is defined by:

(2.55)

J(o),x ) is called a spectral density function. It depends on the type of

motion of the spins, whether eqn (2.55) is valid or another spectral

density function should be used.

One case in which the presented model can be used should be mentioned. If

we consider an isotropic random reorientation of the electron-nucleus

vector r_ then r is a constant in eqns (2.5ia-d) and isotropic averaging

over 6 results in:

W12 = W d ' J(un'Tc) (2-56b)

^•iK^w^ (2-56c)

2 2 2 2 P ft
with d =YeTfnn (1*U )" r~ . The scalar interaction is not time-dependent

in this case, hence wf^O.

If only r is time-dependent and not 6, and if we are in the fast diffusion
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limit, which means that we may perform an isotropic averaging over 6, we

can also use eqn (2.56) provided we replace d by <d >=y y ft (4xy ) <r >.

W . need not be zero in this case.

It should be emphasized that the model used here is a very simple one and

in practice more complicated spectral density functions should be used. We

will see an example of them in the chapter on trans-polyacetylene (ch.9).

If no other relaxation mechanisms than the one described here are present

the nuclear relaxation rate will be given by W?^+W h+2W +WI-. Since in
2 d s

general the values of <a >, r, 9, T and T are different for different

nuclei, there will be a distribution of relaxation rates. The actual

measured relaxation time will not only strongly depend on the rate of

nuclear spindiffusion but also on for instance the pathway the mobile

electron follows. This makes in general a proper description of the

influence of mobile unpaired electrons on the nuclear relaxation

impossible. This section will however provide enough information for an

understanding of the description of the Overhauser effect, presented in

chapter 3-
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3 THEORY OF DYNAMIC NUCLEAR POLARIZATION

3.1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the theory of the Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) effect

will be given. Firstly we will discuss the DNP effect which occurs if the

electrons are mobile (the Overhauser effect, section 3-2) and secondly the

DNP effect present if the electrons are fixed (solid state and thermal

mixing effect, section 3.3). For simplicity these sections are called DNP

by mobile electrons and DNP by fixed electrons, respectively, though in

principle an electron can have a mainly time-dependent coupling with one

nucleus and an almost time-independent coupling with another, for instance

when the electron mobility is limited to a restricted region. We will

discuss this aspect when it is needed for a proper description of the

experimental results. For the moment we assume the electrons either to be

completely fixed or to be mobile on a timescale comparable to the electron

Larmor frequency-

Since we want to combine DNP with solid state NMR and want to predict the

DNP enhancements expected in order to know which solids are good candidates

for the application of this technique, we are not merely interested in a

qualitative description but also want to use the theory in a quantitative

way. This will appear to be difficult in case we are dealing with the DNP

effect by mobile electrons since information must be available about the

type of electron-nucleus interaction and about the time-dependence of this

interaction- The description will therefore remain qualitative. In case of

the DNP effect by fixed electrons, however, the situation is much more well

defined, and it will appear to be possible to derive easy-to-use formulas

and to give a quantitative description applicable to many systems of

interest.

3.2. DNP BY MOBILE ELECTRONS: THE OVERHAUSER EFFECT

We will firstly sketch the principle of the Overhauser effect by

considering a system containing unpaired electrons and nuclei between which

there is scalar coupling only (all other interactions are neglected). If

this coupling is time-dependent due to the mobility of the electrons on an

timescale comparable to u it may lead to relaxation transitions in the
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Figure 6 - a. Occupation of the energy levels of an electron-nucleus
system in thermal equilibrium with the lattice. We assume
only the scalar time-dependent electron-nucleus coupling
to be present. The relaxation transition W~. is indicated.

b. Occupation of the energy levels if the transitions 1-3
and 2-4 are saturated. W is the induced transition
probability.

The levels are characterized by the Zeeman quanturmumbers
m and mT of the electrons and nuclei, respectively:
s J.
\+-> indicates m =+% and mr~-h, eta.

s ±

electron-nucleus system (as shown in section 2.5-3) between the levels 1

and k in figure 6a (see also eqn (2.54a)). This relaxation mechanism will

maintain a Boltzmann distribution between the levels 1 and 4, also if the

transitions 1-3 and 2-4 are saturated, see figure 6b. It can be seen in the

figure that due to this saturation the difference between the population of

levels 1 and 2, which is a measure of the nuclear polarization, is

increased: the Overhauser effect. If there is also a dipolar coupling

present between the electrons and the nuclei, other relaxation transitions

than W ^ are possible (cf.section 2.5.3). This leads to a reduction of the

Overhauser enhancement and the nuclear polarization may even become

negative, as we will show in the following.

At the moment we assume the electron-nucleus interaction to be the same for

each nucleus and we will calculate the Overhauser enhancement. For the

moment we assume again that only the scalar interaction i^so is present,

which causes relaxation transitions between the |+->- and |-+>-states of

the electron-nucleus system with a rate

The time-dependence of

|+>-state is given by:

^ defined in eqn (2.54a).

The time-dependence of for instance the number N of nuclear spins in the

(3.1)
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where N~ denotes the number of electron spins in the |->-state, etc., N

and N are the total numbers of nuclear and electron spins, respectively,

and N is the number of nuclear spins in the |+>-state in thermal
no '

equilibrium with the lattice, etc. Eqn (3-1) can easily be understood if it

is realized that e.g. the first term denotes the decrease in N due to a

simultaneous transition of a nuclear spin from |+> to |-> and an electron

spin from |-> to |+>, which equals W?. times the number of spins N+ in

the |+>-state times the chance N~/N that the electron interacting with a

nucleus is in the |->-state.

Using the definition of polarization of eqn (2.4) it can easily be derived

that:

P = -wf,,(P -P )+wt,.(P -P ) (3.2a)
n 14 n no 14 e eo

P = Ŵ .,C (P -P )-Ŵ .,C (P -P ) (3-2b)
e 14 n n no I4n e eo

where C =N /N is again the number of nuclei each electron has to
n n e °

"service", and where P and P are the nuclear and electron polarization
' no eo

in thermal equilibrium with the lattice. For the derivation of eqn (3-2)

the following relations have been used: N =N =-N =-N
n e n e

and 2(N"N+-N+N")=N N (P -P ). TO describe the possibility of nuclear
n e n e e n e n

relaxation mechanisms caused by other interactions (e.g. H (t)) we have

to extend eqn (3.2b) with a term -W (P -P ). In the same way eqn (3.2a)
n n no

has to be extended with a term -W (P -P ), with W the electron Zeeman
e e eo e

relaxation rate. Finally, eqn (3.2b) is extended with a term -WP taking

into account an irradiation with a frequency UJ near the electron Larmor

frequency u> with an induced transition probability W:

W = «T*H*gU) (3.3)

with g(A) the normalized ESR lineshape function, A=UJ -<o and H the amplitude

of the microwave field. The result is:

Pn - •^4< P
n-

Pno> +«?^V P.oK ( Pn- Pno ) (3-"a)

K = W^4Cn(Pn-Pno)-Wt4Cn(Pe-Peo)-WPe-W
e
(Pe-P

eo
) (3^b)
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In general the relaxation rate W is much larger than the other relaxation

rates and the stationary solution of P is then easily found from eqn

(3.4b) by neglecting the terms proportional to C :

W

P = -rrrrr; p (3-5)
e W + W eo

e

F i n a l l y , P can now be c a l c u l a t e d by r e p l a c i n g P i n eqn ( 3 . 4 a ) by Pg :

P
n « -

with Pst given by:

W3

n no W+W w!.1+w
x

e 14 n

eo (3.7)

Hence, P relaxes exponentially with a rate (WT.+Vi ) towards the
sfc

stationary value P

It follows that the nuclear polarization is larger than the equilibrium

polarization and given by:

( 3 8,
,, „ ,,s ,,x " '

ID W+W W...+W
n e 14 n

where it has been used that P /P =-w Im .
eo no e n

Hence, the time-dependent scalar interaction causes a positive Overhauser

enhancement (see also figure 6b), which has a maximum value when

irradiation takes place at io=u> . It equals u> /CD if W » W (ESR line
e e n e

saturated) and W ^ » W (no external relaxation source), hence a factor

660 for protons and 2600 for C spins.

Figure 7 illustrates the behaviour of the enhancement as a function of A.

The curve reflects the (saturated) ESR line.

We shall now take into account the dipolar electron-nucleus interaction

FT (t) as well. It has already been mentioned in section 2.5.3 that

this term causes extra relaxation transitions between the |-+>- and |+->-

states (rate W ̂ ), simultaneous transitions between the |++>- and |—>-
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pst/p -1
r- /rno '

U)-U)e

Figure 7 - Overhauser enhancement as a function of the
microwave frequency. The curve reflects the
(saturated) ESB line.

states (rate and transitions between the nuclear |+>- and |->-states

(rate w ). It can easily be derived that now the time-dependence of P is

given by:

(3.9)

The result is that P relaxes exponentially with a rate (wf.+W .+W +2W +WX)

towards its stationary value Ps . The enhancement is given by:

P3t/p _ 1 = ! e W ^ 2 3 1_

" n° V>!XK+ W>Wa
(3.10)

The enhancement depends on the relative strength of the scalar and dipolar

interactions and on the time-dependence of the interactions. In section

2.5.3 the case of an isotropic random reorientation of the electron-nucleus
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vector was discussed. It follows from eqns (2.54) and (3.10) that in the

extreme narrowing case (ui x « 1 ) and if the external relaxation is not

present (W =0) the enhancement is -5(0) /ui ), hence -330 for protons and

-1300 for C spins. We see that depending on the relative strengths of H 1 S O

and H the enhancement can be positive or negative, and it is

possible that the net enhancement is small.

For reasons already mentioned in section 2.5.3 it is in practice difficult

to calculate the relaxation transition probabilities. This makes it also

very difficult to use the theory of the Overhauser effect in a quantitative

way and for the moment we restrict ourselves to this qualitative

description. We will try to discuss the special case of the Overhauser

effect in undoped trans-polyacetylene more quantitatively in chapter 9.

3.3. DNP BY FIXED ELECTRONS: THE SOLID STATE AND THERMAL MIXING EFFECT

3.3-1. Introduction

In this section we will describe the DNP effect which can occur if the

unpaired electrons are fixed: the solid state and thermal mixing effect.

The solid state effect can occur due to the fact that if the electrons are

fixed the electron-nucleus states cannot be described by pure product

functions but become mixed with other states (J_,p.395). Due to this mixture

r.f.irradiation near the frequencies a>=u> ±ui leads to a non-zero induced
en

(forbidden) transition probability between the levels 2-3 and 1-4. We will
+

call these probabilities W . Since the electron relaxation rate W

maintains a Boltzmann distribution between the levels 1-3 and 2-4 the

nuclear polarization can be enhanced (see figure 8).

Also the thermal mixing effect can occur in solids containing fixed

unpaired electrons. We have shown that off-resonance irradiation can lead

to a change of temperature of the electron spin-spin interaction reservoir

(see for instance figure 3). This change of temperature can be transferred

to the nuclear Zeeman system via the coupling W , we have already

introduced in section 2.5.2. The result is a changed value of the nuclear

polarization. We call this effect the direct thermal mixing effect.

We will show that also via the forbidden transitions W a coupling is

established between the nuclear Zeeman and spin-spin interaction reservoir

and also via this coupling the nuclear polarization can be changed. We will
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Figure 8 - Occupation of the energy levels of an electron-
nucleus pair in case the forbidden transition 2-3
is saturated.
Irradiation at u>=to -w leads to an enhanced
nuclear polarization,,n

W is the induced transition probability.
W is the electron Zeeman relaxation rate,e

The levels are characterized by the Zeeman quantum-
numbers m and mT of the electrons and nuclei:

S J-
+-> indicates m -+% and m=-%3etc.

& -i-

Figure 9 - The allowed and forbidden transition probabilities
as a function of the electron offset frequency A=w -to.
Irradiation at A=A simultaneously leads to the e

allowed transition W (proportional to g(t\ ) ) and the
forbidden transitions W (proportional to°g(h -to ) )
and W (-proportional to g(h +w )). on
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call this effect the indirect thermal mixing effect.

It should be noted that irradiation with a frequency <D may give rise to

both allowed and forbidden transitions at the same time, the allowed

transition probabilities being proportional to g(A) and the forbidden

transition probabilities to g(A±u> ) (see figure 9). Especially for broad

ESR lines these functions will overlap each other.

In the following a derivation of the rate equations will be given, which

describe the behaviour of the nuclear and the electron Zeeman reservoir and

the electron spin-spin interaction reservoir as a function of time. These

rate equations will be solved to calculate the DNP enhancement of abundant

and rare spins as a function of the microwave frequency.

3.3.2. The influence of the allowed transitions:

the direct thermal mixing effect

We consider again the system containing nuclei and electrons. The nuclei

can be protons and/or carbons in which case the Hamiltonian is given by

eqn (2.1). For the moment we neglect all internuclear interactions and we

use the single center model: each nucleus is influenced by one electron

only. Furthermore we assume for the moment that the magnitude and

orientation of the vector connecting a nucleus and the electron it

interacts with to be the same for each nucleus. As mentioned in section 2.4

three inverse spin temperatures a, f$ and y have to be defined, belonging to

the electron Zeeman, the nuclear Zeeman and the electron spin-spin inter-

action reservoir, respectively.

Irradiation with a frequency <o near the electron Larmor frequency u>

changes the inverse temperatures a and y as follows (2(p.8i),36):

* W
<* = — (-o>eoi+A7) (3.11a)

e

y = _-_(-u)eo.+A-Y) (3-11b)

with the allowed transition probability W defined by:

W = «Tf^
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2
and A=u> -u). o is defined in eqn (2.21) and is of the order of the square

of the local frequency an electron spin experiences from other spins.

From eqn (3-11) it follows that the microwave field tends to equalize cu a

and Af or, which'is the same, (u) /A)os and y. The quantity (UJ /A)c* can be

considered as the inverse temperature of the electron Zeeman reservoir in

the rotating frame (2_,ch.IV). The microwave field establishes a contact

between the electron Zeeman reservoir and the electron spin-spin inter-

action reservoir in the rotating frame.

The nuclear Zeeman reservoir and the electron spin-spin interaction

reservoir are also coupled, namely via W . The time-dependence of B and y

due to this coupling is given by (see section 2.5.2):

B = -WnD(B-Y) (3.13a)

C a)
• n n , T , n v
T = 2 ~ WnD ( T" B ) (3.13b)

An expression for W n is already given in eqn (2.3^).

So by off-resonance irradiating the electrons we can change the temperature

of the electron spin-spin interaction reservoir (eqn (3-11)) and since

there exists a coupling between this reservoir and the nuclear Zeeman

reservoir (eqn (3-13)) the temperature of the latter can also be changed.

This is the direct thermal mixing effect. It is the most effective if |A|=U>.

3.3.3. The influence of the forbidden transitions:

the solid state and indirect thermal mixing effect

We already mentioned the possibility of simultaneously inducing an electron

transition and a nuclear transition: the so-called forbidden transitions W

(flip-flop) and W~ (flip-flip). These are in first order approximation

smaller than the normal transition probability W/2 by a factor 4|q| :

W* = i)|q|

with

H
o

(3.14)

)"2r 6sin29cos2e (3.15)
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with r the distance between the nucleus and the electron to which it is

i dipolar coupled and 6 the angle between the electron-nucleus vector and the
i
j H -field. It is mentioned before that we assume r and 6 to be the same for

° 2
each nucleus. We note that the r- and 9-dependence of 4|q| is the same as
the r- and 9-dependence of W and W „ (eqns (2.28) and (2.34)). This

ne nD
arises from the fact that the mixture of electron-nucleus states is in
first order due to the S I.-terms in H , which is also the case for W

z ± ne ne

and W n p.

The forbidden transition probabilities W and W are maximal when A=ui -(D=-U)

and Ar+u) , respectively. If this condition is not fulfilled conservation of

energy is acquired by means of an energy flow from or to the electron spin-

spin interaction reservoir: energyquanta nw and no) are used for an

electron and a nuclear transition, respectively, and if |A| does not equal ID

an energyquantum n|A-u> j will be absorbed or emitted by the electron spin-

spin interaction reservoir. The equations that describe this process are

found in Goldman (2_,ch.7). For instance for the flip-flip transition we

•, find the following rate equations (compare eqn (3.11)):

C W"

a = - £ — (-0^0+1^8+(A-u>n)T) (3.16a)

• W~
3 = — (-a>ea+oinB+(A-<i> )t) (3.16b)

n

C W~
y = — 2 ^ - (-o)ea+tunB+(A-d> )y) (3-i6c)

WL

These equations describe the solid state effect: if A=<o UJ a and to &

(electron and nuclear polarization) will finally become equal and the

nuclear polarization can be enlarged.

If A does not equal to exactly an energyquantum n|A-a> | will be absorbed or

emitted by the electron spin-spin interaction reservoir and the inverse

temperature y changes, completely analogous to the absorption or emission

of a quantum n|A| by the spin-spin interaction reservoir if an allowed

transition is induced by off-resonance irradiation.

The indirect thermal mixing effect is the DNP effect which is due to both

allowed and forbidden transitions. Via the forbidden transitions the

nuclear Zeeman reservoir is coupled to the electron Zeeman reservoir

(eqn (3-16)) which is itself coupled to the electron spin-spin interaction
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reservoir via the allowed transitions (eqn (3.11)). Therefore an indirect

coupling between the nuclear Zeeman reservoir and the electron spin-spin

interaction reservoir is established which may give rise to a nuclear

polarization enhancement.

Until now we only discussed the flip-flip forbidden transition- Equations

similar to eqn (3.16) describe the flip-flop transition (replace W" by W+,

a by -a and A by - A ) .

3-3•4. The rate equations

Summation of eqns (3.11), (3.13) and (3.16) extended with terms taking into

account relaxation towards the lattice leads to (5) :

V -W

= -WA(P W D(Pn-Ju> f)

( 3" 1 7 b )

(3.17c)

Pe

1 w

«

L

C n W +

wD

^ w n D

•
Cn-yWn D

! r

Pn

i

Wn

Figure 10 - The connections between the three reservoirs, described

by eqn (3.17), if &=-u>n-

The forbidden transition probability W is neglected at

this frequency (W~(-^n>«W f-û J ).
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with fo the inverse spin temperature of the electron spin-spin interaction

reservoir in equilibrium with the lattice and where it has been used that

P =-i(o a and P =Jo> B (eqns (2.8) and (2.10)).

In figure 10 the connections between the reservoirs given by eqn (3.17) are

indicated for the case A=-CD . It is assumed that we can neglect W~ at this

frequency (W~(-u> )«W+(-u> )).
n n

In the following we assume that the stationary solutions for P and y are

not influenced by the presence of the nuclei and that the electron Zeeman

and the electron spin-spin interaction reservoir are coupled much stronger

to the lattice than to the nuclear Zeeman reservoir. In figure 10 it can be

seen that this is the case if (i) W » C W+ and (ii) W_»C (cu2/(of)W _. It
en D n n L nu

can be shown that these conditions are sufficient also if-A&u at least if
n

in the first condition also W is taken into account:
(i) W » C W ,C W~. This condition is in practical cases always fulfillede5 n-1 n 3 + -1
(We>10 s , Cn<10 , W~<1 s , as we will show). We already showed in

section 2.5.2 that the second condition is also always fulfilled in our

cases of interest. The stationary solutions for P and y are given by:

1+WT. (A2/af
pst _ P

 1e h !_ (3.18a)
e e 0 1+WT, (A2/au>2+1)

1e L

2P 1+WT. (Au) /atof+1 )
y
st

 = ££ ll 2 k (3.18b)
a) 1+WT. (A2/au>2+1)

with a=Wn/W , a factor between 1 and 3 (2(ch .2),4(p.377),Mi).

P and y reach these stationary values in a time much shorter than the time

in which P reaches its stationary value. Therefore we may rewrite

eqn (3.17b) into:

P =-W+
(Pn-pf^(A+o)n)T

St)-W-(Pn+P
S
e
t+i(A-a.n)T

St)-WnD(Pn-iV
St)-Wn(Pn-Pno)

(3.19)

Furthermore we make use of the results obtained in section 2.5.2 and write:

Wn -. W n e + W^ (3.20)

where W (eqn (2.28)) describes that part of the nuclear relaxation rate

which is caused by the presence of the unpaired electrons and W* the
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relaxation by other mechanisms.

Eqn (3.19) can now be rewritten into:

Pn = - ( Wne + WnD + W + + W" ) ( Pn- Pnr Pno )" Wn ( Pn- Pno ) (3.21)

with

W /W -W /W
ne ne

nl w /w +w+/w +w _yw +1
ne ne nD ne

W _/W
nD ne

W~/W +W+/W +W _VW +1
ne ne nD ne

W~/W +W+/W
+ ne ne

W~/W +W+/W +W _,/W +1
ne ne nD ne

(3.22)

In the case that W X«(W +W +W++w"), so that the electrons provide the

main nuclear relaxation mechanism, the enhancement is P +P
n1 no

Therefore P
n1

is the increment in the nuclear polarization due to the DNP effect in the

case that w can be neglected,
n

If we would only take the forbidden transitions into account (W=0) we would

only find the first term of eqn (3.22). Therefore this term describes the

solid state effect. Only taking into account the allowed transitions (W~=0)

would lead to the presence of the second term of eqn (3.22) only. Therefore

this term describes the direct thermal mixing effect. The third term

describes the combined influence of forbidden and allowed transitions: the

indirect thermal mixing effect.
st st

By using the values of P and y of eqns (3.i8a-b) eqn (3.22) can be

rewritten into: r ,,-
W W W W W _ |

ne ne nel

n1
(3-23)

( W / W e ) ( A /auJL D)

We have already mentioned the fact that W
ne'

W _ and W depend on r and 9
nD ^

in the same way: using eqn (3-15) we can rewrite eqn (2.28) into

n e ~ ' ' n 1 e n 1 e
(3.21)
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and eqn (2.34) into:

(3-25)

In eqn (3.14) it can be seen that W~~ is also proportional to 4|q| .

Therefore P is independent of r and 6 since it does not contain 4|q|

This means that if the electrons provide the main nuclear relaxation

mechanism the enhancement is independent of r and 6 and given by:

P-/P -1 = ^
n no tu

n

W W

W W
ne ne

' W" W+ W .
nD

w w w
ne ne ne

(W/W )(Aio /aw, )

(3.26)
W W W

| h h_n

[ ne ne ne

We will examine this equation in more detail in the next section.

3.3-5. Contributions of the different DNP mechanisms to the enhancement

In eqn (3-26) we recognize the contributions of the solid state and the

direct and indirect thermal mixing effect. The first part of the nominator

of eqn (3.26), (W"/W -W+/W ) is due to the solid state effect. The rest of
ne ne

the nominator is due to the thermal mixing effect. The contact between the

nuclear Zeeman and the spin-spin interaction reservoir is determined by

(W +W +W ), the contributions of W and W representing the indirect

thermal mixing effect and the contribution of H „ the direct thermal
nD

mixing effect.

It depends on the values of the different transition probabilities which

mechanism is dominating. In the following we will restrict ourselves to

A>0. This is allowed since the enhancement is anti-symmetrical around A=0.

(i) The solid state effect dominates if

(W~+W++W
nD

)(Au) /
e n

K)
L (3-27)

This is expected to be the case especially if the ESR linewidth is not

large compared to the nuclear Larmor frequency <o . Then W~, which has a

maximum value at A=u> , is not compensated by W in the left hand side of
n
 +

the inequality (3.27) (Remember that W and W are centered at A=ui and A=-<i) ,
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respectively). Also W _ will be small since the overlap integral in
nD

eqn (3.25) is small: it is difficult to find two electrons which, by flip-

flopping, can yield an energyquantum hu> . This means that the direct

thermal mixing effect will be neglectable. At Aao the inequality then

reduces to 1»(W/W ) (ID /au> ). In practical cases am appeared to be of
G Tl _ Li LI

about thc same order as u> . Thus this inequality is valid for not too high

power levels : W/W « 1 . Then also the indirect thermal mixing effect is

neglectable.

Summarizing, the solid state effect dominates at A=a> if the ESR linewidth
n

is not large compared to u> and for not too high power levels.

The enhancement will be given by:
io (W"/W )Pst/P _, = _«

n no ID
n (W /W

n

(3.28)

enhancement vs. frequency curve represents the (saturated) ESR line,

centered at Aau
nn

W~/W is the saturation factor for the solid state
ne

effect. The maximum enhancement is 10 /ui .
e n

frequency curve is shown.

In figure 11 the enhancement vs.

I
n no •

0)-0)e

-0)n 0

Figure 11 - The solid state effect enhancement as a function
of the microwave frequency. The shape of the curve
around ±w reflects the (saturated) ESR line.
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(ii) The direct thermal mixing effect dominates if:

WnD » W" + W + (3.29a)

and

W~-W+ (3.29b)

The contact between the nuclear Zeeman reservoir and the electron spin-spin

interaction reservoir is determined by W (see eqn (3.13)). This is true

as long as the power is low enough. Then the first condition is met and the

direct thermal mixing effect dominates the indirect effect.

W has the largest value if the ESR linewidth is comparable to or larger

than the nuclear Larmor frequency (overlap integral in eqn (3.24) of the

order of unity). In practical cases the second condition will then be met

at A=*i» (Aai /a<D is then of the order of unity) as long as the number of
Li n Li

radicals is not extremely small: it can be shown, using eqn (3-24) and the

relation W~=2|q| W, that the electron spin-lattice relaxation rate W must
ff -1 e

be small compared to the electron-electron flip-flop rate (T. ) , which

is proportional to N (see eqn (2.26)).

The direct thermal mixing effect thus dominates if the ESR linewidth is not

small compared to iu and, to fulfill eqn (3.29a), for not too high power

levels.

The enhancement will be given by:

2 4 )
If the saturation factor (W/W ) is much larger than unity (and if still

eqn (3.29a) is valid) this reduces to:

. (W JV ) Aio /au)f
pst - "D " - S _ ^ _ (3

(WnD/Wne)+1 * ̂ V 1

which has a maximum value at A =au> which equals:
Li
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(Pst/P -1) =\
n no max

(3-32)

The enhancement vs. frequency curve for this case is shown in figure 12.

For (W/W )«1 the maximum enhancement is found for the value of A where Ag(A)

is maximal.

Figure 12 - Example of the direct thermal mixing effect
enhancement as a fuction of the microwave frequency.

(iii) The indirect thermal mixing effect dominates if:

W"+W+ » W
nD (3.33a)

and

(W +W )(W/W )(Aui /auif) » W"-W
e n L

(3.33b)

So this effect is important when the microwave power level is high. By

increasing the power level we will always arrive at a dominating indirect

thermal mixing effect.
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The enhancement is given by:

PSt/P -1 =
n no

[W"/W +W+/W )v ne ne^
[w/Wj(Au /aw?)

G 6 JJ

fw"/W +W+/W
"• n e n

1+fw/W ) (A
L e J

2
(3.31)

The value of A for which the indirect thermal mixing effect becomes maximal

depends on the ESR lineshape. A possible enhancement vs. frequency curve is
2 i

shown in figure 13. For infinite power the enhancement will be JUJ /(a<o V.
e L

P5/P -
rT\ ' • n o

Figure 13 - Example of the indirect thermal mixing effect
erlianeement as a function of the microwave frequency.

Finally, we note that if the ESR linewidth is small compared to ID we

can neglect the contribution of the direct thermal mixing effect at A=u>

and the enhancement is given by:

n (W"/Wne)+1
(3-35)

2 2
where it has been used that <D /aw, » 1 . As we can see the sum

n L

of the contributions of the indirect thermal mixing and solid state effect

give rise to an enhancement which equals the one given in eqn (3.28). We

now have shown that this equation can also be used at high power levels.
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3-3-6. The introduction of spindiffusion

Until now we have assumed that all the nuclei have the same coordinates r

and 9 relative to the electron they interact with. We have shown that if

the contribution of WX to the nuclear Zeeman relaxation rate is negligible
n

the enhancement is not dependent on r and 9. However, the time-constant

(Wne+WnD+W~+W
+r1 in eqn (3-21) does depend on 4|q|2 (see eqns (3.1*0,

(3.2*1) and (3-25)) and therefore on r and 0 (see eqn (3-15)), and also the

enhancement does if W is not negligible. We will now introduce more

nuclear subsystems at different coordinates r and 0, which is permitted

since we have shown that the temperatures of the electron Zeeman and spin-

spin interaction reservoir are not influenced by the presence of the

nuclei. Since different subsystems will acquire a different enhancement (if

W is not negligible) and will have a different relaxation rate, it is

evident that we have to take into account the nuclear spindiffusion

process. The correct procedure to find the behaviour of the total

magnetization is to add a term describing spindiffusion in eqn (3.21),

which describes the behaviour of the polarization of a subsystem, and to

integrate over r and 9.

Writing the r- and 9-dependence of W~ (eqn (3.14)) more explicitly as:

W* = i | r* sin29 cos2e r"6 (3.36)

with

^ " i ? •? 7 ?

20 2
ui
n

and using eqns (2.35)-(2.38) eqn (3.21) can be rewritten in a form similar

to eqn (2.40):

Pn(r,t)=-(C+K+r
+
+r-)r"

6(Pn(r,t)-Pn1-Pno)V(Pn(r,t)-Pno)+DV
2Pn(r,t) (3-38)

where for the same reasons as mentioned in section 2.5.2 we have already

averaged over 9.

The procedure to find the total nuclear polarization depends on the value

of the spindiffusion constant. Completely analogous to section 2.5.? t-.hp
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fast diffusion limit is valid if:

[(OK+r++r~)/D]4 « b « R (3.39)

In this case P is independent of r for r>b. We assume that in this case

spindiffusion is also fast enough compared to the relaxation caused by w

and that therefore all the spins relax exponentially.

The limited diffusion limit is valid if:

b « [(OK +r
+
+r-)/D]

J « R (3.40)

In this case the majority of the spins relax exponentially if we again

assume that spindiffusion is fast enough compared to the relaxation caused

by W*.

The vanishing diffusion limit is valid if:

» R (3.41)

in which case all relaxation takes place directly. We assume that spin-

diffusion can also be neglected compared to the time rate w .

The polarization enhancement in these three cases will be calculated in the

following sections, which make use to a large extent of the results of

section 2.5.2. We note that in principle we should distinguish between more

than these three cases. For example, spindiffusion can be fast compared to

the nuclear relaxation caused by the presence of the electrons and slow

compared to W . But in that case WX must be much larger than the nuclear

relaxation rate caused by the presence of the electrons and we can neglect

the latter. Therefore we will not discuss these cases. Besides, they lead

to very complex expressions for the polarization enhancement, which do not

give any new insight in the polarization mechanisms.

3.3.7. Fast/limited diffusion

In the case of fast or limited diffusion the total polarization will show

an exponential relaxation behaviour. Integration of eqn (3.38) yields in

that case (similar to eqn (2.44)):

(3-42)
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<W^> is the nuclear relaxation rate caused by the electron-nucleus

coupling. In the fast diffusion limit <We> is given by (cf.eqn (2.45)):

<V/S = - i N (C+K+r++r i/b3 (3.43)

and in the limited diffusion limit (cf.eqn (2.46)):

<We> = |.
n 3

(3.44)

<W > is the space-averaged value of VT. The total relaxation rate is

W =<W >+<W >. The stationary value of P is given by:

, , ,
n <we>+<w

x> n1 no

n n

(3.45)

For <w ><«W > we obtain a maximum enhancement: PS =P ,+P , in other
n n n n1 no

cases the enhancement will be reduced.

Using eqns (3-23) and (.3.43) eqn (3.45) can in the fast diffusion limit be

rewritten into:

PSt/P -1 = -1
n no ID

n

<W

tot tot
no no

<w > <w > <w_>
nDtot wtot wtotwtot w

no
wt

no no no

(W/W )(Au) /ato )
e n L

(3.46)

<w > <wnD>
tot tot wtot
no no no

(W/W
. 2 , 2

where W is the total nuclear relaxation rate without microwave
no ± ±

irradiation and where <W > and <W > are space-averaged values of W and W :

<»*> • i (3-47)

•"M" 4 vJ»2<<"'o>"2b"3»'3
g(u))g(ui-a)n)

glol da) (3-48)

« T)
n 2e -<•
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These are the values we find if we insert the average value 4<|q| >

instead of 4 |q |2 in eqns (3.14) and (3.25) with:

Using eqns (3-37), (3-43) and (3.47) we can write for the nuclear

relaxation rate:

(3-49)

wtot = tot +

n no -

W

(3.50)

in eqn (3.46) is the total nuclear relaxation rate without microwave

irradiation, which is a measurable quantity, which makes the use of eqn

(3.46) more preferable than eqn (3-45) which contains <We> and <WX> which
n n

are not measurable quantities. We note however that eqn (3.46) is only

valid in the fast diffusion limit.

3.3.8. Vanishing diffusion

Analogous to section 2.5.2 we take for the description of the vanishing

diffusion limit the 6-dependence of the different transition probabilities

into account as well. Furthermore we leave the single center model and take

into account the fact that each nucleus is influenced by all the electrons

in the sample. Eqn (3.38) then changes into:

N
(3.5D

where N is the total number of electrons in the sample and (r , 9 .)

describes the position of the i-th subsystem (with polarization P .)

relative to the k-th electron.

For the stationary value of the polarization we find:

Pstni £(OK+r++r")sin2e. .cos29 r"6+WX

Ki Kl Kl n

p . + p
n1 no

(3.52)
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where 2 indicates a summation from k=1 to k=N.

This equation is very similar to eqn (3.15) with the difference that the

equivalent of <W > is here still dependent on r and 9. This equation

(3.52) should be integrated over r and 9 to find the average
KX iCX

enhancement of the total nuclear polarization. The difference with the

preceeding section is clear: there the rate equation for P was integrated

before calculating the stationary solution, here first the stationary

solution is Calculated and then integration takes place. The calculations

can be found in appendix A2. It is assumed that W is also dependent on
n c

the coordinates of the nucleus and that it is proportional to (r1) , with

r' the distance of the nucleus to the source of V» (due to dipolar

interactions between the nucleus and the source of w ). It follows that
n

both the relaxation due to the presence of the electrons and due to w

have an exponential-squareroot-t behaviour, so that the total relaxation

follows exp-(W t ) 5 in that case. This relaxation behaviour is common in

systems where spindiffusion is absent or slow (79_). W ° is defined by:
f w t o t ] 4 = <We>* + <WX>* (3-53)
<- n J n n

with <We> given by (cf.eqn (2.18)):

and <WX> an average value of W*.

The resulting value of the polarization is (see appendix A2)

P
st

= _J? r P + P (3.55)
n <^>K<Mx>i n1 no

st
Note that P is proportional to P , just like in the other diffusion

limits. As long as the relaxation rates do not depend on the microwave

power the dependence of the enhancement on the microwave frequency will be

the same in all diffusion limits.
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3.3.9. Main formulas in the different diffusion limits

In this section we will give an overview of the behaviour of the nuclear

polarization in the different diffusion limits. The total enhancement

formula will be given, the nuclear relaxation behaviour and the enhancement

in two extreme cases, namely for a dominating solid state and indirect

thermal mixing effect at Aau , which occurs especially if the ESR linewidth

is smaller than ID , and for a dominating direct thermal mixing effect, a

case which is important especially if the ESR linewidth is comparable to or

larger than co . The enhancement formulas in these cases can be derived in a

way similar to the derivation of the formulas for P in extreme cases,

which are given in section 3.3.5.

a) fast diffusion

Pst/P -1 =-5
n no a)

<W > <W

wtot wtot
no no

<w > <w <wnD'
wtot wtot Mtot
no no no

(W/W

<w <w <w >
nD

wtot wtot
no no H

no

(i + (W/W

u /aui.l
n 1/

(3.56)

Relaxation: exp- (WtOtt)

w to fc= <we> + <wx> = w t o t
+<w+>+<w->

n n n no

<We> = % n N (C+K+r++r")/b3
n 3 e

(3-57)

(3.58)

Dominating solid state and indirect thermal mixing effect at

P
s t/P -1 - -2.
n no

<W">/Wtot

, <w->/wtot
+

n no

(3.59)

Dominating direct thermal mixing effect:

<W n>/W
t 0 t

Pst/P -1 = "D no
n no ,., ^ ,,,tot

(W/W ) (Au /aw,)

<W _>l\f""'+-\
nD no

(3.60)
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b) limited diffusion

P s t /P -1
n no

!^LfJ!L£jy,<W> IW-W TJW -W -W (WA^XAuWau^)
e n [ ne ne j [ ne ne nej

u) , , to t
n W

n
W" W W

nD
W W W
ne ne ne

2, 2
1(1 +(W/W HA*/aw, + 1))

(3.61)

R e l a x a t i o n : exp-(W t )

W t o t = <We> + <WX>
n n n

(c+K+r + +r~) 4

(3.62)

(3.63)

Dominating solid state and indirect thermal mixing effect at

to <W > W IV

Pst/P _! = JL-H
n no r,tot „-W W /W +1

n n ne

(3.64)

Dominating direct thermal mixing effect:

. <We>
P s t /P _1 = -Jl-
n no ,.tot

nD ne (W/W )(Aui /acof)
e LJ

W nD / W ne + 1 1 + ( W / W e

(3-65)

c) vanishing diffusion

ui

Pst/P _, = _ 1
n no wn

w w
ne ne

W " W W

ne ne nej

[ W~ W W ]
ij—nr-v2*1 K 1 + ( w / we ) ( A /awL
ne ne ne J

(3.66)

Relaxation: exp-fw^0 t ) 5

U + w
n n (3.67)

(3.68)
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Dominating solid state and indirect thermal mixing effect at A=<D :

(o <We>2 Vf/W

PSt/P -1 = — " , — (3.69)
n n o m ( W t o t ] j W"/W +1

n L n J ne

Dominating direct thermal mixing effect:

Pst/P 1 " nD ne e e 1/ (3 70)

n no " t o t l ( 2 ^ )

3-3.10. The quantitative use of the theory

3.3.10.1. Introduction

In contrast to what we found when we discussed the Overhauser effect

(section 3.2) the parameters which play a role in the enhancement formulas

given in the previous section can all be determined in a more or less

direct way. In section 3.3-10.2 it is described how this can be achieved.

Knowledge of these parameters allows us to examine whether the theory can

be used in a quantitative way. In chapter 5 we shall show that this is

indeed possible. This fact is important since it means that the theory can

be used for instance to predict enhancements of a given sample or to get an

answer to the question which solids and radicals are good candidates for

the use of DNP in combination with solid state NMR. To enlighten the use of

the rather complicated results of the theory, in section 3-3-10-3

easy-to-use formulas are given which can be used to calculate the H- and

C-DNP enhancement.

3.3.10.2. Determination of parameters

In this section it will be examined which parameters need to be known to

calculate the theoretical DNP enhancement and how these parameters can be

determined. As an example we will take a closer look at the parameters

which determine the enhancement as a function of A in the fast diffusion

limit.
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It should be noted on beforehand that in the theory of the DNP effect the

value of H is assumed to be constant over the sample. A proper check of

the theory can thus only be made with small samples. This is especially

true if the different enhancement mechanisms have a different H -dependence

which is quite common. Furthermore we note that H can be different for

different samples since the sample can heavily distort the microwave field

pattern. Also the size of the sample is important in this respect.

To calculate the enhancement in the fast diffusion limit (eqn (3.46)) the

following parameters need to be known:

* W/W as a function of A ( = (W/W ) m a x g(A) )

* <W±>/Wt0t as a function of A ( = (<W±>/Wtot) g(A±<D ) )
no no max e n

* V) n/W
t o t

nD no
* aiu

I_i

In the following we will examine how we can determine these parameters and

we will also show that other interesting parameters can be calculated.

* g(A): The ESR lineshape function can of course be measured on an ESR

spectrometer. The frequency of our spectrometer (9 GHz) was however not the

same as the microwave frequency used for the DNP experiments (40 GHz) so

the ESR spectra could only give an impression of the linewidth to be

expected at 40 GHz (the spectrum can be frequency dependent).

If the linewidth is small compared to the nuclear Larmor frequency o> the

solid state effect enhancement as a function of the microwave frequency at

low power can be used to determine the lineshape at 40 GHz, since in that

case the enhancement is proportional to g(A±u ). This appeared to be a very

useful method.

2 2
* auj : The value of ID can be determined from the value of the second

Li LJ

moment of the ESR line if the main broadening mechanism of the ESR line is

known (see section 2.4). The factor a=W /W equals a value between 2 and 3

(2_(ch.2),4_l_) in case the ESR line is broadened due to H only (completely

homogeneous ESR line) and when the relaxation is caused by purely dipolar

interactions (a=2 if there is no correlation between the relaxation of two

neighbouring spins and a=3 for complete correlation). a=1 can occur in case

of inhomogeneous ESR line broadening (_1_(p.56O) ,4_(p.377)).
p

As already mentioned in section 3-3-5 am can also be determined from the
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value of A for which the direct thermal mixing effect has its maximum. If

W » W A equals au in that case.
6 Li

* W/W : The enhancement due to the direct thermal mixing effect is

determined by the value of W/W . By measuring the saturation behaviour of

the enhancement due to this effect this factor can be determined. This

method becomes difficult if the solid state and thermal mixing effect are

overlapping in the enhancement vs. frequency curve. It is then often useful

to switch to a lower microwave power where this might not be the case (of

course W/W should remain at least of the order of unity).

From the value of W/W the microwave field H can be determined if the
e -1

electron relaxation rate W (=T ) is known. We will show how this can be

achieved.

- W : The electron relaxation rate may in some cases determine the nuclear

relaxation rate (see eqns (2.35) and (2.36)) and in that case measurement

of the nuclear relaxation time yields information about W . In many cases,

however, W is much smaller than u) and the nuclear relaxation mechanism
e n

caused by the electron relaxation is not very effective, since the

oscillations of the z-component of the electron spin do not have the right

frequency to induce nuclear transitions (ID T » 1 in eqn (2.36)). A much

more efficient relaxation mechanism may then be provided by the fact that,

for instance, the electrons are not completely fixed but mobile to some

extent (which is a practical case, as we shall see in chapter 5 ) . It may be

in that case, that this mobility provides the nuclear relaxation mechanism

and measurement of the nuclear relaxation rate does not yield any

information about W .

The nuclear relaxation rate in the rotating frame <w > can sometimes
n,P

give more information about the value of W , since W is for organic free
-1 e e

radicals (W a few u-seconds) often comparable to the commonly used
e -5 -1

amplitude of the lock-field u> of about 10 s , and the electronic
relaxation provides a better mechanism than the electronic mobility since

u)1TT, =1 (see eqns (2.49)-(2.50)). We can then calculate W after
iL le e

measuring <W >. In most cases eqn (2.53) can be used since in general
n, p

the relaxation in the rotating frame is so fast that we are in the

vanishing diffusion limit. Note: if <We > is determined for several
n,p

values of u> this method can also yield a value for N , see eqns (2.50)

and (2.53).
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W can of course also be determined via ESR saturation measurements or
e

electron spin echo methods (8_U but therefore an ESR spectrometer operating

at the used frequency of 40 GHz is required.

- H.: Now that W/W and W are known, the value of W and therefore
I 6 G

also tt (eqn (3.12)) can be easily calculated.

* <W~>/W : The nuclear relaxation rate W is of course easy to
no no +

measure. If the forbidden transition probabilities <W~> are large enough

the relaxation rate W ° may differ from W ° and this yields a value

for <W*> (see eqn (3.50)).

Another way to determine <W~>/W is to examine the saturation behaviour
no +

of the enhancement at A=±ui , which will be determined by the factor <W~>/W
n no

(see eqn (3-59)) at least if the direct thermal mixing effect is negligible
at A=±ui . In this case it is also correct to determine <W~>/W directly

n no
from the value of the enhancement at A=±u> using eqn (3.59).

P P "fr"
- 4<|q| >: The value of 4<jq| > can now be calculated by comparing W and <W~>:

•cwS =2<|q|2>W
max ' ' max

- b: Knowledge of 4<|qj > yields a value of the spindiffusion barrier b if

R is known (see eqn (3.49)).

- R: R can be cal

(see eqn (2.41 ).

- N : N can be d
e e

with that of a sample with a known number of unpaired electrons.

- R: R can be calculated from the number of radicals per unit volume N

- N : N can be determined on an ESR spectrometer by comparing the signal
6 6

* <W _>/W ° : Since all parameters in eqn (3.48) are now known (T_ via
nD no 2e

eqn (2.26)) <W > and therefore also <W ^/V ° can be calculated. The
nD nD no

overlap integral in eqn (3-48) can be very dependent on the values of g(A)

for A»o), , especially in the case of small ESR linewidths. Furthermore

eqn (3.48) can be considered as an estimation for <W > only. It can

therefore be preferable to determine <W - V W directly from the
nD no

enhancement at a value of A where the direct thermal mixing effect

dominates using eqn (3.60). This will be possible in many cases for small

values of A.

We now have shown that we are able to determine all the parameters of

interest if we are in the fast diffusion limit. In the other diffusion

limits the determination is completely analogous except for the fact that
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also <WX> and <We> have to be known, which is in general only possible

when the sample is artificially doped with free radicals. Then we can

determine <w > by measuring the relaxation rate of the undoped sample,

which equals <w >, and calculate <w > if W is known (see eqns (3.62)
n n n

and (3.67)).

3.?. 10.3. Practical formulas

In chapter 5 we will show that the results of this chapter can be used in a

quantitative way. The equations describing the DNP mechanisms are, however,

rather complicated. In this section we will examine the DNP enhancement in

some limiting cases, which are often encountered in practice.

We will consider the enhancement which can be expected for H and C

spins, not only in order to estimate the enhancement for a given sample but

also to get an indication of what kind of solids and radicals can be used

for the application of the DNP effect in solid state NMR spectroscopy.

As an example we shall consider a solid containing radicals of which the

and is either Gaussian:ESR line has a linewidth

iIn2
exp-

o,

5.

(3-7D

or Lorentzian:

,A, 1 1
g(A) = 2 2

in). 1+A /u>.

(3-72)

H-DNP

Assuming there is fast diffusion among the protons we shall calculate the H-

DNP enhancement. In practice it appeared to us that the maximum enhancement

was always found at A=u , when we used an H. field of 40-50 A/m, which is

about the maximum value we obtain with our experimental set-up in the

probes designed for the combination of NMR experiments and DNP (see chapter

4). The ESR lines of the solids we investigated have in most cases a

linewidth smaller than the nuclear Larmor frequency u>H. The direct thermal

mixing effect is then neglectable at A=o)u and eqn (3.59) can be used. For

the H, fields used the saturation factor <W~>/WU is much smaller than
1 Ho
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unity (of the order 0.03) and eqn (3.59) reduces to:

Pf^/Pu -1= — <W">/W^ot (3.73)
H Ho u>u Ho

n

or, using eqn (3.47) :

If (D /2n=60 MHz and the Gauss-line of eqn (3.71) is used this can be

rewritten into:

st 3 Ne 2
?l /Pu -1 = 2.4 10 , e, . H, (3.75)
H H O b 3H i W^

o t 1

5 Ho

and for the Lorentz-line of eqn (3.72):

In these equations N is in 10 m , W ° in s~ , b in Angstrom and H
6 HO 1

and H, (H, =0^/7 ) in A/m.
2 j 2 ®

Using a value for b of 8 A, which is a reasonable value as we will show,

it follows from eqns (3.75)-(3.76) that (N H^)/(H.W^ot) should be of the

order 0.25 to get a noticeable enhancement. It can easily be calculated

that with an H field of 40 A/m, an ESR linewidth of 400 A/tn, and N about

10 m , W ° should be of the order 10 s" or smaller to get a
Ho

noticeable enhancement.

This puts a limitation on the solids and radicals to be used for DNP

experiments since due to the presence of the radicals the nuclear

relaxation rate can become very large, especially if the relaxation rate of
8 9 — 1

the electrons W is of the order u>u (10 -10 s )
e H ,

(u> T =1, see eqns (2.35)-(2.36)). This is the case for many
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ion-doped solids where WM can be as large as 10 s~ . No
no

enhancement can be expected in these solids. It is also clear that N
25 -3

should be of the order of 10 m unless the ESR linewidth is
extremely small or the nuclear relaxation rate extremely small.

13C-DNP

Now we have to deal with the vanishing diffusion case and eqn (3.66) has to

be used. The carbon Larmor frequency is four times smaller than the proton

frequency. A dominating solid state effect will occur only if the ESR

linewidth is extremely small. In most practical cases the ESR linewidth

will be of the order ID and the thermal mixing effect will dominate.

Comparison between eqns (3-14) and (3.25) shows that it will be the direct

thermal mixing effect that is the most important mechanism in many cases (a

practical example is W c =10W~) and that therefore eqn (3.70) has to be

used :

« <wj>* W (W/W)(Au> /aJ)
Pst / p , e C C D e L L ( 3 ? 7 )

p

C o WC <W*>5
+<w£>5 W +W U(W/W

For ESR lineshapes not much broader than u). and for an electron relaxation
fi 1

rate of the order 10 s~ it is, with the used H fields, in general

possible to obtain a value of W/W much larger than unity. Then the maximum
6 2 2

value of the enhancement is found at A =acu and equals:
L

< w S ^ w,_ (i)
pst. C CD e (3 ? 8 )

Due to the presence of <W > and <W*> this equation is in practice

difficult to use, but further approximations are in most cases intolerable.

In some cases, especially if the number of electrons is large (large

electron-electron flip-flop rate) W will be much larger than Ŵ . . In that

case the enhancement will be mainly determined by the ratio <W^>/<W^> and

2 l 2 2
by the factor u> /2(aio ) . For a=2 and to =u), the latter factor will be
about (4-10 )/H,, with H, in A/m, or about 1000 for H,=400 A/m. This is the

2 2 2

maximum obtainable enhancement for this case. The use of the full equation

(3.77) will only reduce the enhancement.
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H EXPERIMENTAL

4.1. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The experimental set-up (J_8_,21_) was designed to operate at roomtemperature

at a field strength of 1.12 10 A/m, corresponding to a proton frequency of

60 MHz, a C frequency of 15 MHz and an electron frequency of 40 GHz. The

main reason for using this relatively low field strength is that the costs,

especially of the microwave equipment, grow more or less exponentially with

the frequency, and because at higher frequencies more microwave power is

needed as problems due to small penetration depths become worse. Moreover,

at the used magnetic field strength usually moderate spinning speeds (about

2.5 kHz) are sufficient in magic angle spinning experiments to remove the

chemical shift anisotropy, whereas the resolution enhancement in the C

spectra at higher fields often is less than expected for complex materials

like coal or polymers (82J. A disadvantage is the relatively low

sensitivity of course, but we shall see this can be more than compensated

by the DNP signal enhancement.

A Varian 12 inch electromagnet is used, with a distance between the

polecaps of 38 mm. The NMR part of the spectrometer consists of a Bruker

CXP 4-100 pulse spectrometer, operating at 15 MHz, extended with a home-

built 60 MHz channel necessary for proton decoupling and cross

polarization. We will pay some more attention to the 40 GHz microwave part

and the NMR probes used (in section 4.2 and 4.3, respectively) since these

parts of the set-up are different from what is found in an ordinary NMR

spectrometer.

ESR spectra were obtained with a home-built spectrometer, operating at

9.07 GHz (§3_). This spectrometer was used to determine the number of

unpaired electrons in the samples by comparing the signal with that of a

sample with a known number of unpaired electrons. For this sample DPPH

(a,a'-diphenyl-B-picrylhydrazyl) is used, which was calibrated with a coal

sample containing a known number of unpaired electrons. The inaccuracy in

the determination of the number of unpaired electrons in the samples is

estimated to be about 20%. This spectrometer was also used to determine the

ESR lineshape at 9.07 GHz and thus also the ESR linewidth H, (defined as

the halfwidth at half height). The preparation of the samples used in the

experiments is described in the chapters where the experiments are
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described.

4.2. THE MICROWAVE PART

The 40 GHz microwave part of the equipment (84_(section 3.3-1)) is shown in

figure 14. It is designed to be as simple as possible, for it is used only

as a source of irradiation and not as a means of detection of ESR signals.

A Varian klystron is used, providing a continuous power of about 10 W at a

fixed frequency of about 39.1 GHz (to determine DNP enhancements as a

function of the microwave frequency, the magnetic field was varied and the

r.f. fields were varied accordingly). The power can be attenuated by the

device consisting of two magic tee's, two loads and a phase shifter (85).

The drawback of this method is that this attenuator cannot be set at zero

Figure 14 - The microwave equipment.

(1) 10 W klystron, Varian VKA-7010 D
(2) isolator, SO dB
(3) magic tee
(4) phase shifter
(5) load, 1 W
(6) load, 35 W
(?) switah
(8) directional coupler, 20 dB
(9) low power attenuator

(10) wave meter
(11) thermistor
(12) bolometer, HP 430C
(13) rectangular waveguide, in MAS experiments

replaced by a twisted waveguide.
(14) probe with hornantenna
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attenuation, some power (about 3 dB) is always lost. Therefore the

attenuator is removed when the' maximum power is needed.

Serious pertubations of the klystron frequency may occur if there are

significant backward reflections of microwave energy to the klystron

(70_,p.29), especially from the attenuator. Therefore an isolator is

placed between the attenuator and the klystron. Via a switch the microwave

power is transferred into the probe. In magic angle spinning experiments

the connection with the probe is made via a twisted waveguide since the

orientation of the waveguide inside the probe is altered in that case (see

section 4.3.2). The microwave power was determined by means of a

directional coupler, a low power attenuator, a thermistor and a bolometer.

The microwave frequency could be measured by means of a bolometer. The

function of the second isolator is to prevent the microwave power to return

from the probe, which could possibly influence the power measurement.

4.3. PROBES

4.3.1. Introduction

Some years ago Trommel (84_) extensively investigated the different

possiblities of getting 40 GHz microwave power into the sample. A 40 GHz

cavity needs to be large enough to contain the NMR coil and the sample. Due

to the large size several modes can exist in the cavity. It turned out to

be extremely difficult to get the cavity resonating in the right mode, i.e.

the mode which yields a large H field at the site of the sample.

Reasonable results were obtained with a system consisting of a hornantenna

(86) and a movable reflector. With this system samples with a reasonable

volume (about 300 mm ) could be used and no problems concerning the tuning

of a cavity were present. Recently, Lock (87_) designed a DNP cavity where

larger enhancement factors could be obtained in (due to the larger H
3 '

field) but only if samples of small size (30 mm ) were used.

Three probes were used for the experiments described in this thesis. Two of

them were designed in such a way that if the DNP effect is not or cannot be

used they can function as ordinary NMR probes, so all signal enhancement

due to the DNP effect can be regarded as a pure profit in S/N-ratio. This

means that as little NMR sensitivity as possible was sacrificed in getting

the microwaves into the sample. In these probes the hornantenna + reflector
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system is used. In section 4-3-2 a description will be given of the probe

which also has the possibility of performing magic angle spinning

experiments. The basic design of the other one is the same but MAS

experiments cannot be performed in this probe. These probes were used for

the NMR experiments described in the chapters 6-9.

The third probe contains a cavity. It appeared that large enhancement

factors could be obtained in this probe if small samples were used. The

basic design of this probe is discussed in section 4.3.3- In this probe

experiments (described in chapter 5) are performed to investigate whether

the DNP enhancement theory can be used in a quantitative way, which demands

the use of small samples to achieve a more or less constant H field over

the sample. The use of small samples in the probes containing the horn-

antenna would lead to signals too small to detect. In contrast to the other

probes the cavity probe is not very suitable for combining DNP with
13

ordinary C NMR experiments.

4.3.2. The probes containing a hornantenna

As mentioned above only one probe had the possibility of performing MAS

experiments. This probe will be described in this section. The basic design

of the other hornantenna probe is the same.

The system of the hornantenna and the reflector is depicted in figure 15.

a)

b)

L2 D2

Figure IS - The hornantenna, reflector and MR coil,
a. top view b. side view
Ll=?0 mm; L2=13 mm; L3-S.6 mm; 14=10 mm; L5=2.8 mm;
L6>11 mm; 1)1=10 mm; D2=ll mm (Ll-LS are inner diameters)
The coil consists of S flat turns made of 0.5 mm copper
wire. The hornantenna and reflector are made of 0.5 mm
silver plate.
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The hornantenna, a gradually widening microwave guide, is used to avoid

undesired reflections and to direct the microwave beam (85_). The

reflector can be shifted to get the maximum of the standing wave at the

position of the sample. Usually it is not necessary to readjust the

reflector after changing samples. Figure 15 also depicts the NMR coil.

Compared with conventional coils it has been modified in the sense that the

turns are flat and connected by almost vertical pieces of wire (8*0. In

this way the shielding of the sample for the microwaves is as small as

possible. For the same reason the distance between the turns is kept large,

but not too large because this would give loss in NMR sensitivity. The

exact dimensions are given in the figure caption. The coil is double tuned

to 15 and 60 MHz using a circuit which is a variant of those described in

literature (88-89_). The Q of the resonant circuit is about 100 for 15 MHz

and about 200 for 60 MHz. Typical values for a 90° pulse are 3 MS for K

spins (60 MHz) and 6 ps for C spins (15 MHz).

Figure 16 shows, amongst others, a more realistic sketch of the

hornantenna-coil-reflector configuration. The spinning system is also

shown. The NMR coil is mounted into grooves made into the Teflon cylinder

11 (Teflon has low dielectric losses). This cylinder itself is part of the

spinning system for MAS experiments. A spinner is developed where both the

jet holes driving the rotor and the air bearing holes are located in a

single chamber, formed by the lower part of the cylinder 11 and the bottom

part 10. The mouth of the hornantenna and the reflector are positioned

above this chamber and can be brought into a position close to the rotor.

The rotor rests on a small ball of Al 0 and the spinning axis is

stabilized by the upper part of cylinder 11.

Though the dielectric losses in KelF are larger than in Teflon, we used

KelF as the sample holder material, since Teflon is too soft to be usec i'or

the rotors. With air as a driving gas the spinning frequency could be

varied from 0.5 to 6 kHz.

Figure 16 also shows the complete probe. The part of the probe depicted in

the lower part of figure 16 is mounted into cylinder 2 which can be rotated

for magic angle adjustment. In this way the position of the sample relative

to the hornamouth remains unaltered.

Changing samples is possible without removing the probe out of the magnet

by simply positioning the spinning axis vertically and blowing the sample

out via tube 6 (To this end air is blown through a second tube with its
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B

Figure 16 - The DNP-MAS probe (dimensions in mm)
A. The complete probe
B. The cylinder containing the hornantenna, reflector,

NMR coil and spinner
(1) compartment for the r.f. circuit
(2) cylinder containing the part of the probe depicted

in figure 16B. Jg

(3) compartment for external field lock ( F signal of
an aqueous solution of CF-COOH and CuSO )

(4) reflector adjustment
(5) magic angle adjustment
(6) tube for rotor changing and for holding sample

tubes in non-spinning experiments „
(?) microwave guide (inner dimensions 2.8x5.6 mm )
(8) air inlet for spinning and cooling
(9) hornantenna
(10) bottom part of stator
(11) Teflon cylinder (the lowest part fits into part 10)
(12) jet holes for spinning (3 holes)
(13) air bearing holes (3 rows of 8 holes) (the part of

cylinder 11 containing the jet and air bearing holes
is reinforced on the inside by means of an aluminium
cylinder)

(14) NMR coil
(15) Teflon cylinder (shifted over the ME coil to avoid

electrical contact between this coil and the horn-
antenna and the reflector)

(16) Kel-F rotor (o.d. 6 mm; i.d. 4 mm; length outside
20 mm, inside IS mm)

(17) reflector
(18) hole in the edge of bottom part 10 containing a wire

for sample speed monitoring
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opening under the bottompiece 10, which contains holes. This tube is not

shown in figure 16).

The spinning frequency is monitored by means of the ac voltage in the

rotor, induced by rotating charges, into a wire which is mounted into hole

18 (90_).

The probe has also been used for experiments without MAS. In that case the

spinning axis is placed vertically and the sample in a pyrex tube (4.2 mm

i.d., 5 mm o.d., about 15 mm filling height) is placed in the coil, also

via tube 6. The same results can then be obtained as in the hornantenna

probe without the possibility of performing MAS (This probe was designed at

a time the MAS probe gave lower enhancement factors due to the fact a wider

NMR coil was used).

Finally, the following remarks can be made:

(i) Adjustment of the cylinder 2 for the magic angle condition causes a

reduction in the amplitude of the microwave field perpendicular to H of
o

about 20%. This in agreement with expectation, since the H field is then
no longer exactly perpendicular to the H field .

o

(ii) As the wavelength of the microwaves (7-5 mm) can be comparable to the

sample iimensions, the DNP enhancement will not be uniform over the sample.

In the remainder of this thesis this fact will be neglected and only the
2

average enhancement due to the average value of H is considered.

(iii) The microwave H field depends on the sample used. Especially in

some coal samples the dielectric losses can be large, causing a reduction

in H . The maximum value of the average H field in the sample when a

microwave power of 10 W is usea is estimated to be 40 A/m (see the

experiments in chapters 5-9).

(iv) Because of the dielectric losses especially in coal samples often

ample air cooling has to be used to avoid heating and chemical degradation,

(v) The obtained enhancement factors depend strongly on the positioning of

the sample. Therefore the reproducibility of the enhancement factor is

rather bad, variations of 10-20% being no exception.

4.3.3. The probe containing the cavity

In figure 17 part of the probe designed by Lock (87_) is depicted. A

cylindrical cavity (1 ) is used, made by mounting a helix (2) on a Teflon

cylinder (3). Due to the ur,e of a helix only circular wall currents can



Figure 17 - Part of the probe containing the cavity
(1) cylindrical cavity (H^ field indicated by dashed lines)
(2) helix (made of copper wire / 0.2S mm)
(3) Teflon cylinder
(4) Gordon coupling
(5) NMR coil (10 turnss copper wire tf 0.4 mm)
(6) Teflon holder for coil
(7) movable device for tuning the aavity
(8) sample holder
(9) air inlet for cooling

(10) microwave guide
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exist. Then the cavity can only resonate in TEQ -modes (9j_). By coupling

the waveguide at the place sketched in the figure only the TEQ2-mode and no

other unwanted modes can exist in the cavity. This coupling is made via a

so-called Gordon coupling (92_). The NMR coil (5) is mounted in the cavity

in such a way that it disturbs the microwave field pattern as little as

possible and that a maximum H field is obtained at the site of the sample.

A detailed description of the probe will be published by Trommel

et al

The maximum H field obtained in this probe when a microwave power of

10 W is used is about 110 A/m (87_), but only if small samples in quartz

tubes are used.
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5 QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS

ON POLYSTYRENE DOPED WITH BDPA

5.1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter it is investigated whether the theory of the DNP effect by

fixed electrons of both abundant and rare spins can be used in a

quantitative way. This is achieved by comparing the theory of section 3.3

with the results of measurements of the H- and C-DNP enhancement as a

function of the microwave frequency. The experiments were performed on

polystyrene (PS, see figure 18a) artificially doped with free radicals

(BDPA = 1,3-bisdiphenylene-2-phenylallyl, see figure 18b). It is expected

that a more homogeneous distribution of the radicals is present than in

inhomogeneous materials containing unpaired electrons by nature like coal,

which makes the doped polystyrene a good candidate for testing the theory.

a) r

Figure 18 - a. The molecular structure of polystyrene

b. The radical BDPA (lJ3-bisdiphenylene-2-phenylallyl)

5.2. SAMPLES

We used atactic polystyrene with an average molecular weight of 8-10 .

Doping was achieved by dissolving PS (1 g) and BDPA (-40 mg) in benzene,

followed by recrystallization. The obtained film was cut into pieces of

about 1x1x0.2 mm .

For the DNP experiments described in this chapter the cavity probe was used
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(unless explicitly otherwise stated). For the experiments described in

section 5.4 the sample was put in a quartz tube (i.d. 3.5 mm, filling

height 2.5 mm) in order to achieve as large a microwave field as possible

(see section 4.3.3). For reasons to be explained later a larger filling

height (about 15 mm) is used in the experiments described in section 5.5.

5.3. ESR

The sample contained 1.6-10 unpaired electrons per m or one electron on

every 4000 carbons or protons (This is smaller by a factor 3 than what is

calculated from the weights of the polystyrene and BDPA dissolved in

benzene, see section 5.2).

The ESR line at 9 GHz was almost Gaussian with a half width at half height

| (o1/2x of about 13 MHz (H, =370 A/m).

5.4. DNP OF ABUNDANT SPINS: 1H-DHP

The H-DNP enhancement of PS+BDPA was measured by comparing the proton

signal after a 90 r.f. pulse with and without microwave irradiation. In

figures 19a-c the H-DNP enhancement is shown as a function of the electron

offset frequency A for three different microwave power levels. Also the

I result of an experiment performed with a larger sample (filling height

: 15 mm, 4.2 mm i.d.) in a probe with a hornantenna at a very low power level

! is shown (figure 19d). A larger sample is used here because the experiment
I
j would become too time consuming with a small sample, because of the low DNP
|
I enhancement.

I Since the curves are anti-symmetrical around A=0 (no Overhauser effect)

I only one half is shown.

\ We will now examine how we can determine the parameters needed to compare the

f theory with the results of these measurements.

1 We assume the fast diffusion limit to be valid, since we are dealing with

" the abundant proton system. We will verify this assumption later on.

' 1) Firstly we need to know the ESR lineshape at 40 GHz. The solid state

effect enhancement is proportional to g(A-u>u) at relatively low microwave. . n
;' power (<W~>/W ° « 1 in eqn (3.56)). We therefore used figure 19c, where:; no

this condition is valid and the solid state effect is by far the dominant

mechanism. We used the enhancement for A/2K>60 MHZ to determine the ESR
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Figure 19 - The H-DNP enhancement as a function of the electron offset
frequency A for PS+BDPA for 4 different microwave power levels.
a-a. measured in aavity probe (small sample)
d. measured in hornantenna probe (large sample)
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lineshape: g(A) is proportional to the enhancement at ">H+A. In table 1 the

values of g(A) obtained in this way are shown.

Table 1 - The ESR iineshape g(A) for

different values of A,

determined from figure 19c

A/2i (MHz)

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

g(A)/g(0)

1

0.90 ± 0.01

0.62 ± 0.01

0.38 ± 0.01

0.19 ± 0.01

0.090 ± 0.01

0.041 ± 0.01

0.027 ± 0.01

0.018 ± 0.01

0.012 ± 0.01

<0.01

<0.005

<0.002

The value of g(0) is obtained by normalizing the lineshape:

g(0)=5.7-10 s. The ESR lineshape appears to be almost Gaussian with a

linewidth u)n/2n = 13 MHz, i.e. the same linewidth as measured at 9 GHz.
5

2) The homogeneous width of the ESR lineshape can be determined with

eqn (2.23) and using N =1.6-1025 ra"3 (section 5-3): u>fe/2n=3.1 MHz,
e 5

while the actual width is 13 MHz. Probably the main broadening mechanism of

the ESR line is the interaction between protons and electrons. This is in

agreement with the fact that the linewidths at 9 and 40 GHz are about the

same (we note that also varying the degree of doping did not change the ESR

linewidth very much). .Since the linewidth is determined by unlike spin

interactions M_=u (see section 2.4). From the values of g(A) of table 1

(M )5/2x was determined to be (12.9±1.4)MHz. The ESR linewidth being

determined by unlike spin interactions it is expected that a=1 (see section
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2 i
3.3.10.2) and therefore (au> )2/2*-13 MHz. It will appear that this value

L
indeed gives a reasonable fit with experiment.

3) The electron spin relaxation rate W is estimated by measuring the

proton relaxation rate in the rotating frame of the doped and an undoped

polystyrene sample. The difference must be due to the influence of the

unpaired electrons. It appeared that the relaxation behaviour of the nuclei

due to the electrons could be described by exp-(<wf, >t) ? with
e % -i >p

<W >2=32 s . We see that for the relaxation in the rotating frame the
H,p

vanishing diffusion limit is valid. This is due to the fact that this

relaxation is fast compared to t\m spindiffusion process. The lock-field H
S -1

was about 800 A/m. With eqn (2.53) it follows that W =2.5-10 s (T. =4 ps).
e 1 e

The inaccuracy in this value is estimated to be about 50%.

H) The proton relaxation rate in the laboratory frame was measured:

W ^ = (
no

5) Since the direct thermal mixing effect does not play a role of

importance at A=u) , due to the fact that (0. «ID , we can use eqn (3.59) to
tot s

determine <W >/Wt, at A=u).,. From the enhancements at A/2n=60 MHz the
Ho H

following values for <W > were obtained: figure 19a) <W >=0.96 s ;

b) <W~>=0.40 s"1; c) <WO>=0.14 s"1; d) <w">=0.0086 s"1 .

A check for this method is made by measuring the shortening of the nuclear

relaxation time due to microwave irradiation (see eqn (3.57)). The H-DNP

enhancement in this experiment was 175 which yields following the method

used above <W">=0.52 s"1 (<W+>=0). Then W^ot=W^ot+<W">=1.13+0.52=1.95 s"1.
. H Ho

The observed value was 2.17 s~ , which is within the experimental error

(15%) the same.

6) The value of W/W , the saturation factor determining the direct thermal

mixing effect enhancement, is determined by assuming that at A/2K=10 MHz at

low microwave power only the direct thermal mixing effect is important (an

asssumption verified later on) and therefore eqn (3.60) can be used. The

enhancement at A/2K=10 MHz in figure 19c is larger than in figure 19d by a

factor 2.6, while the ratio in W values (determined from the <W~> values) is

16.3. Using eqn (3.60) it can be calculated that W/W is 0.42 at

A/2x=10 MHz in figure 19d and using the lineshape of table 1 it follows

that at A=0 W/Wg is 0.53 in figure 19d and thus 8.6 in figure 19c.

7) From the values of <W~> and W/W and using W =2.5*10 s" the factor

4<|q|2> can now be determined: 4<|q |2>=2<w"(60 )>/W(0 ) = 1 -3 «10"7 . Taking into
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account the inaccuracy in W it follows that 4<|q| > is in the range

8.7-10"8 - 2.6-10"7.

From 4<|q| > = 1 .3-.10"7 the diffusion barrier b can be calculated: b=6.U i

(inaccuracy range 5.1-7-3 A). We will say more about the diffusion barrier

shortly.

8) The value of the electronic flip-flop rate (T2 )" can be calculated

using eqn (2.26): ( T ^ )~ 1 =4 .7- 106 s"1 .

9) Now <Wur> can be calculated. The overlap integral in eqn (3-25) strongly

depends on the ESR lineshape for A/2<>25 MHz. Calculating the integral
? 7

numerically using the lineshape of table 1 and with *)<|q| > = 1.3'10~ it

follows that <W..,_> is in the range 0.000^-0.0036 s~ . Due to the inaccuracy
2 -1

in 1)<|q| > this range becomes even larger: 0.0003-0.0072 s~ .
Experimentally <W > can be determined from the enhancement at A/2«=10 MHz

HD
by using eqn (3.60). In figure 19c at A/2*=10 MHz W/W equals 5.8 and the

_1 e

enhancement is 2.1. It follows that <W,,_>=0.0026 s , which is in the range
HD

determined above. We will use this value from now on.

We used the values determined above to describe the results of figures

19a-d. Slight adjustment (smaller than 10%) of the values of <W~> determined

above for figures 19a and 19b has been used to obtain a better fit with

experiment. This difference is due to the fact that the above used equation

(3.59) is not exact (amongst others due to the fact the direct thermal

mixing effect is neglected).

In figure 20a-d the theoretical curves are indicated. The ESR lineshape

used to draw the curves is given in table 2.

These values of g(A) were chosen such that the best fit with experiment was

obtained but of course also in agreement with table 1 . It should be noted

that also the values of g(A) for A/2x>30 MHz are important in order to

obtain a good fit with experiment due to the fact that the allowed

transition probability W plays an important role for the thermal mixing

effect enhancement at these frequencies.

The following notes should be made:

- The values of H , indicated in the subscript of figure 20, were

determined from the values of W/W , using W =2.5-10 s~ and eqn (3.3). Due
6 6

to the inaccuracy in the value of W , the inaccuracy in the values of H is

about 25%. We note, however, that it is not necessary to know the exact
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Table 2 - The ESR lineshape g(A)

used to draw the theoretical

curves in figure 20.

A/2x (MHz)

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

g(A)/g(0)

1

0.90

0.62

0.38

0.185

0.080

0.031

0.020

0.010

0.005

0.003

0.0017

0.0010

SUBSCRIPT FIGURE 20

The H-DNP enhancement as a function of the electron offset
frequency A for PS+BDPA for 4 different microwave power levels.
The dots indicate the experimental points.
The lines were drawn using eqn (3.56).

1 - Solid state effect
2 - direct thermal mixing effect
3 - Indirect thermal mixing effect
4 - Sim of the contributions of the 3 mechanisms

The following parameters were i -zed:

^/2,^13 MHz; We=2.5.10
5 s~2

2 % %

g(h): see table 2j

<Wur>=0.0026HD
b=6.4 R-2S

a. H1 - 135 A/m (<W ^

b. E1 = 86 A/m (<U~(60)>/$°*=0.29

c. H1 = 50 A/m (<W~(60)>/W^)
t=0.09? j W(0)/Wg= 8.8)

d. H1 =12.1 A/m (<lf(60)>/W™*=0.OOS8; / )

W(0)/W =63.5)
e

W(0)/Wg=26. 2)
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values of H to draw the theoretical curves, only the values of W/Vy'e and
— fcofc

<W >/W are important.
Ho

- The theoretical curves in figure 20a-c are in good agreement with

experiment. The deviations in figure 20d can be explained by taking into

account the fact that here a larger sample was used and a distribution of H

values existed over the sample. Then in the experiment there is a larger

contribution of the indirect thermal mixing effect (proportional to H !)

than is expected in theory.

- The value of the diffusion barrier b (6.4 A) obtained above is in the

expected range (7_1_,T8_). It is probably influenced by the large size of the

BDPA molecule on which the electron can move. A high mobility of the

electron is indeed very likely since we observed an Overhauser effect in

experiments on this molecule itself.

- Also the relaxation rate of the undoped polystyrene was measured:

<W*>=0.8 s"1 . Since v£ot=<wS+<w!>=1 .43 s~\ <w!> must be about
n , nO n H H

0.6 s . Eqn (2.45) can be used to calculate the value of C corresponding

to this value of <W,,>, since the value of K is now known (from the value

of <WU_> it follows that K=1.1-10~
56 m 6/s). We find C=2.3-10~54 m 6/s. This

is much larger than the value of K: the protons have a much stronger

coupling to the lattice due to the presence of the unpaired electrons than

to the election spin-spin interaction reservoir. This is due to the fact

that the ESR linewidth is much smaller than the proton Larmor frequency.

The definition of C is given in eqn (2.36). It appears that the electron

relaxation time T of 4 us can never yield a value of C as large as
-54 6

2.3*10 m /s. It is probably the mobility of the unpaired electrons

mentioned above that causes the large value of C.

- From the values of C and R it follows that we are in the fast diffusion

limit (eqn (2.42)) if D>6-10~ m /s. It is indeed very likely that this is

the case (eqn (2.18) yields D=2-10"1 m 2/s).

We now have shown that we can use the theory in a quantitative way to

explain the measured H-DNP enhancement as a function of the microwave

frequency.

Finally, we will show that we can also use the practical formulas of

section 3-3.10.3. Eqn (3.75) with H. =50 A/m leads to an enhancement of 69,

which should be compared with the value of 60 actually measured with this
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H field (figure 20c). This difference is due to the fact that the solid

state effect enhancement is already a bit saturated (<W >/W is not much
HO

smaller than unity) which is not taken into account in eqn (3.75). For

lower values of H (as used in the hornantenna probes) the formula will be

correct, for instance to explain the enhancement in figure 20d.

5.5. DNP OF RARE SPINS: 13C-DHP

1 -3

We now turn our attention to the DNP enhancement of the C nuclei as a

function of the microwave frequency. We again used a larger sample (15 mm

filling height) for this experiment, otherwise the measurement would be

almost impossible to perform because of the small signals. The result is

shown in figure 21. The maximum obtained enhancement (about 175) is

estimated by comparing the C signal obtained after a C 90° pulse using

microwave irradiation, with that obtained in a cross polarization

experiment (without microwave irradiation).

Since there is hardly any spindiffusion between C nuclei, we have to use

eqn (3.66) which can be rewritten into (using eqns (2.35), (2.37) and

(3-36)):

1
40
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Figure 21 - The C-DNP enhancement as a function of the electron offset
frequency A for PS+BDPA, measured in the hornantenna probe.
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pst/p _! e (r"/c-r+/c) + (r

(r"/Ctr+/CtK/Ct1) (W/W ) (A2/aiflfe L

with

<5"2>

where

We will now examine how we can determine the parameters of interest.

1) <VTl> was determined by measuring the relaxation time of the undoped

polystyrene: <W£>^ = (0.18±0.01( )s~*.

2) W*;ot of the doped sample was also measured: (v£ot )* = (0.26±0.02)s"5.

Using eqn (5.2) it follows that <v£>* = (0.08±0.0i))s~5.

3) H was determined by measuring the proton DNP enhancement at the same H

field with the same sample. It was 29 at A/2K=60 M H Z . Using the results of

the preceeding section it can be calculated that this indicates that

H_=34 A/m (W(0)/W =4.0).
SS 6

With eqn (3-37) it can be calculated that r"(15)=(2.3±1.2)10 m / s .

13 2
4) C is for C nuclei (Y U/7.) =16 times smaller than in the proton case:

-55 6
C=(1.4±O.7)1O 3 3 m / s .

5) K can be obtained as follows. Using eqn (5-3) with <W
i

>5=0.08 s 5 it

follows that C+K+r"(15)=5.it-10"DD m / s (r+(15)«r"(15)). With the values of C

and r~(15) the value of K obtained in this way is 1.7-10" m / s (inaccuracy

range 0-J0~ m /s). This value is about 6 times smaller than can be

calculated using the theoretical formula (2.38), which can however only

yield an estimation of K.

Using the values calculated above in eqn (5.1) the theoretical enhancement

as a function of the microwave frequency is depicted in figure 22. Note

that we did not make any assumptions to arrive at this result. The

amplitude of the maximum theoretical enhancement is, using the values of

the subscript of figure 22, about 330, which is two times larger than
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40 35 30 25 20 15

Figure 22 - The C-DNP enhancement as a function of the electron offset
frequency A for PS+BDPA.
The dots indicate the experimental points.
The lines were drawn using eons (S.I) and (5.2).
1 - solid state effect
2 - direct thermal mixing effect
3 - indirect thermal mixing effect
4 - sum of the contributions of the 3 mechanisms

The following parameters were uaed:

g(k): see table 2; (aJ^/ 2^=13 MHz; = 2.5-105 s'1;

C=1.4-10~SS m6/s- K=l.?.10~55 m6/s;

H1=24 A/m.
(1S)=2.3-1O~SS m6/s.

observed. It should be noted that the inaccuracy in this value is rather

large, especially due to the inaccuracy in <v£>5 (O.O8±O.O4 s ~ 5 ) . The use

of the lowest possible value of <W^> leads to a theoretical enhancement

of 135. Furthermore the theoretical enhancement is expected to be a bit too

large, since in the theory it has not been taken into account that some

nuclei may not be observed due to the large fields they experience from the

electrons, and especially those nuclei are enhanced more in theory.

Finally, the use of the large sample may cause some disagreement between

theory and experiment. This may also be the cause of the deviations between

the experimental points and the theoretical curve in figure 22. If there

are regions in the sample where there is a considerably higher H field
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than the average H field the indirect thermal mixing effect will in those

regions become more important. This is probably the reason of the fact that

the shape of curve 3 in figure 22 is about the same as the shape the

experimental points follow.

5.6. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we have used the DNP theory of section 3.3 in a

quantitative way to explain the H- and C-DNP enhancement of doped PS as

a function of the microwave frequency. The results are quite satisfying

which leads to the conclusion that the theory can be used to predict

enhancements by estimating or measuring essential parameters like W,,
ri

H. , H1, etc., and using the approximate formulas of section 3.3.10.3.
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6 THE USE OF DNP IN 1 3C NMR: POLYSTYRENE DOPED WITH BDPA

6.1. INTRODUCTION

One of the obvious applications of the signal enhancement is the reduction

in measuring time of an experiment. We investigated this with the

polystyrene doped with BDPA. Illustrations will be given of the fact that

the use of DNP can shorten the measuring time of NMR experiments on

polymers by two to three orders of magnitude. The possible applicability of

this technique in polymer research will be discussed.

It has already been mentioned in chapter 1 that C signal enhancement via

DNP can be obtained in two ways:

1) Indirectly, via the DNP-CP experiment (see pulse scheme, figure 23a). We

give A such a value that the H-DNP enhancement has a maximum value,

i.e. h/2%=60 MHz. The enhanced proton polarization is transferred towards

13
the C spins via cross polarization.

2) Directly, in the DNP-FID experiment (see pulse scheme, figure 23b)- A is

chosen in such a way that the C-DNP enhancement has a maximum value, i.e.
1 ̂

A/2n=15 MHz. The C free induction decay (FID) is observed after the K/2

pulse.

In fact, also in the DNP-CP experiment the carbon free induction decay is

observed and we should call this experiment the DNP-CPFID experiment. For

the sake of simplicity this is abbrevated to DNP-CP.

In both experiments H decoupling takes place during the acquisition

time . In general a decoupling field of 50 kHz is sufficient to average out
1 13

the H- C interaction.

o) «n b)

'H'"It LOCK DECOUPLING

rCOUISITION I RECYCLE DELAY " C |k«OUISITION I RECYCLE DELAY

Figure 23 - a. Pulse scheme for the CP experiment,

b. Pulse scheme for the FID experiment.

(The same pulse schemes are of course used for the
DNP-CP and DNP-FID experiments, but in these experiments
also microwave irradiation takes place)
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In this chapter we will show examples of both methods, combined with magic

angle spinning. If one is not especially interested in the surroundings of

the electrons, the first method is in general preferable, since in most

cases the spectrum is not distorted, as we shall see, compared to a

spectrum obtained without DNP. Moreover, the S/N-ratio per unit time is in

general better when method 1 is used, because of the fact that the

repetition time of the DNP-CP experiment is determined by the spin-lattice

1 13

relaxation time of the H spins instead of the much longer C relaxation

time, which determines the repetition time of the FID experiment. This

difference in repetition time is in general not compensated by the fact
13 1

that the C-DNP enhancement is usually larger than the H-DNP enhancement.
Especially the use of method 1 could therefore be interesting in polymer

13
research (for examples of the use of C NMR in polymer research see ref.(94)

and references therein). We will give examples of this method, combined

with magic angle spinning, in the sections 6.2-6.4. In section 6.5 we will

discuss the DNP-FID experiment, also combined with magic angle spinning.

All experiments described in this section are performed in the MAS-probe

(H r3O-4O A/m) with the sample in a Kel-F rotor.

6.2. 1 3C CPMAS AND DNP-CPMAS SPECTRA OF DOPED AND UNDOPED POLYSTYRENE

13

In figure 24a the C spectrum of undoped polystyrene is shown, resulting

after 2000 scans and obtained via cross polarization (pulse scheme figure

23a) and under magic angle spinning conditions (CPMAS). In figure 24b the

CPMAS spectrum of doped polystyrene is shown, obtained after 10,000 scans.

The S/N-ratio in both spectra is about the same, therefore there is a loss

in intensity of about 50% caused by the presence of the electrons. This

loss is almost completely due to a shortening of the proton relaxation time

in the rotating frame due to the doping, which causes a loss in the H

polarization during the match time, and hence also reduces the C signal

after the matching (see section 2.3.2). The H polarization after the match

time is - compared to at the beginning of the match time - smaller by a

factor 0.9 in case of the undoped sample and 0.5 in case of the doped

sample. The C and H spins close to the radicals can also be shifted in

resonance frequency to such an extent that they are not observed . Since the

shortening of the proton relaxation time in the rotating frame explains

already about 45% of the signal loss, the loss due to this resonance shift
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a)

250 200 150 100 50 0 PPM

250 200 150 100
i

50 0 PPM

Figure 24 - C CPMAS spectra of polystyrene.

a. undoped PS; 2000 scans; recycle delay 2.4 s.

b. PS+BDPA; 10000 scans; recycle delay 1.2 s.

The following experimental parameters were used:
v/2 pulse=2.5 \is; match time=0.S ms; match field=40 kHz;
acquisition time=12.8 ms; decoupling field-100 kHz;
spinning frequenay=2.5 kHz.
The numbering of the peaks refers to the carbon atoms
in figure 18a.
The frequency scale is in ppm below TMS.

is very small. This can also be seen in the figures, since the broadening

of the peaks due to the presence of the unpaired electrons is also

negligible.

The loss in sensitivity due to the doping process is more than compensated

when the DNP effect is used. The H-DNP enhancement is measured to be about
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28 (The approximate formula (3.75) yields an enhancement of 28 for

H^ =36 A/ra, which is a reasonable value for H ). For a larger value of N

this enhancement would become larger, but then also the signal loss due to

the shortening of the proton relaxation time in the rotating frame would

become larger. It can be calculated that the optimum value of N , yielding

the largest signal in a DNP-CP experiment, is about larger than the

value of N our sample had.

Since the H-DNP enhancement is about 28 in our sample this means that
2

10,000/28 = 14 scans would be enough to obtain the same S/N-ratio as in

figure 24b (the signal is proportional to the number of scans, while the

noise is proportional to the square-oot of this number). In figure 25a the

result after 50 scans is shown (1 minute measuring time) with indeed a much

better S/N-ratio than figure 24b. After 1000 scans (figure 25b) almost no

a)

200 150 100 50 0 PPM

b)

200 150 100 50 0 PPM

Figure 25 - C DNP-CPMAS speotra of PS+BDPA.

H-DNP enhancement = 28.

a. 50 seans b. 1000 scans

(Other parameters are the same as in figure 24b)
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noise is visible any more. This excellent S/N-ratio made it for instance

possible to use the spectral analysis method of Earkhuijsen et al. (9S_) in

order to determine the average isotropic chemical shift values of the different

carbons. We call these values average isotropic values because in amorphous

materials like polymers there exists in general a distribution in isotropic

chemical shift values. The following values were found: a =(146.5±O.5) ppm,

o2=o =a5=a6 = (130.3±0.5) ppm, a^i. 128.4±0.5) ppm, a =(41.O±O.3) ppm

and og = (47.3±0.4) ppm, all below TMS (95_). If we compare the values

obtained in liquid state NMR (1*46.6, 128.2, 126.2, 1(0.9 and 43 ppm,

respectively) we see that the main difference (about 4 ppm) is found in the

average isotropic chemical shift value of carbon atom 8. Barkhuijsen et

al.(95_) think this difference is real.

Finally, we note that the measuring time is also reduced by the fact that

the repetition time of the experiment can be chosen shorter because of the

reduction in the proton spin-lattice relaxation time upon doping.

6.3. DELAYED DECOUPLING AND VARIABLE MATCH TIME EXPERIMENTS

Two experiments relatively easy to perform which give information about the

strength of the C-H couplings in a solid are the variable match time (94)

and delayed decoupling (96_,2X) experiments. In the variable match time

experiment the cross polarization time is varied to obtain information

about the C-H cross-relaxation times (6_7_). For instance for very short

match times only C spins directly bonded to H spins (short cross-

relaxation time) are visible in the spectrum. The delayed decoupling

experiment (pulse scheme figure 26) is in fact the complement of the CP

experiment with a short match time. Only the not directly proton bonded

carbons survive the delay time. The C K pulse in figure 26 takes care of

refocussing the spins dephased due to the chemical shift interaction. The

H LOCK

nn
13,t

I
I

It

DECOUPLING

CROSS
POLARIZATION

UISITION RECYCLE DELAY

Figure 26 - Pulse scheme of the delayed decoupling experiment.
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H x pulse is present to prevent refocussing of spins dephased due to the C-H

interaction.

In figure 27 the results of these experiments on PS+BDPA are shown. In

figure 27a, a DNP-CPMAS experiment with short match time, carbon atom 1 is

not visible, since it is not directly proton bonded. In figure 27b, a DNP-

CPMAS experiment with delayed decoupling, the signals of all carbons except

carbon 1 are dephased, resulting in a peak at a =146.5 ppm below TMS only.

Experiments like these may yield important information about the molecular

structure of a solid, especially if a series of experiments is performed in

which the match time or delay time is varied. Without DNP, however, these

a)

200 150 100 50 0 PPM

b)

200 150 100 50 0 PPM

Figure 27 - C DNP-CPMAS spectra of PS+BDPA, yielding information
about the C-H coupling strengths.

a. short match time (match time = SO \is)
Only carbon spins directly coupled to protons
are detected.

b. delayed decoupling (x - SO us; see fig. 26)
Only carbon spins not directly coupled to
protons are detected.

500 scans; recycle delay 1.2 s (measuring time 10 min.)

The following experimental parameters were used;
•n/2 pulse=2.5 ]ss; match time^O.S ms (fig. 27b); match field=40 kHz;
acquisition time=12.8 ms; decoupling field-100 kHz;
spinning frequency=3 kHz.
The frequency scale is in ppm below TMS.
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experiments may be very time consuming. If one is interested in for

instance the interesting region of very short match times (6_J_,52_) the

carbon signal obtained is very small. Especially in these cases, DNP might

be useful help.

6.H. 2D EXPERIMENT: C-H DIPOLAR COUPLING STRENGTH RESOLVED

It is evident that DNP is of especial importance in time consuming

experiments like 2D NMR (98_). This is illustrated in figure 28 where the

result of a C 2D experiment is shown, performed via DNP-CPMAS, in which

the chemical shift information is obtained in the m -direction and the
13

strength of the C-H dipolar interaction, experienced by a C spin at a

certain chemical shift value, in the ID -direction. In this experiment again

the delayed decoupling technique has been used (figure 26), the delay time

2x being the evolution time t in the 2D experiment. The 2D spectrum which

was obtained after a measuring time of only 30 minutes, clearly shows the

weak C-H dipolar interaction ( < 5 kHz) for the line at about 1*47 ppm below

TMS corresponding to the quaternary carbon atom 1 and the strong C-H

dipolar interactions (up to 20 kHz) for the other carbons. It can be

calculated (eqn (2.20)) that an interaction of about 20 kHz corresponds to

a C-H distance of about 1 8, which is indeed the distance which is

expected for direct carbon-proton bondings. The modulation of the C-H

interaction in the figure arises from the spinning of the sample. Without

DNP the measuring time of this experiment would be about 2 weeks.

6.5. 1 3C DNP-FIDMAS SPECTRA

We now turn our attention to the C spectra obtained by directly enhancing

13
the C polarization (pulse scheme figure 23b). It is expected that in this

experiment mainly the carbons close to the unpaired electrons are detected,

since spindiffusion among the C spins is not capable of transfering the

enhancement to spins further away. Figure 29a shows a C DNP-FIDMAS

spectrum, obtained with a recycle delay long compared with (W_ )~

((W )~ =15 s ) . In 64 scans an excellent S/N-ratio is obtained,
13

illustrating the large enhancement of the C polarization (the enhancement

is estimated to be 170 by comparing the spectrum with a CPMAS spectrum).
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Figure 28 - C 2D DNP-CPMAS experiment on PS+BDPA.

id-: C-H dipolar coupling strength; w«

pulse scheme: figure 26.

The following experimental parameters were used:
SO scans per step; recycle delay 1.2 s.
IT/2 pulse=2. 5 \is; match time=0.G ms; match field--!' n-flz
acquisition time=15 ms; decoupling field=lQ0 kllr.;
spinning frequency-4 kHz.

t=2T is varied from 0 to 408 us in ctevs of 1.-: ws;
t\=acquisition time.
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a)
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b)

250 200 150 100 50 0 PPM

Figure 29 - °C DNP-FIDMAS spectra of PS + BDPA.

a. 64 scans; recycle delay 30 s.

b. 9600 scans; recycle delay 0.2 s.

The following experimental parameters were used:
TT/2 pulse=7 us;
acquisition time=l2.8 ms; decoupling field 100 kHz;
spinning frequency=2.8 kHz.

Due to the long recycle delay (30 s) it still took 32 minutes to obtain the

spectrum, which shows the power of the DNP-CP method. Only if one is

especially interested in the vicinity of the electrons the DNP-FID method

should be used.

Comparing figures 25b and 29a it can be seen that in the DNP-FID spectrum

the lines are broadened due to the fact that carbons close to the unpaired
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electrons are more enhanced than those further away. This is even more

evident when a short recycle delay (0.2 s) is used (figure 29b). Mainly

carbons with a relaxation rate larger than 5 s~ are observed in this

experiment. With C+K=6.8«10~ m /s (see section 5.5) it can be calculated

with eqns (2.35) and (2.37) that these carbons are within a radius of about

8 A from the unpaired electrons, if these electrons would be localized. We

see that in this way we are able to select regions around the electrons

which, though not yielding very interesting information in polystyrene,

might be a powerful method if the electron is used as a spin label to

select special regions of interest in larger molecules.

6.6. CONCLUSIONS

We have shewn that doping a solid with a free radical and using DNP can

reduce the measuring time of C spectra, especially of CPMAS spectra.

Though there is a signal loss caused by the influence of the electrons on

the proton relaxation rate in the rotating frame this is more than

compensated by the application of DNP. The DNP-FIDMAS technique might be

useful if one is interested in the surroundings of the unpaired electrons.

A possible application would be the use of the unpaired electron as a spin

label in this experiment. A disadvantage of the doping process is of course

that the molecular structure might change upon doping. Furthermore the

possibility to dope the solid should be present. If a solid solution is

used, as described here, the material should of course be solvable. Another

possible method is irradiation with e.g. X-rays O,p.386) which might

however also lead to chemical degradation of the sample.
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7 THE DSE OF DNP IH *H AND 1 3C NMH: COAL

7.1. INTRODUCTION

During the last ten years a renewed interest has arisen in the analysis and

the characterization of coal. This is closely connected with an increased

desire to find optimal ways of converting coal into gas or liquid fuels.

The efficiency of these processes is closely related to the degree of

coalification and the chemical structure (99_). Recently it has been found

that information about these properties can be obtained via C CP (100,101)

and CPMAS experiments (102). For instance, it was possible to determine

from the C spectra the so-called aromaticity f , defined as the ratio of

the number of carbons in the aromatic region of the coal and the total

number of carbons, which can be considered as one of the key parameters

which characterizes the coal structure (103). It has been found that f
a.

decreases with decreasing coal rank (104) so that f can serve as one of
a

the key parameters characterizing the degree of coalification.

By nature coal contains many organic radicals (105), in number varying from

about 5-10 m for a high rank coal to 10 m for a low rank coal.

Hence, coal is a natural candidate to combine C NMR with DNP (1*4-17,106).

In order to investigate this possibility we studied more than 60 coal

samples of different rank and origin. In this chapter some results are

shown of these investigations, which indicate the advantage of the use of

DNP in coal research. For an elaborate description of the results we refer

to refs (20,21,106).

After a description of the samples used and the results of ESR

measurements, the H- and C-DNP enhancement as a function of the electron

offset frequency of one coal sample will be examined in detail. It will be

shown that it is indeed possible to explain the DNP enhancements of all the

coal samples very good with the formulas of section 3.3-3. In the section

of C spectroscopy spectra are shown obtained via DNP-FID and DNP-CP, with

and without MAS, of one coal sample and the use of this kind of results in

coal research will be discussed.

7.2. SAMPLES

We investigated more than 60 coal samples (20,106) varying in rank from
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anthracite to subbituminous coal, with carbon contents varying from 96 to

66% and a volatile matter percentage between 3 and 60% (weight percentage,

dry and mineral matter free (dmmf) }. The hydrogen content was approxi-

mately 5% for all the samples. The low volatile bituminous coal of which we

will show the results in greater detail in the following sections had a

carbon content of 90.2%, hydrogen 4.6% and volatile matter 19-8% (all

dmmf). The samples were powdered to a grain size smaller than 0.21 mm. In

order to remove the paramagnetic oxygen the samples were evacuated for at

least two hours (especially for high rank coals it was found that after

evacuation the proton and carbon Zeeman relaxation rates were smaller,

which resulted in an increase in the DNP enhancements).

The DNP measurements and the C NMH experiments without MAS were performed

with the pyrex tubes (sealed off) as sample holders, for the MAS experi-

ments the Kel-F rotors were used (sample weight about 100 mg). In the

rotors the DNP enhancement is less than in the pyrex tubes because of the

fact they could not be completely sealed off.

7.3. ESR

We determined the number of radicals and the ESR linewidth at 9 GHz. The

ESR signals of all coal samples consisted of a line with about Lorentzian

shape with a half width at half height H, varying from 280 to 480 A/m,

slowly increasing with decreasing coal rank (%C). The ESR linewidth of our

low \ ilatile bituminous coal was 400 A/m.

For some samples also a narrow peak was detected almost on top of the other

one. The origin of this narrow component is not well understood (107), but

it may be related to the presence of the maceral fusinite (108). As

relatively few electrons ( < 10% ) contribute to the narrow line, and no

correlation has been found between the DNP results and this line, this line

has not been further investigated.

The number of radicals per unit volume as a function of the percentage

volatile matter in the coal is shown in figure 30. The two curves, drawn to

guide the eye, are related to the origin and history of the coal: the coal

samples with a volatile matter percentage of about 30% which have a large N

value all originate from the southern hemisphere. We will use figure 30

later on to explain the DNP enhancements measured in coal. The number of
25 -3

radicals in our low volatile bituminous coal was 2.4-10 m
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Figure SO - The number of radicals per unit volume N as a function
of the volatile matter percentage %VM fo$ the investigated
coal samples^ The curves 1 and 2} drawn to guide the eye,
are related to the origin and history of the coal.

7-4. 1H-DNP ENHANCEMENT

7.4.1. H-DNP enhancement of a low volatile bituminous coal

as a function of the electron offset frequency

In figure 31 the H-DNP enhancement is shown of the low volatile bituminous

coal as a function of the electron offset frequency, measured at two

different microwave power levels, resulting in H =50 A/m (figure 3la) and

H. =23 A/m (figure 3lb) (H is determined in the way described in section

3-3-10.2). These values are considerably lower than for the doped PS in

chapter 5 since here the probe described in section 4.3.2 was used and not

the cavity probe.

The enhancement depends on the electron offset frequency in a way which is

typical for most coal samples. The curves are not completely anti-

symmetrical around u)=o) indicating that also an Overhauser effect is

present. This may be due to the fact that the unpaired electrons are

delocalized and mobile in some regions of the aromatic part, so that

protons inside or near these regions experience time-dependent inter-

actions, whereas for the nuclei outside these regions the time-independent

interactions prevail (compare the fact mentioned in section 5.4 that in the
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Figure 31 - The H-DNP enhancement as a function of the electron offset
frequency A for a low volatile bituminous coal (%C=90.2%,
%H=4.6%, %VM=19.8%3 dnrnf) for 2 different microwave power
levels.

The lines 1-3 were drawn using eqn (3.56)
1 - Solid state effect
2 - Direct thermal mixing effect
3 - Indirect thermal mixing effect
4 - Overhauser effect
5 — Sum of the contributions of the 4 mechanisms

The following parameters were used:

I: almost Lorer.tzian shape with iii^/2ir=17 MHz

(au2j*/2ir = 20 MHz W = 3.3 10S s'1 wt01
LJ _7 e Ho

<WHD> - 0.023 s

= 2.&s~1
e

R = 22 i; b - 8

a. H2 = 50 A/m (<W~(60)>/Wt°t=0.030 ;

b. H = 23 A/m (<W~(60)>/Wv
Ot=0.0066; W(O)/W =1.0)

case of PS doped with BDPA the protons of PS are enhanced only by the solid

state and thermal mixing effect, whereas experiments on the radical itself

show that protons belonging to this radical are enhanced by an Overhauser

effect). The symmetric parts of figures 31a and 31b, the contributions of

the Overhauser effect, are separately indicated with a dashed line. This

line is obtained by splitting the enhancement vs. frequency curve into a

symmetric and an anti-symmetric curve. This is an easy and rather reliable

way to obtain the contribution of the Overhauser effect (curve H). It can
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be seen in the figures that when the H field is increased with a factor 2

the Overhauser enhancement hardly changes and the linewidth of the curve

increases from 17 to 21 MHz, indicating a large saturation factor W/W ,

even at the lowest H level. The ESR linewidth of the electron spins

causing the Overhauser effect is therefore much smaller than 17 MHz

(Hi«^00 A/m), which is presumably due to motional narrowing.

The contributions of the other DNP mechanisms to the enhancement, calcu-

lated theoretically using eqn (3.56), are also indicated in the figures.

The contribution of the direct thermal mixing effect (curve 2) is reliable

since it fits the shape of the shoulder at about A/2*=20 MHz in figure 31a

and the shape of the peak at about A/2n=15 MHz in figure 31b satisfactory.

The sum of the contributions of the solid state (curve 1) and the indirect

thermal mixing effect (curve 3) is now also known. The ratio of these two

strongly depends on the value of the ESR llneshape function for A/2*>50 MHz

(tail of the ESR line). We note that the solid state effect does not have

its maximum value for A=u>u. This is due to the contribution of the allowed

transition probability W in the denominator of eqn (3-56). We see that the

sum of the different mechanisms to the enhancement (curve 5) fits the

experimental points satisfactory. The parameters used to calculate the

anti-symmetric part of the curve are indicated in the subscript of the

figure. These parameters are determined in the way described in section

3.3-10.2 and the obtained values have been adjusted slightly to obtain the

best fit with the experimental points.

The following remarks should be made:

- The ESR lineshape used is broader (o),/2it = 17 MHz) than the measured 9 GHz

lineshape ((DI/2%=14 M H Z ) . This is possibly due to the field dependent

g-anisotropy of the unpaired electrons.

- <WUI_> is larger than in PS+BDPA, which is due to the fact that the coal
nv

ESR line is broader. Therefore for coal the direct thermal mixing effect is

larger. Also the indirect thermal mixing effect contributes considerably at

A/2* =60 MHz even at these relatively low H fields.

- W is determined by measuring the relaxation time of the proton and the

carbon spins in the rotating frame and assuming that it is completely

determined by the presence of the fixed unpaired electrons (eqn (2.53)).

Since W/W could be determined by measuring the contribution of the direct

thermal mixing effect as a function of the microwave power and <W~> could be

determined using the enhancement at A/2*=60 MHz with eqn (3.59), the factor
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4<|qj >=2<W~>/W could be calculated: 4<|q| >=10~ , which is about the same

value as found for PS+BDPA and therefore a realistic value (it yields b=8 A).

Another indication that the rotating frame relaxation time is determined by

the presence of the unpaired electrons is the fact that calculation of Ng

by measuring <wfl > for different lock-field strengths o» and using
H,p Ik

eqn (2.53) yields the same value as determined with ESR measurements.

The obtained fit between theory and experiment with very realistic values

of the parameters is in fact rather astonishing if we take into account the

very inhomogeneous ESR line and the fact that a large sample was used.

At the H field of about 50 A/m the enhancement is maximal for an ESR

offset frequency of 60 MHz. This is the case for all the coal samples

examined, except one which we will not discuss here. In the next section

the enhancement at 60 MHz for the different coal samples is examined.

7.4.2. H-DNP enhancement of different coal samples

Figure 32 shows the H-DNP enhancement as a function of the carbon content,

for all coal samples measured at A/2x=60 MHz and with H1=64 A/m. We see

that a maximum value of the enhancement is obtained for %C=92%, and that

85 90
V.C(dmmf)

95

Figure 32 - The H-DNP enhancement of various coals
as a function of the carbon content.
(h/2n=60 MHz; H1=64 A/m)
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for %C<75% (almost) no enhancement is observed. In order to explain this

result it should be realized that for the used microwave power levels the

enhancement is proportional to N H7/H,W b , at least in the fast

diffusion limit (see for instance eqn (3-76)). For simplicity we assume

H /b to be the same for the different samples. Ng and H. are determined

via ESR measurements (cf.section 7.3) (in fact we should the value of H, at

*10 GHz). Also W ° is measured for all the samples. It is approximately

constant (about 3 s~ ) for 90%>%O86%. For larger %C W ° increased to

about 12 s~ (caused by an increasing contribution of <WU> to W u ) and
1

for smaller %C W^° increased rapidly to about 220 s" for %C=66% (caused
Ho

by an increasing amount of paramagnetic oxygen trapped in the coal even

after evacuation). In samples with these low carbon percentages (or rather

these high oxygen percentages) non-exponential proton relaxation behaviour

is observed, especially for %C<83%. Proton spindiffusion is in those cases

not fast enough compared to the relaxation process. Nevertheless we found

that we could very well explain the enhancement with the formula:

P^/P H n - 1 = 1.1.10* -r-S (7.1)
Ho tot

Ho £

with N in 10 2 5 m"3, W^Ot in s"1 and H, in A/m.

Eqn (7-1) can be obtained by using eqn (3-76) with b=8 X and H =64 A/m. It

appeared that for those coals having a number of radicals close to that

corresponding to curve 2 in figure 30 we could even get a better agreement

if we used instead of the measured number of radicals the number correspon-

ding to the lower curve 1 in figure 30. Possibly for coals on curve 2 part

of the radicals is not involved in the DNP mechanism, for instance because

they are located in a part of the molecule that does not contain protons

(mineral matter ?).

In figure 33 the experimental enhancement is shown versus the enhancement

calculated with eqn (7.1) for almost all coal samples (those with an

enhancement smaller than one are not shown), indicating the reliability

of this easy-to-use equation.
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Figure 33 - Experimental H-DNP enhancement versus theoretical
enhancement (eqn (7.1)) for the different coal
samples (ooals with an enhancement smaller than
one are not indicated).

7-5.
13C-DNP ENHANCEMENT

In figure 31* the C-DNP enhancement is shown of the low valatile

bituminous coal as a function of the electron offset frequency (the value

of the enhancement is determined again by comparing a DNP-FID and a CP

spectrum). Perhaps there is a small contribution of the Overhauser effect

to the enhancement since the curve is not completely anti-symmetric around A=0

but this is, taking into account the experimental errors, not certain and
13

we will therefore neglect it. The C-DNP enhancement is measured at the

same H. field as the H-DNP enhancement of figure 31a. We will prove that

it is the direct thermal mixing effect that is the dominant DNP mechanism.

As discussed in the preceeding section the nuclear relaxation rate in the

rotating frame is determined by the presence of the electrons. By measuring

this rate in an experiment where the recycle delay was varied we showed

there is a correla tion between the relaxation mechanism in the laboratory

frame and in the rotating frame: when a short recycle delay was used

<W- > also shortened, so C spins with a short relaxation time in the
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Figure 34 - The C-DNP enhancement as a function of the electron offset
frequency A for a low volatile bituminous coal (%C=90.2%>
%H=4.6%, %VM=19.8%, dranf).
The dots indicate the experimental points.
The solid line was drawn using eqn (3.66).

The following values of the parameter's were used:
2 ^

almost Gaussian; ^2^=15 MHz; (au>L)
1!/2fn -IS MHz;

=10; W(0)/W&=4.S;W~(15)/WCe=0.625;
Cg

HfSO A/m.

laboratory frame also have a short relaxation time in the rotating frame.

Therefore the relaxation rate W ° in the laboratory frame must also at

least partially be determined by the presence of the electrons. Let us now
+

firstly assume that the forbidden transitions (r ) and thus the solid state
1 3

and indirect thermal mixing effect play a dominant role in the C-DNP

enhancement. In that case r~ must be larger than K at A/2K= 1 5 MHz (W »W__,
CD

see eqns (2.37)i (3-36) and (3.66)). We varied the microwave power and

measured the C-DNP enhancement, which was by far not proportional to the
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power, indicating that the DNP effect is saturated. Therefore, if the

forbidden transitions are involved, r~ must not only be larger than K but

also larger than C (VT»W , see eqns (2.35), (3-36) and (3.66)). But since
13

it was proven above that the C spin-lattice relaxation rate was

influenced by the presence of the electrons (either via K or via C: <WC>

is proportional to (r++r~+K+C), see eqn (3.54)), this means that this

relaxation rate must depend on the microwave power. This was, however, not

observed in an experiment where we measured the carbon relaxation time as a

function of the microwave power. This is a proof of the fact that the

forbidden transitions are not important for the C-DNP enhancement and

that thus the direct thermal mixing effect is the dominant mechanism in

coal.

In order to explain the experimental points in figure 34 it appeared to be

impossible to use the ESR lineshape we used for the H-DNF curves (figure

31). The full curve in figure 34 was drawn using an almost Gaussian

lineshape with (I),/2K=15 M H Z . This is a bit smaller than the lineshape used

in section 7.4.1 but the most important difference is the fact that the

values of g(A) in the tail of the Gauss line are considerably smaller than

the values obtained with the lineshape used in section 7.4.1. This might be

due to the fact that the protons which achieve the largest polarization

have a strong coupling to the electrons and therefore also broaden the ESR

line, whe

protons.

line, whereas the C spins can also be polarized by electrons remote from

We measured the C-DNP enhancement of several coal samples. It appeared

that the C-DNP enhancement (at A/2n=15 MHz) was about proportional to the H-

DNP enhancement (at A/2x=60 MHz) which is due to the fact that the values

of (V )* and W ° are about proportional.
\> no

7.6. 1 3C SPECTROSCOPY IN COAL

Figures 35-37 show C spectra of the low valatile bituminous coal

obtained via different methods.

Figure 35 shows the spectrum when no magic angle spinning is applied and

the cross polarization technique is used, figure 35a without DNP (CP

spectrum) and figure 35b with DNP (DNP-CP spectrum). The spectra consist of

two regions, representing the aromatic carbons (peak at about 160 ppm) and
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Figure 35 - C CP spectra of a low volatile bituminous coal
(%C=90.2%, %H=4.6%, %VM=19.8%3 dmmf)

a. without DNP; number of scans = 90,000
(measuring time 15 hours)

b. with DNP ( H-DNP enhancement28); number of scans - 200
(measuring time 2 minutes)

The following values of the experimental parameters were used:
•n/2 pulse=2.5 \is; match time=0.9 ms; match field=50 kHz;
acquisition time=S ms; decoupling field=50 kHz;
recycle delay=0.6 s.

A Lorentzian broadening of 200 Hz is applied (This is a
multiplication of the time signal with an exponential
function to increase the S/N-ratio of the spectrum).
The frequency scale is in ppm below TMS.

the aliphatic carbons (at about 40 ppm). Taking the S/N-ratio into

consideration no difference between the two spectra can be observed.

Therefore the use of DNP can be regarded as a valuable tool to reduce the

measuring time (in this case with a factor 28 -800). The same holds for the

spectra obtained when the magic angle spinning technique is used: figure

36a shows the CPMAS spectrum, figure 36b the DNP-CPMAS spectrum. When the

DNP effect is used a spectrum with an excellent S/N-ratio can be obtained.

Due to the application of the MAS technique the aromatic and aliphatic

peaks are separated and more structure is visible in the spectrum (for
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Figure 36 - C CPMAS spectra of a low volatile bituminous ooal
(%C=90.2%3 %H=4.6%, %VM=19.8%, dmmf)

a. without DNP; number of saans = 72,000.
(measuring time 12 hours)

b. with DNP ( H-DNP enhancement=12); number of saans = 500
(measuring time 5 minutes)

The following values of the experimental parameters were used:
ir/2 pulse=2.5 us; match time=0.9 ms; match field=50 kHz;
acquisition time-lS ms; decoupling field=50 kHz;
recycle delay=0.6 s; spinning frequenay-3.5 kHz
The frequency saale is in ppm below TMS.

instance, in the aliphatic region two peaks are visible).

The spectra of figure 35b and 36b can be used for instance to determine the

percentage of carbons in the aromatic region of the spectrum, which can be

used for characterization purposes.

In figure 37a and 37b the DNP-FID spectra are shown, measured without and

with MAS, respectively. We see that, compared to the (DNP-)CP(MAS) spectra,

the relative number of aliphatic carbons is strongly reduced. This can be

explained in two ways:

(i) The aliphatic carbons are remote from the radicals and their relaxation
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Figure 37 - i3C DNP-FID spectra of a low volatile bituminous coal
(%C=90.2%3 %E=4.6%, %VM=19.8%, dmmf)

TT/2 pulse=6 \is; recycle delay-60 s; decoupling field-SO kHz.

a. without MAS; C-DNP enhancement=200; acquisition time-S ms;
number of scans = 8.
A Lorentzian broadening of 200 Hz is applied.

b. with MAS; 13C-DNP enhancement-ISO; acquisition time-15 ms;
number of scans = 4; spinning frequency^.5 kHz.
No broadening is applied.

rate is partially governed by other interactions than the carbon-electron

interactions c » ), so that the DNP enhancement of

these carbons is less than that of the aromatic carbons,

(ii) In the aromatic region many carbons are only weakly coupled to the

protons, which suppresses the corresponding C signal after the H- C

cross polarization (U>£), so that we observe relatively more aromatic

carbons in the DNP-FID(MAS) experiment than in the DNP-CP(MAS) experiment.

Many times it has been discussed in the literature what percentage of the

carbon atoms actually present in the coal is observed in a CP experiment

(100,101,110,111). Not only the weak C-H couplings but also broadening
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effects caused by the electron-carbon interactions may be the cause of the

fact that we observe less carbons than actually present. It was found in

literature that for different coal samples the percentage of observed

carbons varied between 50% and 100% of the actually present number of

carbons. In our low volatile bituminous coal we determined the observed

carbon percentage by comparing the C relaxation rate in the rotating

frame as observed via a DNP-CP and a DNP-FID experiment (106).

This is achieved in the following way. It is expected

1 3
that the relaxation behaviour of the C spins in the rotating frame can be

described by exp-(<W >t) 5 (see sect'"n 2.5). If, however some carbons in
u,p

the vicinity of the unpaired electrons are not observed this relaxation

behaviour will not be measured. Since these not observed carbons have the

smallest relaxation time only for larger values of t (when only the "slow"

carbons contribute to the signal) the exponential-squareroot-t behaviour

will be observed. Studying the relaxation behaviour of the C spins in the

rotating frame can thus yield information about the number of carbons which

are not observed. As a result we found that in the DNP-FID experiment we

measure about 90% of the aromatic carbons (therefore 10% is not detected

because of the broadening effects caused by the electrons) and that in the

DNP-CP experiment about 60% of the aromatic carbons is measured. However,

even after correction of the DNP-FID and DNP-CP spectra for these results,

still the relative number of aliphatic carbons detected via DNP-FID is

lower than that observed via DNP-CP, so that also the first possibility is

true: the C-DNP enhancement of the aliphatic carbons is smaller than that

of the aromatic carbons.

In any case, these experiments clearly show that it is dangerous to

interpret the spectra quantitatively, for instance in order to determine f .
3

It is necessary to perform other experiments, like the measurement of the

relaxation behaviour, in order to get quantitative data about the coal. But

of course the use of DNP not only reduces the measuring time of C spectra

but also of these other experiments, like the determination of the

relaxation behaviour.

The DNP enhancement can also be used to obtain spectra with an excellent

S/N-ratio, which makes it possible to obtain more information out of the

spectra by means of resolution enhancement tecniques or the use of the

parametric spectral analysis method (95_). As an example of the use of

resolution enhancement techniques the first derivative of a C DNP-CPMAS
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Figure 38 - a. C DNP-CPIUS spectrum of a low volatile bituminous coal

b. The first derivative of the spectrum

Number of scans=36J000.
Further parameters the same as in figure 36b.

spectrum of the low volatile bituminous coal is shown in figure 38, clearly

revealing structures even in the aromatic line. This way of resolution

enhancement is only possible when the S/N-ratio is very large, since in

general the application of these techniques, like taking the derivative or

using Gauss-Lorentzian line-narrowing programs or the convolution

difference technique, considerably reduces the S/N-ratio in the spectra.
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7.7. CONCLUSIONS

In the preceeding section we have shown that thanks to DNP we are able to

measure C spectra of higher rank coals in a very short time. In all
13

experiments where C NMR is used as a tool to investigate coal the

measuring time can be considerably reduced and/or the S/N-ratio

considerably enlarged. This is especially the case for the DNP-CP

experiments, in which the application of the DNP effect can be considered

as a pure profit, since it does not lead to any spectral distortion.

The DNP enhancement itself can be used for coal characterization purposes

(figure 32). The possibility to characterize coal in a short time, either

by 1H NMR or 1 3C CP NMR, makes it possible to investigate, e.g., the

homogeneity of large quantities of coal by measuring spectra of many

samples or to use DNP NMR as an on-line technique for optimization of coal

conversion processes. A draw-back might seem the long evacuation time of

the samples, but we found that even a few minutes evacuation leaded to

almost optimal results.

Moreover, also detailed information about the molecular structure of coal

can be obtained with DNP. For instance, the C DNP-FID method might open a

way to investigate the structure close to the unpaired electrons.

The excellent S/N-ratio of the spectra measured via DNP-CPMAS helps in

analyzing these spectra, e.g., by means of resolution enhancement

techniques. Also experiments in which the match time is varied, delayed

decoupling experiments (see section 6.3) or 2D experiments, which can be

used, e.g., to obtain information about the carbons directly coupled to a

proton, are much less time-consuming if the DNP technique is used.

The only draw-back of using DNP in coal research is that it is restricted

to higher rank coals (%C > 75%) at least with our present experimental

set-up. It should, however, be noted that the relaxation rate W
HO

for lower rank coals is rather large and that therefore the measuring time

of for instance CP spectra of these coals is not very large anyway.

Furthermore an increase of H by using a klystron with a larger power or

a better way to get the microwaves in the sample, would lead to an

appreciable enhancement also for lower rank coals. Therefore the conclusion

that the use of DNP in coal research with NMR is almost a must seems

justified.
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8 THE USE OF DNP IN 1 3C NMH: DIAMONDS

8.1. INTRODUCTION

It Is well-known that most diamonds contain impurities of various nature.

The best known impurity centre in diamonds is the so-called P1 centre (112),

an isolated impurity nitrogen atom substituted for carbon in the diamond

lattice. Smith et al. (113) were the first to observe paramagnetic resonance

in diamonds. The paramagnetism arises from the unpaired electrons provided

by the nitrogen atoms (each nitrogen atom having 5 valence electrons, four

of them forming a C-N bond). These electrons are localized almost com-

pletely on one of the four C-N bonds and predominantly on the corresponding

carbon atom (114). The number N of the unpaired electrons varies between

large limits (10 -10 m ) depending on the environment in which the

crystals are grown. It is very well possible that the distribution of the

unpaired electrons over the crystals is very inhomogeneous and that in some

parts of the material the concentration is considerably higher (115,116).

Industrial diamonds often also contain ferromagnetic inclusions, which come

from the metal (e.g., iron, cobalt, nickel) used in the process during

which the crystals are grown.

As the diamonds contain no protons or other abundant spins, the carbon

signal can be observed only via the FID experiment, and as the C spin-

lattice relaxation time can be extremely long (up to several hours in

natural diamonds (50,117)) the measurement of C spectra can be extremely

time-consuming in these materials (117-119)• In this chapter it is investi-
13

gated whether the use of DNP can shorten the measuring time of C spectra

of diamonds. Possibly the use of C NMR spectroscopy in combination with

DNP is a useful tool in studying diamonds, for instance for characteriza-

tion purposes.

8.2. SAMPLES

Five samples were investigated. Two of them were synthetic commercially

produced diamonds. We will show the results obtained with one of them (de

Beer's SDA-100S, -40+45 US mesh size = about 1 mm diameter), to be called

diamond A hereafter, as the other one shows in all respects a similar

character. Three diamonds were naturally occurring, again we will show only
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the results of one of them (16000 series, -16+20 US mesh size = about 3 mm

diameter), to be called diamond B hereafter. All experiments were performed

with the pyrex tubes as sample holders (filling height about 15 mm).

8.3- ESR

The ESR spectrum of our diamonds consists of a triplet as a result of the

interaction between the electrons and the nitrogen nuclei which have a spin

of 1. The distance between the lines of the triplet is about 85 MHz (112,113).

The major contribution to the ESR linewidth of industrial diamonds is

produced by the local fields due to the presence of the ferromagnetic

inclusions (120,121).

In figure 39a the ESR spectrum is shown of diamond A. The spectrum clearly

shows three lines of about equal intensity, splitted by about 85 MHz. The

half width at half height uJ2ii of the central line is about 24 MHz

(685 A/m) and the outer lines have a width of about 30 MHz (850 A/m). The

extra broadening of the outer lines is caused by the fact that the

electron-nucleus coupling is anisotropic (70,p.138 ).

N was determined to be about 10 m .
e

The ESR spectrum of diamond B consists of 3 narrow lines (u,/2i of the

central line smaller than 0.5 MHz). When the microwave power and modulation

amplitude is increased a broader underlying spectrum becomes visible (see

figure 39b), possibly due to other centres than the P1 centre. In figure

39b we see three narrow lines on top of three broader lines. It appeared

that only the electrons in the broad line (width about 15 MHz) in the

middle of the spectrum give rise to a DNP enhancement. The explanation of

this kind of spectra is by no means ambiguous and investigations are still

going on to explain the nature of the centres yielding such spectra (122,123).

They may be due, for instance, to the presence of vacancies in the diamond

lattice.
22 -3

N of diamond B is estimated to be about 10 m .

8.4. 13C-DNP ENHANCEMENT

In this section we will show the C-DNP enhancement vs frequency curves of

diamonds A and B.

We will first discuss the results obtained with diamond A. As mentioned in
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Figure 39 - ESR spectra obtained at 9 GHz of tmo diamonds

a. industrial diamond A

b. natural diamond B.

section 8.2 this industrial diamond contains ferromagnetic impurities,

which broaden the ESR spectrum. Also the C spectrum will appear to be

broadened due to the local fields produced by these impurities. If we would
15

consider only the C spins resonating at a certain frequency in the

spectrum, we are in fact selecting a group of spins which all experience

the same local field. The C-DNP enhancement curve of figure 40 is

obtained by measuring the amplitude of the C DNP-FID spectrum at a

certain frequency in the spectrum (in this case 0 ppm from TMS) for

different values of the electron offset frequency and comparing it with the
1 3

amplitude of a C FID spectrum, which was obtained after 3 days of signal
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Figure 40 - C-DNP enhancement as a function of the electron
offset frequency A for industrial diamond A.
Experimental points are indicated with dots.
The line is a theoretical curve (see text),

averaging. We thus have measured the enhancement curve of the C spins in

a region of the sample where the local field is such that the C spins are

at 0 ppm from TMS in the spectrum. We assume that the electrons in the

vicinity of these C spins experience this same local field. We will show

in the next section that this assumption is very likely to be correct. C

spins and electrons polarizing these spins thus experience the same local

field. For the explanation of the enhancement vs frequency curve of figure

•40 we should therefore not use the ESR spectrum of figure 39a, but the ESR

spectrum we would measure if we would be able to measure the signal of only

those electrons which experience such a local field. If we could observe

the electrons of that region only we fould find a spectrum that is not

affected by the presence of the ferromagnetic inclusions. The only effect

of these inclusions would be that the main magnetic field the electrons

experience is no longer H but H plus the field due to the inclusions.

They would however not influence the shape of the spectrum. This spectrum

would consist of three lines (due to the electron-nitrogen coupling). The
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linewidth of the central line would be determined by the electron-electron

coupling only (homogeneous line). It would have a width of u>!fe/2*=19 MHz

for N =10 m .(see eqn (2.23)). The outer two lines would be broadened

also by the anisotropic part of the electron-nitrogen coupling, which is

however much smaller than 19 MHz. Therefore, for the explanation of the

enhancement vs frequency curve of figure 40 we have to deal with 3 separate

lines, centered at -85( 0 and +85 MHz. Each of these lines gives a contri-

bution to the enhancement vs frequency curve which is anti-symmetric around

its central frequency.

A point that should be realized is that the electron relaxation time in

diamonds is in the millisecond region (124-126) and therefore the saturation

factor W/W at the used H, fields will be extremely large (of the order
e 1

1000). Only the thermal mixing effect will therefore be important, either

the direct or the indirect effect.

The C Zeeman relaxation behaviour of diamond A (almost) obeyed exp-(Wc t ) s

with (W ° ^ O . I 1 ! s~5, indicating that we are in the vanishing diffusion
13

limit (This was not certain a priori, since for very long relaxation times

spindiffusion may be fast enough to yield an exponential relaxation

behaviour). We will therefore use eqn (3.66).

Since the fluctuations of the z-component of the electron spins due to

electron relaxation are very slow this will not give an efficient mechanism

for the nuclear relaxation, compared to the fluctuations caused by

electron-electron flip-flops. Therefore W / W » 1 (K/C»1) is a reasonable

assumption.

Using W/W -» eqn (3.66) now reduces to (we will only consider the central

ESR line for the moment):

P/p , J^L
C C° " -C «£*>* 1 +A

2/«.f
U Li

Writing <W^>5 more explicitly (eqn (3.68)) this becomes:
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The values of r+ and r~ are proportional to the microwave power (see

eqn (3.37)). We see that at low power (r +,r~«K), but still high enough to

fulfill W/W -w, the enhancement is independent of the power, while at

higher power levels it will be proportional to the squareroot of the power

(assuming W ° is independent of H , as is observed). This behaviour of

the enhancement as a function of the microwave power is exactly what is

observed in diamond A. It appeared that at the usually used field strength

of 50 k/ta K was negligible compared to r +r .

The contribution of each of the three ESR lines mentioned above can be

calculated with eqn (8.2), if the lineshapes are known. It appeared that

Lorentzian lineshapes with widths of 14 MHz (central line) and 18 MHz

(outer lines) gave the best fit with the experimental points in figure 40.
2 2

aa) has been taken equal to u), for each of the lines. The line drawn in

figure HO is proportional to the sum of the contributions of each of the

lines, calculated with eqn (8.2). We see that a reasonable fit with

experiment can be obtained.
According to eqn (2.23) the number of electrons corresponding to a

25 -3
homogeneous linewidth of 14 MHz is about 7-10 m , which is in agreement

with the ESI? measurements (section 8.3). Using this value of N ,

g(0)=3.6-10"9 s (calculated with eqn (3-72)) and r"(15)=3-5 -10~55 mS/s

(»r +(15), calculated with eqn (3.37)) we find using eqn (8.2) an enhance-

ment which is about a factor 3 larger than observed. This possibly indi-

cates that the treatment given above contains too much simplifications.

Perhaps the fact that the electrons are not distributed homogeneously also

plays a role.

Figure 41 shows the C-DNP enhancement of diamond B, determined by

measuring the amplitude of the C signal after a C n/2 pulse for

different values of the electron offset frequency. As already mentioned in

section 8.2 only irradiation near the central line of the ESR spectrum gave

rise to a DNP effect. The maximum enhancement (again determined by compari-

son between a DNP-FID and a FID experiment) is about 200. In this diamond

the carbon Zeeman relaxation rate is so small that the relaxation behaviour

is exponential. Although we are dealing with C spins we are therefore not

in the vanishing diffusion limit (eqn (2.47) is not valid, because of the

small value of C+K). W ° is measured to be 4.8*10~ s~ . Let us assume we
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Figure 41 _ 13C-DNP enhancement as a function of the electron offset
frequency A for natural diamond B.
The dots indicate the experimental points.
The line is drawn rising eqn (3.56).

The following values of the parameters were used:
2 kg(A): almost Gaussian; ^2^=15 MHz; (aoi ) /2T\=1S MHZ

<W~(15)>/W*°t=0.105; <WCD>/W
b°J:=O.OS; W(0)/Wg=2S0.

H2 - 50 A/m.

are in the fast diffusion limit, and use eqn (3.56). We can for the same

reasons as with diamond A assume that W/W Since the enhancement was not

independent of the microwave power we must be in the limit

(<W+>+<W~>+<Wrt>)/v£0t«1 . Eqn (3.56) now reduces t o :
CD Co

P / C°
Au> /ao)T0 L

(8.3)

From figure t1 we estimate that the ESR linewidth of the electrons causing

the enhancement must be of the order of 15 MHz. With eqn (3.47), using

*
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H =50 A/m and b=7 2 (values we also used in the coal and PS+BDPA experi-
22 -3 ±

ments) and N =10 m , <W > is estimated to have a maximum value of

5 • 10~ s~ (which is indeed much smaller than VL ° ). From the behaviour
Co

of the enhancement as a function of the microwave power, which is propor-

tional to <W+>+<W~>+<W > we estimated < W O > about half this value. The ESH
CD CD

lineshape was fitted to the experimental points in figure 41 (the used

lineshape is almost Gaussian with (u./2«=15 MHz). The theoretical enhance-

ment equals 200 at A/2it = 15 MHz. Due to the complexity of the actual ESR

spectrum and the not exactly known number of unpaired electrons, this exact

agreement is presumably partly coincidental.

Anyhow, it follows clearly from figures 40 and 41 that large enhancement

factors can be found in diamonds, even in natural diamonds which contain

only a relative small amount of unpaired electrons.

8.5. 1 3C DNP-FID SPECTRA OF DIAMONDS

In figure 42a the C DNP-FID spectrum of diamond A is shown, measured

while irradiating at about the central frequency in the central line of

figure 39a. 20 scans with a repetition time of 1 minute were enough to

obtain a spectrum with a reasonable S/N-ratio. The spectrum displays a

broad C line with an unusual dispersion-like character. This can be

explained in the following way. Only C spins in the vicinity of the

unpaired electrons are enhanced. We have already assumed in the previous

section, that both the carbons and the electrons experience about the same

local field caused by the ferromagnetic inclusions. This means that for

those C nuclei which experience, say, a local field parallel to H , so
13 °

that they contribute to the left half of the C line of figure 42a, also

the corresponding electrons experience a local field parallel to H . This

means that for these electrons m is larger than the microwave frequency io,
e 13

resulting in an positive enhancement of the C signal. The opposite is
true for the right half of the C line of figure 42a, which is enhanced

13
negatively. As a result the C spectrum of figure 42a consists of the

product function of the true C spectrum and the enhancement function of

figure 40. Since this is a very reasonable explanation of the unusual

character of the C DNP-FID spectrum it is very likely that the picture

used in the previous section to describe the influence of the ferromagnetic
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Figure 42 - C spectra of industrial diamond A.

a-b. 13C DNP-FID spectra
ir/2 pulse=6 \is; number of scans=20; recycle delay=60 s.
A Lorentzian broadening of 500 Hz is applied.
a. microwave irradiation at &/2T\-0 MHZ.

b. microwave irradiation at t\/2v-110 MHz.
a. The spectrum of figure 42a corrected for the DNP

enhancement variation over the spectrum.

inclusions is basically correct.
1 3

Another example of a C DNP-FID spectrum is shown in figure 42b, obtained

while irradiating at A / 2 K = 1 1 0 M H Z .

In figure 42c the C spectrum is shown, corrected for the enhancement

distortion by dividing the amplitude of the spectrum of figure 42a for each

frequency by the corresponding enhancement value, obtained from figure 40.

In figure 43 the C DNP-FID spectrum of diamond B is shown. This

spectrum consists of a narrow line (width ca 13 ppm) centered around

(33±3)ppm below TMS. This is in accordance with the results described in

literature for natural diamonds (117,118). Only one scan was already enough
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Figure 43 - C DNP-FID spectrum of natural diamond B.
The spectrum was obtained while irradiating at h/2ir=lS MHz.
ir/2 pulse=6 \isj number of scans - 1.
Waiting time before acquisition - 3600 s.
No broadening is applied.
The frequency scale is in ppm below TMS.

to obtain this result. We waited, however, one hour before applying the x/2

pulse, since the

previous section).

13
pulse, since the C relaxation time is much longer than in diamond A (see

8.6. CONCLUSIONS

Dynamic nuclear polarization can be used to obtain C spectra of diamonds

in a reasonable time. The natural diamonds examined provide narrow, strong C

lines after 1 scan, whereas for the investigated industrial diamonds 10 to

20 scans are sufficient to obtain spectra with a good S/N-ratio. In the

latter case the C lines are broad and dispersion-like when the microwave

frequency corresponds to the middle of the central ESR line. With C NMR

it is therefore easy to discriminate between our natural and synthetic

diamonds. The signals are so strong that measurement of, e.g., C spin-

lattice relaxation times, which is of theoretical interest (117), can be

performed in a relatively short time.

Whether the technique is also useful for characterizing and grading

diamonds and diamond products in more detail, either by measuring spectra

or relaxation times, is still open for investigation.
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9 THE USE OF DNP IN 1H- AND 13C NMR: TRANS-POLYACETYLEHE

9.1. INTRODUCTION

As a final example of applications of DNP in NMR research in solids

measurements will be shown performed on trans-polyacetylene, (CH) . The

undoped polymer is a semiconductor but the conductivity can be enhanced up

to 13 orders of magnitude by doping with electron donors or acceptors (see

refs (127,128) and references therein). We will only study the undoped

polymer.

Polyacetylene is the simplest long chain polyene. It consists of chains of

(CH) units forming a quasi-one-dimensional lattice. Three of the four
2

carbon valence electrons are in sp hybridized orbitals, two of them

constructing the ID-lattice, the third forming a bond with the hydrogen

atom. The fourth valence electron is in a x-orbital and is used to form a

double bond with a neighbouring carbon. Two possible arrangements of the

carbon atoms are possible: cis-(CH) and trans-(CH) (figure l|i)). (CH) is
X X X

synthesized in the cis-form but can be converted to the thermodynamically

more stable trans-form by heating (129,130).

a)

b)

H H H H H H
\ / \ / \ /
C=C C=C C = C

\ / \ / \ / \
c=c c=c c=c c

\ / \ / \ /
H H H H H H

H H H H H
I I I I I

C C C
( l i l t
H H H H H

Figure 44 - a. ais-polyaoetylene

b. trans-polyaaetylene
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In trans-(CH) there is found to exist one unpaired electron on every 1500-

3000 (CH) units. A possible explanation is that, by symmetry, one could

interchange the double and single bonds in trans-(CH) without changing the

energy. Thus, there are two degenerate lowest energy states, A and B in

figure 45a. When these two different configurations occur in the same chain

during the isomerization process, which can in principle commence at

different parts of the chain, a free radical is produced as shown

schematically in figure 45b. It is also possible that the free radical is

produced by cross-link formation between regular chains (131,132): two

double bonds in neighbouring chains are broken and a cross-link is formed,

leaving one unpaired electron in each of the two chains.

The existence of the unpaired electron as a bond-alternation domain wall or

a soliton is proposed by Su et al.(133,?34) and Rice (135). For simplicity,

the soliton is shown in figure 45b as if it is localized on one lattice

site, whereas detailed calculations (133,134) have shown that minimization

of the energy spreads the electron density over a region of about 15 (CH)

units. It should be noted there is however not yet any definite proof of

the existence of solitons in trans-polyacetylene. The unpaired electrons in

undoped trans-(CH) are highly mobile, which is proven by the observation

of an Overhauser effect at to /2n=9 GHz (25_). At lower temperatures also a

solid state effect is reported (27,136) indicating that the mobility

decreases when the temperature is lowered. Nechtschein et al.(26_) propose a

model, where also at roomtemperature part of the unpaired electrons can be

in a fixed state. They explain with this model the value of the ESR

linewidth, which increases as the temperature is lowered (137) and which

would be mainly determined by the number of fixed spins. The majority of

A B

A B

cb)

Figure 45 - a. The two degenerate forms of trans-(CH) , A and B.

b. The unpaired electron in trans-(CH) .
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the spins would be in a mobile state at roomtetnperature, while at very low

temperature (at a few Kelvin) most of the spins are fixed. The fixed-to-

mobile ratio would increase when the number of oxygen defects in the sample

increases, because oxygen defects would attract the unpaired electron

spins. According to Baughmann et al • (138) the interactions between chains

would yield a localization of the solitons near defects like endgroups or

cross-links. Mehring et al.(139) investigated the unpaired electrons in

trans-(CH) by means of time resolved ESR and came to the conclusion that

there are indeed spins in both a mobile and a fixed state.

Summarizing a model is proposed in which the unpaired electron would be

free to move if the chains were isolated and of infinite length, but this

motion would be restricted because of the presence of defects.

In this chapter it is investigated how the use of DNP in combination with

NMR can yield information about the behaviour of the unpaired electrons in

trans-(CH) and the correctness of the model described above. Moreover,

the results of experiments are shown which provide information about the

molecular structure of trans-(CH) (amongst others the C-C bondlengths

and the orientation of the chemical shift tensor) which could hardly or not

be performed without the use of DNP.

9.2. SAMPLES

Experiments were performed with 4 different trans-(CH) samples.

The most frequently used sample (I) was obtained from C.S.Yannoni (IBM

Research, San Jose, USA). This sample was prepared as follows: (CH) was

prepared by the method of Ito et al. (129,130) at -78°C and the trans

sample was obtained by heating in an evacuated sealed tube at 16O°C for

one hour.

Sample II was also provided by Yannoni, who had used it to determine the

C-C bondlengths (140). This sample, used in the experiments described in
13 13

section 9.6.3, is pairwise C enriched. Except for the use of partly C

enriched acetylene gas the preparation method was the same as for the first

sample. In this sample 4% of the C atoms are C atoms, of which 96.5%

occur in pairs. The 1% natural abundance C atoms have been removed to a

degree of 99.9%.

Experiments on samples I and II were performed in evacuated sealed tubes.
13

The other two samples (not C enriched) were made in our laboratory
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following Ito et al•(129,130), one sample (III) at 16°C, the other (IV)

at -78 C. Trans samples were obtained by heating in evacuated sealed tubes

at 150 C for one hour. In N -atmosphere the tubes were broken and the

samples were put in Kel-F rotors. The lids were sealed off with Kel-F

grease. All MAS experiments were performed with these samples.

We note that all samples are powder samples.

9.3. ESR

The ESR linewidths in trans-(CH) reported in literature differ from

sample to sample. According to Nechtschein et al.(26_) this is due to the

differing percentage of oxygen in the samples. By taking great care to avoid

the presence of oxygen at the different steps in the preparation they

obtained a half width at half maximum height of ^=30 A/m (26), while the
2

first samples obtained had a half width of about 85 A/m or more. If all the

spins were fixed the linewidth would be 280 A/m, a value obtained by

measuring the linewidth as a function of the temperature and extrapolation

to zero temperature. Our sample I had (at roomtemperature) a linewidth H,

of 50 A/m (about Lorentzian shape). In the model of Nechtschein this means

that the spins are in a fixed state almost 50/280-20% of the time. Our

other samples had within 20% the same linewidth as sample I.

The number of unpaired electrons was determined in sample I:
25 _3

N =2.6»10 m or one unpaired electron on every 1800 (CH) units.

9.4. 1H-DWP ENHANCEMENT

In figure 46 the H-DNP enhancement of sample I is shown as a function of

the electron offset frequency. We see that the curve is almost symmetric

around (o=u> indicating that the Overhauser effect is the main DNP mechanism

at roomtemperature, as is also observed at cu /2K =9 GHz (25,27). The

enhancement is positive indicating that the electron-proton coupling is at

least partially scalar (isotropic). This is not in contrast with the fact

that the unpaired electrons are presumably in the p -orbitals of the
z

carbons (141) because exchange forces between the unpaired electrons and

bonding electrons can induce a non-zero spin density at the sites of the

protons (70,p.113).

The curve is much broader (half width about 15 MHz) than the unsaturated
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Figure 46 - H-DNP enhancement as a function of the electron offset
frequency A for trans-(CH) . (sample I).
B2=S0 A/m.

ESR line, since the ESR line is saturated. At very low microwave power

level the enhancement vs frequency curve had the same width as the ESR line

at 9 GHz («),/2n = 1 .76 MHz, corresponding to H, =50 A/m), firstly indicating

that the ESR linewidths are about the same at 9 and 40 GHz and secondly

proving that, if the model of the fixed and mobile spins is correct, there

is a fast exchange (on a timescale comparable to the reciprocal ESR

linewidth) between the fixed and mobile state, otherwise the enhancement

vs frequency curve would have a width corresponding to the ESR linewidth

of the mobile spins only, which is much smaller.

From the widths of the ESR line and the symmetric part of the curve of

figure 46, the saturation factor W/W can be calculated: W/W =72±5. Using a

value for H of (50±10) A/m, i.e. about the same value as we found in for

instance the coal experiments, this results in a value for W of

(1.5±O.7)1O5 s"1 (T =4-12 us). Measurements at 9 GHz (V39_, Vi2-Vi}i) also

yield a value of T of a few jiseconds. This is in agreement with our

result becuase it is expected that, since T. is proportional to H8 (145),

T. is at 40 GHz only 2 times longer than at 9 GHz.

The enhancement at infinite power will be close to the observed value of

45, because of the large value of the saturation factor W/W . At 9 GHz the

enhancement at infinite power was determined (in the same sample) by
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Trommel (146): 51 ±5 (Nechtschein et al. (25) found at 9 GHz a value of

90±20. Presumably the enhancement at infinite power is sample dependent). The

enhancement at infinite power is therefore proven to be not very frequency

dependent. According to eqns (2.54a), (2.56) and (3-10), assuming that only

the distance r between nucleus and electron is time-dependent, this

enhancement will be given by:

p S t / p , "e

H H o UH

where it is used that ID »u) u and where it assumed that we may average over
e n

the spatial coordinates occuring in the transition probabilities, thus

assuming that we are in the fast diffusion limit (see the discussion

concerning the use of eqn (2.56)).

The denominator equals the total Zeeman relaxation rate of the protons.

Measurements of Nechtschein et al.(25,26) show that it is proportional to H~5.
_no

This means that also the nominator of eqn (9.1) must be proportional to H~J,

since the enhancement is frequency independent. Therefore it can be

concluded that J(u>e,tc) must be proportional to H , which can be explained

by using the spectral density function proposed by Nechtschein:

J(to,Tc) = (W2C0)* (9.2)

valid for io « U « T , where T~ =D. ., the intra-chain diffusion rate in a

ID soliton diffusion process and where u is a cut-off frequency, below

which eqn (9.2) is no longer valid, because of inter-chain hopping, and 2D

or 3D behaviour is expected (147). D,. is calculated to be of the order
1 3 - 1

10 J s by Nechtschein et al.(2_5_,26) and Holczer et al.(i48). Also the
_ i

Zeeman relaxation rate of the electrons is proportional to H 5, which can
o

be explained by this 1D diffusion model (145). It is therefore very likely

that this model, yielding J((D) proportional to u>~ , describes that part of

the nuclear relaxation that is caused by the mobile unpaired electrons

correctly.

There are three ways to explain the fact that Wu , the total relaxation
_i H

rate of the protons, is proportional to H z and that the enhancement is
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frequency independent:

(i) When we assume <W^>=0 (no other relaxation source than the mobile
n

electrons) the use of eqn (9.2) leads to a frequency independent enhance-
2 2

ment for u) «u)«t . From the enhancement at infinite power the ratio <a >/<d >
c c

is calculated by Nechtschein et al.(25_,26_) to be about 4.

(ii) It is also possible that only protons in or near chains containing

unpaired electrons are relaxed directly by the coupling to the electrons

and that spindiffusion (fast or limited) takes care of the other protons.

This would lead to the same H~ -dependence of the nuclear relaxation rate

on the H -field (149).

(iii) A third way to explain the fact that W ° is proportional to H~* is
li n O

to assume that <W > is non-zero and proportional to H , which would be
n o

the case if the relaxation is caused by fixed unpaired electrons and if we

are in the limited diffusion limit (150): according to eqn (2.36) C can be

proportional to u>~ and according to eqn (2.46) <wf> is in the limited

diffusion limit proportional to CB and therefore to u"5. Since we have

evidence that the protons are not in the fast spindiffusion limit this

model should certainly not be excluded. As mentioned before the fixed

electrons causing the nuclear relaxation can be the same electrons as those

causing the Overhauser effect: if the electron motion is restricted to a

relative small area nuclei further away experience the electrons as fixed.

To get an impression of the number of spins that can be considered fixed

from the point of view of the nuclei the enhancement vs frequency curve of

figure 46 is split into a symmetric and an anti-symmetric part. Half of the

anti-symmetric part is shown in figure 47. This enhancement must be caused

by the solid state and thermal mixing effect. The ESR linewidth of the

electron spins causing the solid state effect is according to the figure

about 12 MHz (H.=340 A/m) which is in excellent agreement with the ESR

linewidth of trans-(CH) extrapolated to zero temperature (see section

9.3), i.e. the linewidth of the spins in the fixed state (280 A/m).

In order to get the estimation of the number of fixed spins we apply the

practical formula eqn (3.76). With the measured value of W ° =21 s~ we
25 -3 Ho

find N =1.2«10 m , indicating that indeed a large number of electrons
6

participate in the solid state effect and can thus be considered fixed for

most of the nuclei. It is then tempting to argue that these "fixed"

electrons also play an important role in the nuclear relaxation mechanism.

If we apply, however, eqns (2.36) and (2.45) to calculate the influence of
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Figure 47 - The anti-syrmetr-ia part of the enhancement vs frequency
curve of figure 46t describing the solid state and thermal
mixing effect enhancement in trans-(CH) .
(only the results for t\>0 are shown)

these electrons on the nuclear relaxation we find, using D=10 m Is,

T =7 MS and N = 1.2 10 m , <w!>=1 .7 s" , which is much smaller than the

experimental value of 21 s~ for the total nuclear relaxation rate.

Therefore the relaxation of the protons cannot be caused by the presence of

fixed electrons and it is expected that the proton relaxation is caused by

the mobility of the electrons. Many protons experience, however, also a

time-independent coupling with the electrons leading to the solid state

effect.

We thus have the following picture: some nuclei have contact with the

mobile electrons, which polarize and relax these nuclei. Spindiffusion,

which is limited, takes care of the polarization and relaxation of the

other nuclei. Although many nuclei consider the electrons to be fixed the

solid state effect enhancement is not very large due to the short nuclear

relaxation time.

It should be noted that the procedure followed by Nechtschein et al.(25) to
2 2

use eqn (9.1) to calculate the value of <a >/<d > from the enhancement at

infinite power is in this picture not correct. Since the on-chain enhance-
2 2

ment is larger than the average enhancement <a >/<d > will have a larger

value than the value of k, calculated by Nechtschein et al. (25).

Nechtschein et al.(26_) propose themselves a larger value to be correct.
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9-5.
13C-DNP ENHANCEMENT

-t o

Cthe C-DNP enhancement of trans-(CH) (sample I) is shown asIn figure

a function of the electron offset frequency. Apart from the slight asymme-

try the main enhancement mechanism is the Overhauser effect, which is

positive, indicating that, like in the proton case, the electron-nucleus

coupling is at least partially scalar (isotropic).

The width of the curve is smaller than in figure H6, because the used

H field was smaller in this case (about 30 A/m).

The enhancement is estimated to be 110 by comparing the signal obtained via

DNP-FID and DNP-CP. This value will be close to the enhancement at infinite

power, because the saturation factor W/W is even with a H field of 30 A/m
6 13

very large. Since spindiffusion is very slow among the C spins we expect

to detect in a DNP-FID experiment only C spins having a scalar contact

with the electrons. Taking into account that the maximum obtainable
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Figure 48 - C-DNP enhancement as a function of the eleatron offset
frequency A fot> trans-(CH) (sample I).
H.=30 A/m.
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enhancement is 2640 (at /tar) the observed enhancement of 110 indicates thate c _

at least 1 out of every 24 C spins has a scalar coupling with the

unpaired electrons. Since there is one unpaired electron on every 1800

carbon atoms (18 C spins), the electron must therefore visit at least 75

carbon sites.

More detailed calculations about the enhancement can only be performed if

the number of carbons which are observed in a DNP-FID experiment is known,

and this is not the case.

9.6. 1 3C SPECTROSCOPY

9.6.1. (DNP-)CP and DNP-CPMAS spectra

In figure 49a the C CP spectrum of trans-(CH) (sample I) is shown. The

shape of the spectrum is caused by the chemical shift anisotropy. The use

of H-DNP (figure 49b) again considerably reduces the measuring time of the

spectrum. However, this also leads to spectrum distortions. These distor-

tions are due to the fact that the H Overhauser enhancement is dependent

on the orientation of the chain relative to the H -field (see eqns (2.54)

and (3-10)). If for instance the orientation of the crain is such that the

chemical shift of the carbons in the chain is a (45 ppm below TMS) the

enhancement is larger. That the fact that the Overhauser enhancement is

dependent on the orientation of the chain is indeed the cause of the

distortions is proven by slowly rotating the sample (about 20 Hz) and

measuring the DNP-CP spectrum (figure 49c). The distortions vanish almost

completely, although the spinning axis was perpendicular to the H field.

For isotropic averaging we should in fact use MAS. Then, during magne-

tization build-up, each spin has all possible chemical shift values. Slow

spinning under MAS conditions was, however, not possible. The reason for

spinning so slow is that we do not want to effect the powder pattern but

only want to achieve that during the time the magnetization builds up (in a

time of the order W H ) the spins experience all possible orientations. The

fact that the DNP-CP spectrum of figure 49b is distorted proves that

spindiffusion among the protons is not fast. We will say more about the

nature of the distortions in section 9.6.2.

From the spectrum of figure 49c the principal values of the chemical shift

tensor can be accurately obtained by comparing the spectrum with a theoret-
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a)

d)

300 200 100 0 PPM

Figure 49 - Cross polarization spectra of trans-(CH) (sample I).
a. CP speatrum; number of scans - 240,000.
b. BNP-CP spectrum; number of scans = 5720.
a. DNP-CP spectrum with sample spinning (20 Hz)

perpendicular to H ; number of scans = 2000
d. Difference between spectrum a and a theoretical

powder pattern.
The following values of the experimental parameters were used:
TT/2 pulse=3 \isj match time=l ms; match field=S0 kHz;
acquisition time=6.4 ms; decoupling field=S0 kHz.
recycle delay=0.2 s.

The frequency scale is in ppm below TMS.
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ical powder pattern and making the difference as small as possible:

a =(217±U ppm, a22=(143+1) ppm and a, =(45±2) ppm below TMS. These

values are in agreement with the results of Terao et al • (151 ) but deviate

from those of Mehring et al.(152), who, however, used a different way of

preparing (CH) and find a much broader CP spectrum.

From the 3 principal values the isotropic value can be obtained:

a =(135±2) ppm below TMS, in agreement with MAS measurements of several
ISO

authors (151,153-155).

Finally, we note that there is still a difference between a theoretical

powder pattern and figure 49c (or figure 49a). This difference, indicated

in figure 49d, is due to the presence of non-regular carbons (like end-

groups, cross-links) and is estimated to be about 2% of the total spectrum.

We also performed MAS experiments on trans-(CH) . The resulting DNP-CPMAS

spectrum of sample III (polymerization at 16 C) is shown in figure 50.

Comparison with a spectrum without DNP (not shown) learned that within

=CH-CH-CH=
=CH-CH-CH=

250 200 150 100 50 0 PPM

Figure SO - DNP-CPMAS spectrum of trans-(CH)
(sample III; polymerization temperature 16°C)
The following values of the experimental parameters were used:
number of scans = 10,000; recycle delay = 0.2 s;
TT/2 pulse=2. 5 ]is; match time=l ms; match field=S0 kHz;
acquisition time=25 ms; decoupling field=&0 kHz;
spinning frequenoy=2.5 kHz.
A Lorentzian broadening of 30 Hz is applied.
The frequency scale is in ppm below TMS.



experimental error the spectrum is not distorted due to the application of

the DNP effect. The S/N-ratio of the spectrum without DNP was, however,

rather low, and did not allow discrimination of all the peaks visible in

figure 50. The largest peak in the spectrum of figure 50 represents the

regular chains with the isotropic chemical shift value mentioned above.

Thanks to the large H-DNP enhancement the S/N-ratio in figure 50 is so

excellent that structure can be made visible in the region around 40 ppm,

containing a total percentage of non-regular carbons of about 3-6. This

number has been determined before by several authors (151,155,156)

(however, their spectra do not show any structure around 40 ppm, due to the

low S/N-ratio) and the results vary from less than 1% to 5%. These differ-

ences are due to differences in sample preparation. As mentioned above we

estimated the number to be about 2% in sample I.

The peak at 40 ppm (2.7%) is due to sp^-hybridized carbons, either cross-

links or methylene carbons (indicated in the figure). Possible endgroups

are -CH , =CH and =CH, which would be expected at 15, 120 and 70 ppm,

respectively. We indeed find peaks at 15 and 70 ppm (each 0.3%). The

presence of a oeak at 120 ppm cannot be detected because of the large tail

of the main peak. Finally, some intensity is found at 0 ppm (0.15%),

possibly due to a structure as sketched in the figure or rests of the

catalyst used in the preparation of the sample .

We also measured the DNP-CPMAS spectrum of sample IV (figure 51). The

polymerization took place at a lower temperature in this sample (-78 C).

This seems to result in a value of the number of non-regular carbons, which

is a bit smaller (about 2.5%). The S/N-ratio of this spectrum is lower than

that of figure 50. This is due to the fact that this spectrum was measured

a few hours after the rotor was filled. The presence of oxygen leads to

fixation of the unpaired electrons and therefore to a lower Overhauser

enhancement. We will discuss the influence of oxygen in more detail in

section 9.6.4.

Anyhow, the figures 50 and 51 again indicate the power of DNP. Without the

DNP enhancement this kind of results is almost impossible. We have shown

that the number of non-regular carbons in our samples is a few percent, of

which a few tenths of a percent are endgroups. This means that the average

chain length is a few hundred (CH) units, but that the path on which an

unpaired electron can freely move has a length which is presumably less

than 100 (CH) units, since the electron cannot pass for instance a cross-
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250 200 150 100 50 0 PPM

Figure SI - DNP-CPMAS spectrum of trans-(CH)
(sample IV; polymerization temperature -78 C)
Experimental parameters as in figure 50.
The frequency scale is in ppm below TMS.

link.

In the preceeding section it was calculated that every unpaired electron

visits at least 75 carbon sites, otherwise the C-DNP enhancement could

not be as large as we measure. If we take into account that also dipolar

interaction is present, which will reduce the enhancement, it is likely to

•assume that the electron visits considerably more than 75 carbons. Since

the path on which the electron can move is presumably lower than 100 (CH)

units, as mentioned above, it is likely that the electron has also indirect

scalar contact with carbons of neighbouring chains.

9.6.2. DNP-FID spectrum

In figure 52a the 1^C DNP-FID spectrum of trans-(CH) (sample I) is shown.

This spectrum is even more distorted compared to the theoretical powder

pattern than figure 49b, the DNP-CP spectrum. The distortions again arise

from the dependence of the Overhauser enhancement on the orientation of the

chain relative to the H -field. They are more pronounced in the DNP-FID

spectrum because of the lack of spindiffusion among the carbons. Slow

spinning around an axis perpendicular to the HQ-field only partially
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300 200 100 PPM
Figure 52 - DNP-FID spectra of trans-(CH) (sample I).

a. without sample spinning.

number of seans=800j recycle delay=S s; ir/2 pulse=6 us
acquisition time=5 ms; decoupling field=80 1<Hz.

b. sample spinning perpendicular to H.
number of scans-2860; recycle delay=S s; v/2 pulse=6 ps
acquisition time=6.4 ms; decoupling field=S0 kHz.

restores the original shape (figure 52b).

Since the orientation of the principal chemical shift axes in the molecule

is known from a 2D experiment discussed in the following section, the

nature of the distortions should in principle yield important information

about the behaviour of the electron-nucleus vector in the principal axes

frame and thus about the nature of the electron mobility.

The origin of the distortions Is of course the fact that the electron-

nucleus interaction and therefore also the relaxation transition probabili-

ties depend on the orientation of the electron-nucleus vector in the H

o
field (see eqn (2.54)) . Comparing figures !)9b and 52a we see an important
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difference. While in figure *)9b the region around C-- is enhanced more than

the rest of the spectrum, in figure 52a this region is enhanced less. This

means that the proton-electron vector, determining the time-dependent

proton-electron dipolar interaction (important for the DNP-CP spectrum),

has on the average a different orientation relative to the H field than

the carbon-electron vector, determining the time-dependent carbon-electron

dipolar interaction (important for the DNP-FID spectrum). This can only be

the case if the electron is very close to the carbon and proton involved.

We will prove in the following section that the a -axis is perpendicular

to the molecular plane, which means that, since the signal at a=a . arises

from those chains where H //a.,,-axis, for carbons with <j=a,- the H field
o 33 33 o

is perpendicular to the molecular plane. Thus, if the electron is in a p -

orbital, the carbon-electron vector is, when the electron is close to the

carbon, on the average parallel to the H field. If we assume that

eqn (2.54) may be used to calculate the relaxation transition probabili-

ties, then the carbons at a=o~~ will get an extra positive enhancement due

to the dipolar coupling with the electrons (K ,>W )) while in the

spectrum of figure 52a we see that, on the contrary, these carbons are

enhanced less.

Making the (not very likely) assumption that the electron is somewhere in

the molecular plane does not help us : in that case both the carbon-electron

and proton-electron vector are perpendicular to the H -field, while they

should have a different orientation.

Therefore we must conclude with remarking that in this stage of the

investigations we are not able to explain the distortions in the spectra

induced by DNP, probably because of the fact that the application of the

theory of the transition probabilities involved in the Overhauser effect is

more complex than assumed.

9.6.3. 2D EXPERIMENT: DETERMINATION OF THE ORIENTATION OF THE CHEMICAL

SHIFT TENSOR AND THE C-C BONDLENGTHS

As another example of the use of DNP in trans-(CH) we shall show some
13 X

results obtained with the pair-wise C enriched trans-(CH) (sample II).
13 x 13

In this sample the C spins occur in pairs only (see section 9.2). The C
spectrum of this material will therefore not only be determined by the
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anisotropic chemical shift interaction H 13 13but also by the C- C dipolar

interaction H . We shall show that by separating these two interactions
13 13

by means of a 2D experiment the C- C distances can be determined as well

as the orientation of the chemical shift tensor relative to the molecule.

The C-C distances were determined before by Yannoni et al.d^O), wno

removed - in the same sample - the chemical shift contribution to the

spectrum artificially by the so-called nutation technique, but our results

are more accurate. The orientation of the chemical shift tensor was unknown

so far.

The principle of determining the orientation of tensorial interactions from

two dimensional NMR powder spectra is described by Linder et al. (157) - The

pulse scheme of the experiment in our case is shown in figure 53. The 2D

spectrum results from evolution during a time t , which is varied in steps,
13 13

under an average Hamiltonian H (which only contains the C- C dipolar

interaction and not the chemical shift, due to the refocussing effect of

the it pulse) and detection during a time t ? in the presence of H (which
13 13

contains both the C- C dipolar interaction and the chemical shift) and

consists of contributions from all orientations of the molecule relative to

the external magnetic field. H and H are given by:

PREPARATION | EVOLUTION DETECTION
TT/2 ,

DECOUPLE I DECOUPLE

Figure 53 - 'Pulse scheme of the 2D DNP-CP experiment
ISon trans-(CH) , pa-Cruise C enriched (sample II).

The ir pulse was in fact a composite pulse (158,159):
(v/2) -(ir) -(TT/2) to achieve an optimal refocussing effect.x
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H1 = HCC

H2 = HCC + HcsC

H and H can be separated by a transformation (tilting) of the

LL CS \s
resulting 2D spectrum, yielding a spectrum with the chemical shift along

13 13
the (i).-axis and the C- C dipolar coupling along the ui -axis. Let us

firstly assume there is only one internuclear distance present in the

sample. For ID and uu it can be written, using eqns (2.12) and (2.16) and

the relation (o. . =o. .y H (1=1,2,3):

2 2 2 2
w. = (u). .cos a+a>22sin a)sin 0 + to cos B (9.4a)

U2 ' ± * T C R i"~3(1-3cos2<|,) (9.4b)

where the Euler angles (a,B) relate the chemical shift principal axes to

the laboratory frame and <\i is the angle between the C- C internuclear

vector and the H -field. For cos4> it can be written (157):

cos<|> = sin^3in0cos(a-<p) + cosScosfJ (9.5)

with (cp,6) the polar coordinates of the internuclear vector r_ in the

chemical shift principal axes frame (Thus, 6 is the angle between r_ and the

a, -axis and y the angle between the projection of r_ on the a -a plane

and the a -axis). We note that 9 and tp are fixed for a given sample (and

these are the values we are interested in), while a. and 3 depend on the

orientation of the H field relative to the molecule. Since a powder sample
o

is used a and & can take all values between 0 and i.

Since it can be expected that two different bondlengths (with different

orientations of the internuclear vector relative to H ) are present in

trans-(CH) the experimental 2D spectrum will consist of the superposition

of two 2D spectra each described by eqn (9-4) and each with different

values for r and q>, between which we will discriminate by adding the

subscripts s for the single bond and d for the double bond. The 2D spectrum

can be simulated with a computer using eqn (9.4), and varying r , r., e, <p
S Q S

and <f. until the best fit is obtained, but it is also possible to determine
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these values in a more direct way, as we shall show now.

Let us assume again for the moment that only one internuclear distance is

present. Now it is well known that in a Pake spectrum (figure 1), where the

internuclear vector can have all possible orientations relative to the H

field (isotropic distribution), maximum intensity is present (in fact

infinite intensity) for the frequencies ±ij-|frhr corresponding to the

situation where the angle <\> between the internuclear vector and the H

field is TI/2. We therefore expect the intensity in the 2D spectrum to be

maximal if cos(|»=0 in eqn (9.5). In that case u> =±^yj\r and u> can only

take those values obtained from eqn (9.4a) with a and B satisfying (see

eqn (9.5)):

sinesinBcos(a-tp) + cosScosB = 0 (9.6)

Thus, we expect maxima to be present on line segments with u)?=±3f Jir

Recognizing these line segments in an experimental spectrum makes a

determination of the internuclear distance r very easy.

It follows immediately from eqn (9.6) that if and only if the a.,-axis is

perpendicular to the internuclear vector (9=x/2) the line segments include
2

the largest possible value of iu : u)=u)-_, where cos B equals unity. It will

be shown that this is indeed the case in the experimental spectrum. Then

eqn (9.4) reduces to:

2 2 2 2
u) = (to cos a+tu2 sin oOsin B + u> cos B (9.7a)

u 2 = ±?Y2JEir"3[i-3sin2Bcos2(a-(p)] (9.7b)

<j> now indicates the angle between the internuclear vector and the

a -axis. It can easily be seen in eqn (9.7) that only those orientations
2 - 3 2

contribute to the line segments at UJ =±$y hr for which cos (ot-q>)=O,
2 2

which means that the line segments start at u an sin <p+(D cos q> and end
at ID. =u> . So from the starting point the value of q> can be obtained.

The value of <p can also be obtained by looking for the value of u>. for
2 -3

which there is a non-zero intensity at ta =±2'^yJ\r . This can only occur
2 2 2 2

if sin B=1 and cos (ot-(p)=1 (see eqn (9.7b) so when u) =u>..cos (p+io^sin <f
which also yields the value of <p.

Using the results derived above the relevant features of the expected 2D
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Figure 54 - Features of the 2D spectrum of pairwise C enriched trans-(CH)x,

relevant for the determination of r. rA, 6 and §A, in case that" s a o a

the a --axis is perpendicular to the molecular plane.
33

spectrum of trans-(CH) are depicted in figure 5^. We like to emphasize

that figure 51 does not reflect the total 2D spectrum; only the points of

interest are indicated. Determination of these points in the experimental

spectrum will give enough information to determine rg, rd, <pg and q>d.

In figure 55 the result of the 2D DNP-CP experiment is shown in a stacked

plot (power spectrum) to give an impression of the intensity distribution

and the S/N-ratio obtained. For simplicity only about one half of the

spectrum is shown. It should be noted that the incorporation of the

Overhauser enhancement in the experiment is essential to get such a result,

since without microwave irradiation the experiment would take a few years.

The actual values of the parameters of interest can be more easily obtained

from the contourplot of figure 56, which shows the complete spectrum, which

is expected to be symmetric around u>2=0, which is almost the case. The

principal chemical shift values a are indicated in the figure (obtained

from the ID spectrum, see section 9.6.1). Tne large intensity at u>2=0 is

due to experimental artefacts (e.g. pulse errors), imperfect 2D software
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and signals arising from C spins not occurring in pairs. The line
p -3 ? —3

segments at (u_/2ii=+AJ (AJ = (3/8n ) T Jir , ) and co_/2n=±A (A =(3/8it )y Jir )2 d d Ud 2 s s Cs

have indeed their ending points at a=a (neglecting the broadening in the

o-direction), which proves that the a -axis is perpendicular to the

molecular plane. A cross-section at 0=o.. (figure 57) directly yields the

values of r and r . The peaks are very sharp which makes an accurate
S Cl

determination possible: r = (1 .45±0 .01)S and r,= (1.38+0.01)$. These values
s d

are within the experimental error in agreement with the results of Yannoni

et al.(140).

We now have the situation of figure 58. The distance d is known from x-ray

and electron diffraction experiments (138): d = (2.46±0.01 )A*. This knowledge

allows determination of the C=C-C angle q> +(p . It follows that

<p +9 =(120.7±1 .5)°, which is somewhat smaller than expected (138). The

values of 9 and <p can be found from the contourplot with the help of
S Q

figure 54. In fact, if we do not consider the intensity around a>2=0 and

neglect broadening effects, figure 54 is in very good agreement with the

- 5 -4 -3 -2 -1

(kH2)

Fvgure 57 - Cross-season at a=a77 of the 2D DNP-CP spectrum of
13pedrwise C enriched trans-(CH) .
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138*

Figure 58 - Chemical shift tensor orientation
in trans-(CH) .

contourplot of figure 56. The explanation of the fact that there is no

intensity at other frequencies than sketched in figure 5*1 can only be made

via computer simulations (160) and will not be discussed here.

9 is determined by looking for the o-value for which non-zero intensity
s

is found at cu /2n=±2A , or from the starting point of the line segments

at u>_/2x=±A . Both methods yields the same value for <p : 9 =(^3±5)°. In
£i S S3

principle <p can be found in the same way but since it is close to 80 and

the sine-function involved is rather flat in that region it is more

accurate to determine it from the value of <p +9, derived above: 9 =(78±6) .

These values are in agreement with the expectations of Mehring et al. (152)

and our results of 1D experiments (23).

We also performed the experiment via the DNP-FID method. In this case the

preparation period (see figure 53) consists of a single C i/2 pulse.

Since it is expected that we detect in this experiment mainly C atoms in

chains containing unpaired electrons it is interesting to investigate how

this influences the result of the 2D experiment. A freely moving electron

would make the existence of two different bondlengths no longer detectable.

It would also be expected that due to exchange the carbon chemical shift

tensor has its o -axis parallel to the C-H bond (9 =9 =60°). Except for
s d

intensity distortions caused by the orientational dependence of the C

Overhauser enhancement (cf section 9.6.2) the contourplot is, however,

equal to the one of the 2D DNP-CP experiment. No peaks are visible which

would indicate <p =9 =60°. Clearly two distances are again distinguishable
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_5 -4 -3 -2 -1

Figure 59 - Cross-section at a=a,- of the 2D DNP-FID spectrum of
13

pairwise ' C enriched trans-(CH) .

The following experimental parameters were used:
TT/2 pulse=6 ys; number of scans-3500 per step; recycle delay-1
Further relevant parameters in figure 55.

which is shown in figure 59, the cross-section at a=a . In fact, this

result could already be expected since the 1D DNP-FID spectrum (figure 52a)

does not show any averaging between a and a , which would be expected if

the motion of the unpaired electron would induce a continuous fast bond

alternation. These results indicate again that the electron motion is

restricted to an area close to trapsites. The electrons may "escape" only

every now and then, when they have acquired enough energy, but then quickly

return to the trapsite.

9.6.U. The influence of oxygen

It is argued before (26,1^8) that the presence of oxygen leads to trapping

of the unpaired electron, which manifests itself by a broadening of the ESR

line. If the sample is exposed to air for a time less than an hour the

initial linewidth can be partially restored by evacuating the sample again.

For larger exposure times the effect becomes more and more irreversible. We
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examined the influence of oxygen by continuously measuring C DNP-CPMAS

spectra of sample III. In fact, figure 50 was the first spectrum of this

series, measured directly after filling the rotor under N?-atmosphere.

Since the rotor is not completely sealed off there is a slow air inlet.

During the first day DNP-CPMAS spectra were obtained with a measuring time

of one hour per experiment; figure 60a shews the spectrum obtained directly

after filling the rotor (identical with figure 50) and figure 60b after 13

hours. After 50 hours the rotor cap was removed for 10 minutes; figure 60c

shows the spectrum directly after these 10 minutes extra air inlet (mea-

suring time 2 hours). After 95 hours a hole (about 2 mm diameter) was

drilled in the rotor cap; figure 60d shows the spectrum directly afterwards

(obtained in 2 hours). Figure 60e and 60f show spectra obtained after 169

hours and after 4 months, respectively (measuring time 2 and 3 hours,

respectively). In table 3 the percentages of the irregular carbons corre-

sponding to the different lines in the spectrum are given, together with

the proton Overhauser enhancement, determined by comparison with a CPMAS

spectrum (also the results of experiments not shown in figure 60 are

included).

Discussing figure 50 we already explained the presence of the peaks at 0,

15, 40 and 70 ppm. We note that the peak at 70 ppm, presumably due to ECH

endgroups, has disappeared after a few hours. We observe that the inlet of

air manifests itself as follows: first extra lines appear at 55, 80 and

195 ppm, all increasing with time. Later on, extra intensity is observed

around 40 ppm (see figure 60), and an extra line at 100 ppm. Finally, after

4 months of air inlet a line around 165 ppm is detected as well.

In figure 61 possible defects due to the air inlet are shown together with

the chemical shift values of the corresponding carbon atoms.

Concerning the proton Overhauser enhancement as a function of time, it

follows from table 3 that already after a short time the enhancement is

reduced considerably, possibly indicating that even a small amount of

oxygen strongly hinders the mobility of the unpaired electrons. This is in

accordance with the results of Holczer et al. (148). We further observe that

immediately after the 10 minutes extra air inlet the enhancement increases

considerably. This might be due to the creation of unpaired electrons by

C-O-C cross-link formation (see figure 61). Finally, the enhancement

decreases again to about the same value as before the extra air inlet,

which may be due to the disappearance of these electrons, or to a further
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200 100 6 PPM 200 100 OPPM

Figure 60 - C DNP-CPMAS spectra of trans-(CH) (sample III) obtained at
different times after filling of th% rotor.

a. directly after the filling of the rotor (10,000 saans)
b. after 13 hours (10,000 scans)
c. after SI hours (20,000 scans)
d. after 98 hours (20,000 saans)
e. after 169 hours (20,000 scans)
f. after 4 months (30,000 scans)

The amplification of the spectra is indicated.
The main peak is displayed in such a way that the integral
of the complete spectrum is constant.

The following experimental parameters are used:
TT/S pulse=2.5 Us; match time=l ms; match field=SO kHz;
acquisition time=25 ms; decoupling field-50 kHz;
spinning frequency=2.S-3 kHz,
A Lorentzian broadening of 30 Hz is applied.
The frequency scale is in ppm below TMS.
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Table 3 - Intensity of the different lines in the DNP-CPMAS spectra

as a function of the time t after filling the rotor. The

relative inaccuracy in the values of %C is about 20%.

A bar indicates a value smaller than 0.10%.

Also the H-DNP enhancement is given (accuracy 10%)
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Figure 61 - Possible defeats in trans-(CH) due to the inlet of air.

The numbers given in the figure (ppm below TMS) correspond
to the ahemiaal shift values of the aarbon atoms.
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restriction of the electron mobility. We also observe that after 4 months

the enhancement is roughly the same as after a week, in despite of the fact

that the number of irregular carbons has increased by almost a factor 2.

This probably proves th?t the defects are mainly present at the surface of

the material, and that ohe mobility of at least a part of the unpaired

electrons inside the material is not affected by air.

Finally, we note that the solid state enhancement has increased with about

a factor 2 after 4 months air exposure, indicating that indeed the

electrons are fixed to a larger extent than before.

9.7. CONCLUSIONS

Uhdoped trans-polyacetylene contains mobile electrons, which is proven by

the fact that an Overhauser effect is observed for H and C spins at

ID /2K=40 GHz. Presumably the time-dependent part of the interaction

between the protons and the unpaired electrons can be described with the 1D

diffusion model proposed by Nechtschein et al. (25_,26_). The motion of the

spins is, however, limited t> certain parts of the sample. Many nuclear

spins consider therefore the electrons to be fixed and have a mainly time-

independent coupling with them, which is proven by the observation of a

solid state effect. The electron mobility is further limited when the

sample is exposed to oxygen. The solid state effect enhancement then

increases and the Overhauser enhancement decreases.

Probably only the protons very close to the electrons are directly relaxed

by them and relaxation of protons further away proceeds via spindiffusion.

The protons are proven to be in the limited spindiffusion limit. The

dynamic polarization of the protons proceeds in the same way: protons close

to the electrons are polarized directly, while the polarization of protons

further away is achieved via (limited) spindiffusion.

It is expected that only carbon spins which have a scalar interaction with

the electrons are enhanced via the Overhauser effect. It is shown that

every electron must have scalar contact with -on the average- 75/100 C

spin.

From the DNP-CP spectra the carbon chemical shift values are accurately

determined: o11=(217±1) ppm, O 2 2 = (143±D ppm and o =(H5±2) ppm below TMS.

Both the DNP-CP and DNP-FID spectra are distorted compared to a theoretical

powder pattern due to the fact that the Overhauser enhancement a nucleus
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obtains is dependent on the orientation of the chain, the nucleus is in,

relative to the H field. These distortions cannot be understood with the
o

present theory and the presented model of the electron movement.

Due to the large DNP enhancement we could determine the different groups of

irregular carbons via a DNP-CPMAS experiment. The number of cross-links and

methylene groups is about 3% and the number of endgroups a few tenths of a

percent. The number of irregular carbons strongly increases when the sample

is exposed to air. This is proven by measuring DNP-CPMAS spectra of a

sample which was not sealed off. After 4 months of air inlet almost 50% of

the carbons is irregular.

Via a 2D experiment it is shown that the o -axis of the carbon chemical

shift tjnsor is perpendicular to the molecular plane and that the a -axis

makes an angle of (43±5) with the single bond and (78±6) with the double

bond. The bondlengths are determined to be (1.38±O.O1)8 and (1.45±O.O1)5L

The C-C=C bondangle is (120.7±1.5)°.

By performing the 2D experiment in a way that only the carbons close to the

unpaired electrons are observed we investigated whether the motion of the

electrons leads to an averaging of the bondlengths and chemical shift

values. The fact that this averaging is not observed can be explained by

assuming the electrons to be trapped to a large extent.
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10 CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis it is investigated how dynamic nuclear polarization effects

can be used in solid state NMR research, especially to enhance the polar-

ization of the rare C spins.

The theory of the DNP effect by fixed electrons (solid state and thermal

mixing effect) is extended to make it also valid in the case that there is

no spindiffusion among the polarized spins. We have shown by comparing the

theory with measurements on polystyrene doped with the free radical BDPA

that the theory of the DNP effect by fixed electrons can be used quantita-

tively to explain the DNP enhancement of abundant spins ( H spins) as well

as rare spins ( C spins) as a function of the microwave frequency. This

enables us not only to explain the magnitude of the DNP enhancement

obtained in given solids, but it makes it also possible to predict enhance-

ments and to select solids for the application of the DNP effect. It is

shown, for instance, that in order to get a non-negligible H-DNP enhance-

ment N H^/W^0tH, should be of the order 0.25 or larger (H and H. in A/m,
S 1 HO £ • \ 5

W ^ in s"1 and N in 10 2 5 m~3) or with H.^50 A/m ^ / W ^ H, should be

about 10 or larger.

It is found that for protons usually the solid state effect and the

indirect thermal mixing effect dominate, while for C nuclei the direct

thermal mixing effect is a very important mechanism.

The theory of the Overhauser effect contains so many unknown parameters

that we had to limit ourselves to a qualitative description.
1 13

We have shown that in solids containing both H and C spins two methods

exist to enhance the C polarization: indirectly via the DNP-CP method and

directly via the DNP-FID method. In the first case the C polarization is

usually enhanced uniformly, whereas in the second case the carbons close to

the radicals are enhanced more.

The main advantage of the application of the DNP-CP method is the reduction

in measuring time and/or the larger S/N-ratio of C spectra. It is shown

that the reduction in measuring time can be used to obtain spectra in a

very short time (for instance for fast coal characterization) or to perform

experiments which would otherwise not be possible (an example is the 2D

experiment on trans-(CH) which would have had a measuring time of several

years without the application of DNP). The large increase in S/N-ratio

enabled us for instance to determine the different irregular carbon atoms
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in trans-(CH) and to use resolution enhancement techniques in coal. Thanks

to the application of the DNP effect we are able to detect the signal of a
17number of spins as low as 10

If the solid does not contain an abundant spin system the DNP-FID method

has to be used (like in diamonds). It can also be used to study the

vicinity of the unpaired electrons (even if there is an abundant spin

system) and possibly to use the electrons as a kind of spinlabel. For

instance in coal it enabled us to localize the unpaired electrons mainly in

the aromatic part of the coal.

Measurement of the DNP enhancement as a function of the electron offset

frequency and determination in this way of the DNP mechanisms involved give

information about the electron-nucleus coupling and the behaviour of the

unpaired electrons (the presence of an Overhauser effect in coal proves for

instance that there are mobile unpaired electrons). Quantitative comparison

with theory can yield information about the number of electrons involved in

the DNP effect (e.g., the solid state effect enhancement in trans-(CH)

gives information about the number of electrons which have a time-

independent coupling with the protons).

Besides in the solids mentioned in this thesis we think that DNP can be

applied succesfully in a variety of other materials, such as polymer

conductors, alkali metals, and solids doped with unpaired electrons,

obtained either by a solid solution or by irradiation. Moreover, DNP might

also help in studying surface phenomena, e.g. in composite materials,

provided of course, that at least one of the materials contains unpaired

electrons. We also want to note that the DNP method is of course not

restricted to H and C NMR, and that also the study of other rare spin

species can benefit greatly from the application of DNP.

A disadvantage of the method is that the experiments have to be performed

at a relatively low field strength of 1.4 T, and the question arises,

whether it is not preferable to forget about DNP and measure at higher

fields, if one is interested in the reduction of measuring time only. The

answer, of course, depends completely on the obtained enhancement factors,

and for low enhancements it is obvious that better results can be obtained

at higher fields. It can, however, in many cases still be preferable to

measure at low fields, because then problems like spinning sidebands can be

avoided. The determination of the number of irregular carbons in trans-(CH)
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would have been impossible at high field, for instance, because of the

spinning sideband problem. For the same reason CPMAS spectra of coal

measured at high field never contain as much information as our spectra.

The measurement of the 2D spectra of trans-(CH) would have been almost

impossible at high field since then the chemical shift interaction com-

pletely overshadows the much smaller C- C dipolar interaction.

The advantages of DNP and high field can also be combined, for instance by

applying DNP at the higher field, though the costs of especially the

microwave source will become very high. It is also possible to polarize the

sample via DNP in a low field, to move the sample quickly into a probe

experiencing the high field and then to measure the signal. This method

combines the greater sensitivity at high field and the greater polarization

obtained at the low field. Moreover, this method has the advantage that the

NMR and DNP experiments are separated, so that both probes can be optimized

for DNP and NMR separately.

Finally, the application of the DNP effect can be made more advantageous by

enlarging the enhancement factors, either by using more microwave power or

a better experimental set-up (larger H field), or by lowering the temper-

ature (longer relaxation times).
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APPENDIX A1

Relaxation rates in the vanishing diffusion limit

Tse and Hartmann (79_) solve the problem of nuclear relaxation by fixed

paramagnetic centra in the case of vanishing diffusion. They consider,

however, only the relaxation in the rotating frame. In this appendix we

will summarize their results and extend them for the description of the

nuclear relaxation in the laboratory frame.

They do not use the single center model because nuclei at a distance r^R

from an electron are acted on by several unpaired electrons. Furthermore

they show, that is is possible, and mathematically more correct not to

average over 9 on beforehand, so to leave the 9-dependence in the electron-

nucleus interaction in tact. According to eqn (2.35) a nucleus relaxes in

the laboratory frame due to the presence of an unpaired electron with a

rate :

W = ̂  C sin26 cos26 r 6 (A1.1)
ne 2

and in the rotating frame the rate is (eqn (2.49)):

W = jr C (1-3cos26)2 r"6 (A1.2)
ne,p 4 p

C and C are constants defined in eqns (2.36) and (2.50), respectively, and

r and 9 are the polar coordinates of the electron relative to the nucleus.

(Note: for the sake of simplicity we have neglected nuclear relaxation due

to electronic flip-flops).

In the following we will calculate the relaxation behaviour of the total

nuclear polarization. We will follow the derivation of Tse and Hartmann (79)

but we make the description valid for both relaxation in the laboratory

frame and in the rotating frame by assuming the nucleus relaxes due to the

presence of one unpaired electron with a rate W given by:

W = A f(9) r"6 (AT.3)
n

2 2
with A = 15/2 C and f(8) = sin 8cos 9 for the relaxation in the laboratory
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frame and A = 5/4 C and f(6) = (1-3cos 6) for the relaxation in the
P

rotating frame.

We assume we have a spherical sample with radius R . If there are N
v 3

electrons present in the total sample volume V = (4/3 )*R then a nucleus

relaxes following exp-(A 2 f(e
k)

rw )*• with (r ,9 ) the coordinates of the

nucleus relative to the k-th electron.

Following the mathematical approach given by Forater (_16J ) (who discusses

a completely different problem in physics) it can be shown that the total

nuclear polarization approaches its equilibrium value as:

s(t) = exp-(<W1>t)

with

with N the number of electrons per unit volume: N =N/V.
e K e

In mathematical language this means that

exP-(A | f (6k )r"
6 )t

(A1.6)

* The lower bounds of the integrals over r have been taken zero in

I eqn (A1.6), which is in fact not correct, since nuclei very close to the

i electrons are not observed. Taking this fact into account it follows (79)

i that the relaxation behaviour follows eqn (A1.4) for large values of t

I only. Since the number of not observed nuclei is very small we neglect this

fact.

The use of eqn (A1.5) for the two cases of our interest leads to:

W M „
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and

which results are used for the derivation of eqns (2.48) and (2.53),

respectively.
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APPENDIX A2

Calculation of the stationary value of the nuclear polarization in the

vanishing diffusion limit.

Eqn (3-52) in section 3-3-8 has to be integrated to find the stationary

solution of the polarization in the vanishing diffusion limit. We find:

c - H"
R

d(cos6 ) . . . d(cose ) r

-I-* o-*

R

r dr x

1 -
n

W* + X. B sin2e, cos"6,.r"
n K

k k k

P . + P
ni no

(A2.1)

where we have left out the indices i in eqn (3.52) for simplicity and where

we have written B instead of (OK+r++]

integral can be rewritten as follows:

we have written B instead of (OK+r++r~). Using eqns (A1.4) and (A1.7) the

i1 f
R R
V r V

^•1 dCcosG^.. d(cos9

-V

„) rfdr,.. r2
NdrJi-—

-V o' o

N f1 f1

r sin26, cos26, r,"6
n R k k k

= 1 ~ K I dt j^l I d(cose)... d(cos6N) r 2 d V . . r2drN

-V

exp-(WX t I B sin 6 cos 6 r" )t
tl K K K K

= 1 - IT | s(t) exp-W^t dt
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(A2.2)

Assuming that W* is proportional to (r')~ , with r' the distance of the

nucleus to the source of W*, we find after integrating over r1 and using

the result in eqn (A2.1):

-st exp-(<Wx>t)^ dt P , + P
n1 no

*»[ n n
P . + P
ni no

w + w
n n

P , + P
n1 no CA2.3)

with

(A2.4)

Eqns (A2.3) and (A2.H) are identical with eqns (3-54) and (3-55).
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SWfttRY

In solids containing unpaired electrons the Dynamic Nuclear Polarization

(DNP) effect can be used to enhance the nuclear polarization by irradiating

the sample at or near the Larmor frequency of the electrons. In this thesis

it is investigated how and when the DNP effect can be used in solid state

NMR research at roomtemperature, especially to enhance the polarization of

the rare C spins. The theory of the DNP effect is given, the experimental

set-up is described which is needed for the combination of DNP and C NMR

spectroscopy, experiments are described which are performed to investigate

whether the DNP theory can be used in a quantitative way and a variety of

applications of the DNP effect in solid state NMR is given.

There are in general two ways to enhance the C polarization:

(i) indirectly: the proton polarization is enhanced via the DNP effect, and

this enhanced polarization is transfered to the C species via cross

polarization (CP). This is the DNP-CP method.

(ii) directly: the C polarization is enhanced directly via the DNP effect
13

and the C free induction decay (FID) is observed after a it 12 pulse. This

is the DNP-FID method.

Usually the protons (abundant spin species) are in the fast diffusion limit

and a uniform proton polarization exists in the sample. Therefore, when the

first method is used, the protons and thus also the C nuclei are enhanced

uniformly. If, however, the second method is used carbon spins (rare spin

species) in the vicinity of the unpaired electrons obtain a larger

polarization than carbons further away, since in general there is hardly

any spindiffusion among the C nuclei.

The DNP effect can be caused by the presence of either mobile electrons

(Overhauser effect) or fixed electrons (solid state and thermal mixing

effect). The published theory of DNP by fixed electrons does not deal with

the vanishing diffusion limit and it is therefore extended to make it also

valid for this case, which is important for the description of the C-DNP

effect.

After a general introduction in chapter 1 and a discussion of the

Hamiltonian of a spinsystem containing protons, carbons and unpaired
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electrons in chapter 2, the DNP theory is given in chapter 3. Concerning

the DNP effect by fixed electrons, it yields formulae, which give the

enhancement as a function of the microwave frequency in the three diffusion

limits: fast, limited and vanishing diffusion, and which can be used to
1 13

describe the H-DNP as well as the C-DNP enhancement. The theory of the

Overhauser effect contains many unknown parameters and is therefore dealt

with in a qualitative way only.

In chapter 4 the experimental set-up is described. The carbon frequency

used is 15 MHz, the proton frequency 60 MHz and the electron frequency

40 GHz. Special attention is given to the probes used to combine DNP with

solid state NMR experiments. A probe is described, which also has the

possibility of magic angle spinning (MAS). Irradiation of the sample with

microwaves takes place via a hornantenna. In this probe samples can be used

with a size common in NMR experiments ("MD.3 cm ) and the enhancement due to

the DNP effect can thus be regarded as pure profit. The maximum microwave

field obtained in this probe is about 40 A/m. Another probe described makes

use of a microwave cavity. Large enhancement factors can be obtained if

small samples are used (̂ 0.03 cm ). This probe is used to compare

experiments with theory, since in the theory the microwave field is assumed

to be constant over the sample, which is not the case if large samples are

used. The maximum obtainable microwave field in this probe is about three

times larger than in the other probe.

In chapter 5 experiments are described performed on polystyrene doped with

the free radical BDPA. The H- and C-DNP enhancement are measured as a

function of the microwave frequency. It is described how the parameters

determining the DNP enhancement can be obtained. The fit between theory and

experiment is satisfying. It is thus proven that the theory of the DNP

effect by fixed electrons can be used in a quantitative way.

In the chapters 6-9 applications of the combination of the DNP effect and

C NMR spectroscopy are given.

In chapter 6 C NMR experiments are described performed on the doped

polystyrene. It is shown how especially the application of the DNP-CP
1 3technique leads to a reduction in the measuring time of C 1D and 2D

spectra of two to three orders of magnitude.

In chapter 7 the application of the DNP effect in coal research is

discussed. Especially for higher rank coals the DNP enhancement can be
13

considerable, which reduces the measuring time of C spectra measured via
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the DNP-CP technique with a factor 800 in favourable cases. This reduction

is pure profit since the application of the DNP effect does not distort the

CP spectra. This makes it possible to characterize coal in a very short

time. Detailed information about the molecular structure of coal can be

obtained by performing experiments which would be too time-consuming

without the application of the DNP technique. The DNP-FID method might open

a way to investigate the surroundings of the unpaired electrons. It is

shown that these are mainly located in the aromatic part of the coal.

Chapter 8 describes the results obtained in diamonds. Since diamonds do not

contain an abundant spin species the DNP-FID method has to be used. Thanks

to the application of the DNP effect a C spectrum of natural diamonds can

be obtained after only 1 scan, whereas for industrial diamonds 10 to 20

scans are sufficient to obtain spectra with a good signal to noise ratio.

Natural diamonds provide narrow C lines. Due to the presence of ferro-

magnetic inclusions the C spectrum of industrial diamonds is very broad.

These ferromagnetic inclusions give rise to an unusual shape of the

C DNP-FID spectra and also the enhancement as a function of the microwave

frequency can only be explained when the effect of these inclusions is

taken into account.

In chapter 9 it is shown how the presence of mobile unpaired electrons in

undoped trans-polyacetylene (CH) can be used to obtain large Overhauser

enhancement factors. It is shown that the mobility of the unpaired

electrons is restricted to small parts of the sample. The DNP enhancement

enabled us to reduce the measuring time and to enlarge the signal to noise

ratio of the C spectra. This is used to determine accurately the

C chemical shift principal values of trans-(CH) , to obtain the
13 X

orientation of the C chemical shift tensor in the molecule and to

determine the C-C bondlengths. Furthermore it is possible, thanks to DNP,

to discriminate in the spectra between several kinds of defects, which are

present in the (CH) -chains, like cross-links and endgroups, which are

present by nature, and defects created by chemical reactions with oxygen,

after exposing the sample to air. No evidence is found in the experiments

for the presence of fast bond alternation due to the presence of the mobile

electrons.
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SAMENVATTING

In vaste stoffen die ongepaarde elektronen bevatten kan het dynamische

kernspin polarisatie (DNP) effekt gebruikt worden om de polarisatie van de

kernspins te vergroten. Dit gebeurt door op het monster in te stralen met

mikrogolven met een frekwentie die gelijk is aan of in de buurt ligt van de

Larmor frekwentie van de elektronen. In dit proefschrift is onderzocht hoe

en wanneer het DNP effekt bij kamertemperatuur gebruikt kan worden in vaste

stof onderzoek m.b.v. kernspin resonantie (NMR), met als voornaamste doel

het vergroten van de polarisatie van de zeldzame C spins.

De theorie van het DNP effekt wordt gegeven en de experimentele opstelling

die nodig is voor de kombinatie van DNP en C NMR Spektroskopie wordt

beschreven. Daarna volgt de beschrijving van experimenten die verricht zijn

om na te gaan of de theorie van het DNP effekt kwantitatief gebruikt kan

worden. Besloten wordt met een groot aantal toepassingen van het DNP effekt

in vaste stof onderzoek m.b.v. NMR.

Er zijn in het algemeen twee manieren om de C polarisatie te vergroten:

(i) indirekt: de proton polarisatie wordt vergroot via het DNP effekt en

deze grote polarisatie wordt overgedragen op de C spins via cross

polarisatie (CP). Dit is de DNP-CP methode.

(ii) direkt: de C polarisatie wordt direkt met behulp van het DNP effekt

vergroot en de free induction decay (FID) van de C spins wordt na een x/2

puls geobserveerd. Dit is de DNP-FID methode.

Gewoonlijk zijn de veel voorkomende protonen in de snelle diffusie limiet

en is ten gevolge daarvan de proton polarisatie uniform over het monster.

Wanneer de eerste methode wordt gebruikt, wordt de proton polarisatie en

dus ook de C polarisatie daarom gewoonlijk uniform versterkt. Wanneer

echter de tweede methode wordt gebruikt zullen de C spins (zeldzame

"kernsoort) die in de buurt van de ongepaarde elektronen zijn een grotere

Î versterking krijgen dan C spins verder weg, omdat er haast geen spin-

diffusie is tussen de C spins.

?. Het DNP effekt kan veroorzaakt worden door de aanwezigheid van beweeglijke

*; elektronen (Overhauser effekt) of gefixeerde elektronen (solid state en

j! thermal mixing effekt). De gepubliceerde theorie van het DNP effekt door

f gefixeerde elektronen behandelt niet het geval waarbij er tussen de kernspins

i
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geen spindiffusie aanwezig is. De theorie is op dit punt uitgebreid
13

om ook een goed beschrijving te hebben van het DNP effekt van C spins.

Na een algemene inleiding in hoofdstuk 1 en een bespreking van de Hamilton

operator, die een spinsysteem beschrijft dat protonen, koolstof atomen

en ongepaarde elektronen bevat, in hoofdstuk 2, wordt in hoofdstuk 3 de DNP

theorie behandeld. Formules worden gegeven waarmee de versterking t.g.v. het

DNP effekt door gefixeerde elektronen als funktie van de mikrogolf

frekwentie berekend kan worden in de drie diffusie limieten: snelle en

beperkte diffusie en geen diffusie. Deze formules kunnen gebruikt worden om

zowel het H- als het C-DNP effekt te beschrijven. De theorie van het

Overhauser effekt bevat veel onbekende parameters en daarom blijft de

beschrijving van dit effekt hoofdzakelijk kwalitatief.

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de experimentele opstelling beschreven. De gebruikte C

frekwentie is 15 MHz, de proton frekwentie 60 MHz en de elektron frekwentie

40 GHz. Speciale aandacht wordt gegeven aan de probes die gebruikt zijn om

DNP met vaste stof NMR te kombineren. Een probe wordt beschreven waarin het

ook mogelijk is magic angle spinning (MAS) experimenten uit te voeren.

Instralen met mikrogolven op het monster gebeurt via een hoornantenne. In

deze probe wordt aan monsters gemeten met een voor NMR experimenten

gebruikelijk volume (̂ «0.3 cm ) en de versterking t.g.v. het DNP effekt kan

dus beschouwd worden als pure winst. Het maximale mikrogolf veld dat in

deze probe gehaald kan worden is ongeveer 40 A/m. Een andere probe wordt

beschreven waarin gebruikt gemaakt wordt van een mikrogolf trilholte. Grote

versterkings faktoren kunnen hierin bereikt worden als er kleine monsters

(V).O3 cm ) gebruikt worden. In deze probe zijn experimenten verricht die het

toetsen van de theorie als doel hadden. In de theorie wordt namelijk

verondersteld dat het mikrogolf veld konstant is over het monster, wat niet

het geval is als er grote monsters worden gebruikt. Het mikrogolf veld dat

in deze probe gehaald wordt is ongeveer driemaal groter dan in de andere

probe.

In hoofdstuk 5 worden experimenten beschreven die verricht zijn aan

polystyreen gedoopt met het vrije radikaal BDPA. De H- en C-DNP verster-

l king zijn gemeten als funktie van de mikrogolf frekwentie. Er wordt

;l. beschreven hoe de waardes van de parameters die de versterking bepalen

.f verkregen kunnen worden. De overeenkomst tussen theorie en experiment

I
jr blijkt bevredigend te zijn. Het is dus bewezen dat het DNP effekt door
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gefixeerde elektronen kwantitatief gebruikt kan worden.

s In de hoofdstukken 6-9 worden toepassingen gegeven van de kombinatie van

I DNP en C NMR Spektroskopie.

In hoofdstuk 6 worden experimenten beschreven die verricht zijn aan het

gedoopte polystyreen. Er wordt aangetoond dat de toepassing van het DNP

effekt de meettijd van C 1D en 2D spektra met twee tot drie ordes van

grootte kan verkorten.

In hoofdstuk 7 wordt het gebruik van DNP in onderzoek aan steenkool

behandeld. Speciaal in steenkool van een hogere rang kan de DNP versterking

aanzienlijk zijn. Dit kan gebruikt worden om de meettijd van C cross

polarisatie spektra sterk te verkorten. In gunstige gevallen kan de

meettijd verkorting een faktor 800 zijn. Deze verkorting is pure winst

aangezien de toepassing van het DNP effekt de vorm van de CP spektra niet

i
aantast. Dit maakt het mogelijk steenkool in zeer korte tijd te karakteri-

seren. Gedetailleerde informatie over de molekulaire struktuur van steen-

kool kan verkregen worden door het verrichten van experimenten, die zonder

de toepassing van het DNP effekt te tijdrovend zouden zijn. De DNP-FID kan

wellicht gebruikt worden om de omgeving van de ongepaarde elektronen te

bestuderen. Er wordt aangetoond dat deze zich voornamelijk in het aromati-

sche deel van de steenkool bevinden.

Hoofdstuk 8 beschrijft de resultaten die verkregen zijn met diamanten.

Aangezien diamant geen veel voorkomende spinsoort bevat moet de DNP-FID

methode gebruikt worden. Dankzij het DNP effekt kan een C spektrum van

natuurlijk voorkomende diamant verkregen worden na slechts 1 scan, terwijl

voor industriële diamant 10 tot 20 scans voldoende zijn om een spektrum

, met een redelijke signaal-ruis verhouding te krijgen. Natuurlijke diamanten

gev

13,

geven smalle C lijnen en industriële diamanten hebben een zeer breed

C spektrum. Dit laatste is een gevolg van de aanwezigheid van ferro-

magnetisch materiaal in industriële diamant. Ten gevolge hiervan onstaat

een C DNP-FID spektrum met een ongewone vorm en ook om de vergrotings-

faktor als een funktie van de mikrogolf frekwentie te verklaren moet de

invloed van dit materiaal meegenomen worden.

In hoofdstuk 9 wordt getoond hoe de aanwezigheid van beweeglijke ongepaarde

elektronen in ongedoopt trans-polyacetyleen (CH) leidt tot grote

Overhauser versterkings faktoren. Er wordt aangetoond dat de beweeglijkheid

van de ongepaarde elektronen beperkt is tot kleine delen van het monster.

De DNP versterking maakte het ons mogelijk om de meetttijd van C
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spektra te verkorten en spektra te verkrijgen met een grote signaal-ruis

verhouding. Dit is gebruikt om de hoofd elementen van de C chemische

verschuivings tensor zeer nauwkeurig te bepalen, om de oriëntatie van

deze tensor in het molekuul te verkrijgen en om de C-C afstanden te meten.

Verder is het mogelijk, dankzij DNP, om in de spektra de signalen te

onderscheiden van de verschillende defekten die voorkomen in de

(CH) -ketens, hetzij van nature, zoals cross-links en eindgroepen, hetzij

veroorzaakt door reakties met zuurstof, na blootstelling van het monster

aan lucht. In de experimenten is geen bewijs gevonden voor snelle

uitwisseling van enkele en dubbele bindingen ten gevolge van de

beweging van de elektronen over de ketens.
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